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CHAPTER 1 

ADiscussion of Extremum Control. 

1.1 The extremum control problem 

Extremum control is a technique for adjusting the inputs 

of some controlled object so that its single output will have 

an extreme value, using only observations of the output to 

determine the adjustment. Figure 1.1 is a diagrammatic 

representation of an extremum control system. The plant has 

n inputs qt, q2, - - qn which must be adjusted by the controller 
so that the single output c will have a maximum or a minimum 

value. The only information available to the controller is 
the measurement of the actual output c. The theory of extremum 

control systems, to which this thesis is intended to contribute, 

is concerned with how best to adjust the inputs in order to 

achieve the required extreme value of the output. 

Extremum control has also been called 'optimalising control' 

(Draper and Li 1), 'automatic optimisation' (Feldbaum 2), 'hill 

climbing' (Jacobs 3) and 'adaptive control' (Douce 4 and Chang 5). 

A considerable amount of work on extremum control systems has 

been published, but as several review works are available (Tsien 6 

and Jacobs 3,7) no attempt is made here to discuss possible 

applications of extremum control or to give an exhaustive biblio- 
graphy. 

As with any control system a description of the plant and 

the definition of a performance criterion for the controller are 

first essentials. The description of the plant separates extremum. 

CHAPTER 1

Â Discussion of Extyemuin Contrpj,.

1.1 The extremum control problem

Ixtremum control is a technique for adjusting the inputs

of some controlled object so that its single output will have

an extreme value, using only observations of the output to

determine the adjustment. Figure 1,1 is a diagrammatic

representation of an extremum control system. The plant has

n inputs ̂  , q, , - - q which must "be adjusted by the controller

so that the single output c will have a maximum or a minimum

value. The only information available to the controller is

the measurement of the actual output c. The theory of extremum

control systems, to which this thesis is intended to contribute,

is concerned with how best to adjust the inputs in order to

achieve the required extreme value of the output.

Extremum control has also been called 'optimalising control'
T o

(Draper and Li ), 'automatic optimisation* (Peldbaum ), 'hill

climbing' (Jacobs ̂ ) and 'adaptive control' (Douce and Chang ).

A considerable amount of work on extremum control systems has

been published, but as several review works are available (Tsien

and Jacobs ->i ) no attempt is made here to discuss possible

applications of extremum control or to give an exhaustive biblio-

graphy.

As with any control system a description of the plant and

the definition of a performance criterion for the controller are

first essentials. The description of the plant separates extremum
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control systems into two main categories, extremum searching 

systems and extremum regulating systems. 

(a) Extremum searching systems. In these systems the 

values of the inputs which give the output its extreme value 

are fixed and have only to be found. The criterion of perform- 

ance of such systems might be the time required, or the amount 

of computation required, to find the required inputs to some 

specified accuracy. Examples of such systems are the stoch- 

astic approximation systems described by Chang 8 and Kushner 9 

and the digital computer function minimisation routine developed 

by Rosenbrock 10 This thesis is not concerned with extremum 

searching systems except that one such system, the digital 
computer function minimisation routine described in appendix 5, 

has been designed in order to assist the main work of the thesis. 

(b) Extremum regulating systems. In these systems the 

plant is subject to disturbances which make the best values of 

the inputs vary with time. The prime requirement of the extre- 

mum regulating controller is to continuously adjust the inputs 

in order to maintain the output as near to its extreme value as 

possible, 

This thesis is concerned with the design of such systems. 

1.2 Description of the Plant 

Although some work has been done on systems with more than 

one input, for instance by Feldbaum 2,11 and Douce 4, many prob- 

lems remain to be solved in connection with the basic single 

input plant, only plants with a single input q are considered 

control systems into two main categories, extremum searching

systems and extremum regulating systems.

(a) Extremum searching systems. In these systems the

values of the inputs which give the output its extreme value

are fixed and have only to be found. The criterion of perform-

ance of such systems might be the time required, or the amount

of computation required, to find the required inputs to some

specified accuracy* JtSxamples of such systems are the stoch-
8 9astic approximation systems described by Chang and Kushner ,

and the digital computer function minimisation routine developed

by Rosenbrock . This thesis is not concerned with extremum

searching systems except that one such system, the digital

computer function minimisation routine described in appendix 5>

has been designed in order to assist the main work of the thesis.

(b) Extremum regulating systems. In these systems the

plant is subject to disturbances which make the best values of

the inputs vary with time. The prime requirement of the extre-

mum regulating controller is to continuously adjust the inputs

in order to maintain the output as near to its extreme value as

possible.

This thesis is concerned with the design of such systems.

1.2 Description of the Plant

Although some work has been done on systems with more than
2 11 4one input, for instance by Feldbaum * and Douce , many prob-

lems remain to be solved in connection with the basic single

input plant. Only plants with a single input q̂  are considered
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in the rest of this thesis, 

The extremum characteristic is most simply represented by 

a parabola when, as in most practical examples, the relationship 

between the output c and the input q is smooth in the region of 
the extremum. In the rest of this work the required extremum 

is assumed to be a minimum as this involves no loss of generality. 

The change in the value of q which gives minimum output c is most 

simply represented by the additive disturbance z shown in figure 
1.2. The equation of this plant is 

c = Axe + cmin (1.1) 

where x = z + q (1.2) 

Compensation for the changing extremum characteristic represented 

by figure 1.2 is the fundamental requirement of any extremum 

regulating controller. 
Plants represented by figure 1.2 can be divided into two 

classes, continuous-time plants and discrete-time plants. In 
continuous-time plants q, z and c are continuous functions of 
time whereas in discrete-time plants, such as batch chemical 

processes, q can be changed and c measured only at fixed points 

in time. In the rest of this work a continuous-time plant is 
considered, for the following reasons: 

(a) Although some extremum controllers can be used equally 

well with discrete-time and continuous-time plants, others can 

only be used with continuous-time plants; so only a continuous 

plant provides a basis for the comparison of all types of 
extremum controller. 

(b) A discrete-time plant can be considered the sampled 

version of a continuous-time Plant and can be described by the 

in the rest of this thesis*

The extremum characteristic is most simply represented by

a parabola when, as in most practical examples, the relationship

between the output c and the input q is smooth in the region of

the extremum. In the rest of this work the required extremum

is assumed to be a minimum as this involves no loss of generality.

The change in the value of q which gives minimum output c is most

simply represented by the additive disturbance z shown in figure

1.2. The equation of this plant is

c = ̂  + cmin (1'X)

where x = z + q (1.2)

Compensation for the changing extremum characteristic represented

by figure 1.2 is the fundamental requirement of any extremum

regulating controller.

Plants represented by figure 1.2 can be divided into two

classes, continuous-time plants and discrete-time plants. In

continuous-time plants qs z and c are continuous functions of

time whereas in discrete-time plants, such as batch chemical

processes, q can be changed and c measured only at fixed points

in time. In the rest of this work a continuous-time plant is

considered, for the following reasons:

(a) Although some extremum controllers can be used equally

well with discrete-time and continuous-time plants, others can

only be used with continuous-time plants; so only a continuous

plant provides a basis for the comparison of all types of

extremum controller.

(b) A discrete-time plant can be considered -bî e sampled

version of a continuous.-time plant and can be described by the.
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same parameters with the addition of the sampling frequency. 

The criterion of performance 

The criterion of performance of any extremum controller used 

with the plant of figure 1.2 is how well the controller can 

adjust the input q to compensate for changes in the disturbance 

z(t) so that the output c(t) will remain as near its minimum 

value as possible. 

The transient response of q(t) has been used 11, 

as one such criterion of performance. In a practical extremum 

control system, however, a fast transient response means that 

the trial adjustment to determine the direction of the extremum 

must be large. As this trial adjustment itself causes error, 

engineering insight must be used to obtain a compromise between 

speed of adjustment, and error due to the perturbation. 

An analytic criterion of performance can be defined if 

some assumptions can be made about the disturbance z(t). As z(t) 

cannot be measured aM may be the result of a number of independ- 

ent effects a statistical description is appropriate. In this 

work z(t) is assumed to be an ergodic random process 15 so that 

ant average value of output r can be defined. The performance 

criterion must give information about the difference between the 

desired value of output Gmin and the actual average value Z° 

obtained. This differencePis proportional to the 'mean square 

error' ;2(t) at the input to the extremism characteristic. In 

the rest of this work the smallness of x2(t) is used as the 

performance criterion. 

4

same parameters with the addition of the sampling frequency,

The ...criterion, of performance

The criterion of performance of any extremum controller used

with the plant of figure 1.2 is how well the controller can

adjust the input q to compensate for changes in the disturbance

z(t) so that the output c(t) will remain as near its minimum

value as possible.

The transient response of q(t) has been used M,12,13,11*

as one such criterion of performance. In a practical extremum

control system, however, a fast transient response means that

the trial adjustment to determine the direction of the extremum

must be large. As this trial adjustment itself causes error,

onginoering insight must be used to obtain a compromise between

speed of adjustment,, and error due to the perturbation.

An analytic criterion of performance can be defined if

some assumptions can be made about the disturbance z(t)0 As z(t)

cannot be measured animay be the result of a number of independ-

ent effects a statistical description is appropriate. In this

work z(t) is assumed to be an ergodic random process l5 so that

ani, average value of output "c" can be defined. The performance

criterion must give information about the difference between the

desired value of output <;,_. and the actual average value ISHFin

obtained. This difference? is proportional to the 'mean square

ej?ror' xa (t) at the input to the extremum characteristic. In

the rest of this work the smallness of x2(t) is used as the

performance criterion.
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The problem in terms of stochastic optimal control. 
The problem presented in terms of figure 1.2 is trivial as 

most extremum controllers could be designed to reduce the perform- 

ance criterion x2(t) to zero. In a practical system this will not 

be possible because of uncertainty in the measurement of the plant 

output and because of lags in the plant. 

The measurement uncertainty can be represented by adding a 

white noise fi(t) at the plant output to give the plant shown in 
figure 1.3. In the rest of this work it is assumed that z(t) and 

e(t) are uncorrelated, gaussian, ergodic random processes 16. 

defined by the spectral densities 

* (w) = W ; 6(W) = Nee (1.3) 

The disturbance z(t) is a brownian motion which can be considered 

the result of integratir4g a white noise of spectral density 

The convention used here for defining spectral density is that 

chosen by Fuller 16 in a paper discussing the various conventions. 

It is related to the correlation functionp(r) by the formula 

(a)) = f (r)e Cdr 
_oo 

,The plant shown in figure 1.3 presents a problem in stochas- 

tic optimal control - how best to adjust the input q, given the 

measurement y(t) of c(t), in order to minimise the performance 

criterion 77t. It may be noted that without any controller 
x(t) = z(t) and from the definition of z(t) given above z2(t) 
and hence x2(t) will be infinite. Of particular interest is the 

value of x (t which can be obtained using an optimal controller. 
As pointed out by Jacobs 3 lags in the plant are most simply 

The problem in terms of^srtQch_astic ^

The problem presented in terms of figure 1.2 is trivial as

most extremum controllers could be designed to reduce the perform-

ance criterion x2 (t) to aero* in a practical system this will not

be possible because of uncertainty in the measurement of the plant

output and because of lags in the plant,

The measurement uncertainty can be represented by adding a

white noise £(t) at the plant output to give the plant shown in

figure 1,3« In the rest of this work it is assumed that z(t) and

£(t) are uncorrelated, gaussian, ergodic random processes '*"

defined by the spectral densities

*zz(<y) ̂^ * *££(«> «*/ (1-3)

The dis tup-nance z(t) is a brownian motion which can be considered

the result of integrating a white noise of spectral density N_2.
Zt

The convention used here for defining spectral density is that

chosen by Fuller in a paper discussing the various conventions.

It is related to the correlation function ̂(r) by the formula

95 (a)) =
-oo

, The plant shown in figure 1.3 presents a problem in stochas-

tic optimal control - how best to adjust the input q, given the

measurement y(t) of c(t), in order to minimise the performance

criterion xr(t)» It may be noted that without any controller

x(t) = z(t) and from the definition of z(t) given above z2(t)

and hence x2(t) will be infinite. Of particular interest is the

value of 3T (tj which can be obtained using an optimal controller.

As pointed out by Jacobs ̂  lags in the plant are most simply
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represented by low pass filters, when the plant shown in figure 1.3 

becomes that shown in figure 1.4. The time constants of the 

input lag and measurement lag are TI and T respectively. 

The plants considered in the rest of this work are all 
special cases of that shown in figure 1.4. 

1.3 The extremum controller 

When a plant and performance criterion have been defined as 

in section 1.2 the design of the extremum controller is a problem 

in optimal control. Roberts 17 has developed an approximately 

optimal controller for a plant similar to that shown in figure 1.4 

except that Cmin is considered to be a brownian motion, possibly 

correlated with z(t). It is interesting to note that this con- 

troller uses sinusoidal. perturbation. Florentin 18 has developed 

an approximately optimal controller for a discrete-time plant which 

is the sampled equivalent of figure 1.4 but with no measurement lag 

and with another disturbance added in before the input lag. 

Most of the extremum controllers discussed in the literature, 
however, operate according to certain basic principles developed 

using engineering insight. These empirical-controllers have some 

advantages, such as a) and b) below, which in some circumstances 

may outweigh the better performance of the optimal controller. 
a) The empirical controllers have general application. The 

structure of the optimal controller is a function of the plant and 

performance criterion used, and so may change from plant to plant. 

Only the parameters in the empirical controller need to be adjusted 

to suit a particular plant, and it is conceivable that an empirical 

represented by low pass filters, when the plant shown in figure 1.3

becomes that shown in figure 1.4. The time constants of the

input lag and measurement lag are T and T respectively.

The plants considered in the rest of this work are all

special cases of that shown in figure 1.4,

1*3 The extremum cpntrollex^

When a plant and performance criterion have been defined as

dn section 1.2 the design of the extremum controller is a problem

in optimal control. Roberts has developed an approximately

optimal controller for a plant similar to that shown in figure 1.4

except that c . is considered to be a brownian motion, possibly

correlated with z(t). It is interesting to note that this con-
-j Q

troller uses sinusoidal perturbation, Florentin has developed

an approximately optimal controller for a discrete*time plant which

is the sampled equivalent of figure 1,4 but with no measurement lag

and with another disturbance added in before the input lag*

Most of the extremum controllers discussed in the literature,

however, operate according to certain basic principles developed

using engineering insight. These empirical- controllers have some

advantages, such as a) and b) below, which in some circumstances

may outweigh the better performance of the optimal controller.

a) The empirical controllers have general application. The

structure of the optimal controller is a function of the plant and
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controller could be applied to a plant about which little is known 

and then adjusted for better performance as more is learned about 
the plant and performance criterion. 

b) The empirical controller may be simpler than the optimal 

controller. The approximately optimal controller described by 

Roberts is more complicated, and that described by Florentin 

requires more computation, than most of the empirical controllers. 

It is therefore of interest to compare the performances of 

various types of empirical controller with that of an optimal 

controller when used with a plant such as that described in section 

1,2. A contribution to this comparison is made here by deter- 

mining the design and performance of one type of empirical control- 

ler, and comparing its performance with that of the approximately 

optimal controller giver by Roberts. 

The empirical controllers are classified according to their 

basic principles of operation in the following sub-sections. 

1.3.1 Constant speed controllers 

a) Continuous-time systems, In these systems the input is 
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performance of such a system in the presence of measurement noise. 

Xirokostas and Henderson 25 have studied the behaviour of such 

systems when disturbances, lags and measurement noise are all 
present. 

1,3,2 Extrapolation controllers 

These controllers operate by fitting a curve to the extremum 

characteristic then using this curve to predict the required change 

in input. Vinograd and Geronimus 26, Perelman 27,28, and Jelonek, 

Ga.,-diner and Raeside 14, have studied the behaviour of such systems 

using quadratic prediction in the presence of measurement noise. 

1,3.3 Linearised, or gradient-type, controllers 
The rest of the work in this thesis is concerned with this 

t,Te of controller. The controller operates by making the input 

adjustment proportional to an estimate of the gradient of the 

extremum characteristics If the extremism characteristic is para- 

bolic then the input adjustment will be proportional to the dif- 

ference between the actual and the desired input, as in a linear 
control system, so this type of controller has been termed 3'7 
tlinearisedt. 

Most of the linearised controllers considered in the litera- 
ture derive the estimate of the gradient by adding a sine or square 

wave perturbation at the plant input and correlating it with its 

effect cn the plant output. Van der Grinten 29. however, has 

shown how a stochastic perturbation can be used, and Douce and 

Ng 30 have studied systems using a pseudo-random-binary-sequence. 

Roberts 17 has shown that under certain circumstances the best 

method of measuring a gradient is by using a sinusoidal perturbs- 

ti on* 
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The linearised perturbation systems discussed in the litera- 
ture can be represented. by figure 1.5, and are discussed below in 
two groups, differentiated by type of controller used, 

a) Continuous-time controllers. In these systems the output 

u(t) of the control unit in figure 1.5 is the continuous output of 

a linear filter. Such controllers can only be used with a continu- 

ous plant,. 

Continuous perturbation systems with measurement noise have 

boen studied by Nightingale 31 (square wave perturbation), and 

Jelonek, Gardiner and Paeside 14 (sine wave perturbation). The 

latter have compared the performance of one such system with that 

of a. discrete-time linea',ised controller and an extrapolation 

controller Eveleigh 32 ' has censi.dererl. a sine wave perturbation 

system with lags and Pervozvanskii 33 a sine wave perturbation 

system with disturbances and iags. The controllers considered by 

the above authors incorporate multiplicative demodulation and their 
analyses assume that the multiplier gives an estimate of the gradi- 

ent contaminated only by the measurement noise. Douce and Bond 13, 

however, have shown that the multiplier can give rise to 'large 

fluctuations' in the control signal u(t) in figure 1.5, so that 

the ponformar_ce of the system is degraded. 

In, this thesis a sine wave perturbation system with disturb- 
..ces, noise and lags is studied, the fluctuations mentioned by 

Douse and Bond being taken into account so that a complete design 

can be obtained. 

b) Discrete-time controllers. These controllers use square 

wave perturbation and the control unit output u(t) in figure 1.5 
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changes at tha same time as the perturbation so that the plant 

input q(t) is changed only at discrete points in time. These 

controllers can be used with either discrete-time or continuous- 

time plants, the input of a continuous plant being held constant 

over the.interval between adjustments. 

Feldbaum 11 and Tovstykha 12 have considered the application 

of this type of controller to a discrete-time plant subject to 

measurement error and a. steadily increasing disturbance. Feldbaum 

has further considered the application of this type of controller 

to a continuous plant with measurement noise and a ramp disturbance. 

Douce and Bond 13 have discussed the steady state performance in 

the presence of measurement noise. 

Chang* 
5,8 

has investigated the design and performance of two 

yp;:^ of discrete-time Ti.nearioed extremu.n controller; a "derivative 

sensing" ? controller ': d an "a'_ t.er^,ati re biasing" control.ler0 These 

controllers are studied and compawed in connection with a continuous- 

time plant with a random disturbance and measurement noise. The 

results obtained for the alternative biasing controller also apply 

when it is used with a discrete-time plant. 

114 Aim of Thesis 

The rest of this thesis is a study of certain linearised 

extremum controllers of the empirical type described in the litera- 
ture The purpose of the work is to design the controllers to 
give their best performances in connection with the plant described 

in section 1.2; then to compare the resulting performances with 

each other and with that of the approximately optimal controller 
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described by Roberts. The design procedures and performance 

results are presented in dimensionless form for simplicity and 

generality. 

,A. sine wave perturbation continuous-time controller is 

designed in connection with the plant described in section 1.2, 

when the random disturbance, the measurement noise, and the lags 

are all present. The performance of this controller is compared 

with that of Roberts' approximately optimal controller. The 

design procedure used and the comparison with the approximately 

npptimal controller are thought to be original. 

Three different types of extremum controller are designed, 

and their performances compared, when the plant has no lags. 

Sine wave and square wave perturbation continuous-time controllers 

Fre designed in this thesis, and Chang's results are used for the 

discrete-time controller considered by Feldbaum and Douce. The 

comparison of the performances of the three controllers is thought 

to be original. 

The design procedure used for the continuous-time controllers 

is partly analytic and partly experimental. The experimental work 

was carried out on an analogue computer to an accuracy of approxi- 

matelyT 5%4 The design procedures are verified, and their region 

of validity determined, by simulating the actual extremism control 

sy*stems on the analogue computer. 
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CHAPTER -2 

An Introduction to the Work of this Thesis 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter lays the foundation for the main work of the 

thesis. Section 2.2 defines the sine wave perturbation system 

with lags which is to be designed, and section 2.3 describes the 

three systems which are to be compared. The non-dimensional 

representation is introduced in section 2.4. Section 2.5 

,'.escrioes the basic design procedure used, and section 2.6 gives 

the lay out of the remainder of the thesis. 

2.2 Sine wave perturbation system with lags 

Figure 2.1 shows a sine wave perturbation controller of the 

empirical type described in the literature 
6,14,32,33 

in connection 

with the plant described in section 1.2. The plant output is 

passed through a band-pass filter as suggested by Tsien 6, Night- 

ingale 31 and Eveleigh 32, of transfer function 

G (s) = 
2s 

2 Tae+2s+Ta2 
2 2 

where a is the perturbation frequency. The output of the band- 

pass filter is demodulated by multiplying it by aa.eos(at - O ) 

where 
0 = tan I aT + tan I 

aT (2.2) 

The multiplier output is then modified by the linear filter G(s) 

and the perturbation a,cosat is added to give the plant input 

q(t). 
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In chapters 4 and 5 it is shown that the performance of this 

system is affected by the actual value of cmin' being worse for 
large 

cmin' 
As has been remarked by Florentin 18 cmin can be 

scaled to take any value, say by adjusting the set point of the 

measuring device. In figure 2.1 this could be represented by the 

addition of a constant Bi to the plant output y(t). Since this 
w,,ck is concerned with the steady state performance it is per- 

r:.issible, and convenient, to co;.is;ne cmin and B1 and consider the 

ev-ti'emum i-'haracteristic to be 

c=Ax2+B (2.3) 

where B = cmin + B1 (2.4) 

and B must be regarded as a controller variable. 
For the purposes of anolysis and design the system of figure 

2.1 can be simplified to that shown in figure 2.2 using equation 

(264) and the substitutions 

G(s) 
= 12a = a1 (i + 

a2T'2)--j 

; B = tan 'aT (2.5) l+ sT 

Any results obtained for the system of figure 2.2 can be modified 

by equations (2.5) and (2.4) to apply to the system of figure 2.1 

provided that H(s) is such that its output can be differentiated 
co that 0(a) can be realised. Figure 2.2.shows the system for 
which an equivalent circuit is derived in chapter 3. 

In chapter 3 reasons are given for choosing the controller 
transfer function H(s) to be a pure integrator, and for not using 

the band-pass filter, that is in figure 2.2 

H(s) = s ; T2 = 0 (2.6) 
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Equations (2.6) modify the system of figure 2.2 to give the system 

shown in figure 2.3, which is the system for which the design 

procedure is given. 

The controller in figure 2.3 has four adjustable parameters; 

the perturbation amplitude a, the perturbation frequency a, the 

integrator gain K, and the constant B which affects the mean value 

of the signal at the multiplier input. The required controller- 
'!esign is the choice of these parameters so that the performance 

-riterior x2(t) will ;)e a minimum. This best choice will depend 

'n the plant, which is described by the spectral densities 0ZZ(W) 

and Oe (w), the extremum curvature A and the time constant T of the 

l.ag. 

2.3 The comparison of three ccntrollers 
Three different extremum controllers are compared in connec- 

tion with the same plant, the plant described in section 1.2 but 

without lags. 

The first of these controllers is the sine wave perturbation 

continuous controller discussed in the previous section. The 

system considered is a special case of figure 2.3 with T = 0, and 

is shown in figure 2.4. 

The second is similar to that shown in figure 2.4 but uses 

square wave perturbation as considered by Nightingale 31 and Douce 

-and Boz,t 13. The cys.';m considered is shown in figure 2.5, the 

perturbation being a.p(t) where p(t) is a square wave of unit 
amplitude and a frequency of aA cycles/sec. 

The third is the discrete-time controller considered by 

Feldbaum 11 and Douce and Bond 13. The system is shown in 
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figure 2,6. This is a special case of the derivative sensing 

system considered by Chang 8, whose results are used to determine 

its design and performance. The system of figure 2.6 differs 
from that of figure 2.5 only by the inclusion of a sample and 

hold device at the integrator output. The sample and hold device 

is assumed to operate at the end of each perturbation cycle. 

Feldbaum 11, Grishko 3`i, and Ng 35 have discussed controllers in 
which the sample and hold device operates only after some integer 

number of perturbation cycles. This would be of no advantage in 
'-he system of figure 2.6. 

The design again consists of the choice of the perturbation 

amplitude a and frequency a, the integrator gain K and the constant 

B. in order to minimise x2(t) for a given plant. The value of 
x2(t) obtained provides a basis for the comparison of the three 

systems. 

It will be shown that the best value of the perturbation fre- 
quency a is infinity, when all three controllers achieve the same 

value of x2(t). This is only of academic interest as all practi- 
cal plants will have lags which limit the perturbation frequency. 

What may be of practical interest, however, is how high the per- 

turbation frequency must be to achieve adequately good' perform- 

ance, and also which controller gives the best performance when 

the perturbation frequency is limited to some finite value. In 
order to obtain some answers to these questions the perturbation 

frequency was considered to be a specifiable plant parameter. 

The design problem is then: given a particular plant and a speci- 

fied perturbation frequency a, find the values of the controller 
parameters a. K and B which give the minimum value of x2(t). 
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Graphs of the variation of this minimum value of x (t against the 

specified perturbation frequency a are obtained for each controller, 

and are used as a basis for their comparison. 

2.4 The dimensionless representation 

2.4.1 Some general consider ions 

The design procedures and performance results for the various 

systems considered in this work are presented in dimensionless 

terms. This simplifies the presentation by reducing the number 

.f parameters involved, and makes it more general by eliminating 

the use of units. 

Consider first the use of an optimal controller with a plant 

described by i parameters. With an optimal controller the per- 

formance criterion x2 is a minimum for the plant used, and so is 

determined only by the plant, say by the relation 

x2 fopt ( i plant parameters) (2.7) 

Let the number of different kinds of unit used in equation (2.7) 

e k< Then Buckingham's 367-theorem states that equation (2.7) 

f,.an be re-written using k fewer dimensionless products of the 

original parameters. Let this new equation be 

Ue ftopt( Ups - - UP(i-k)) (2.8) 

.here only Ue involve: xg and so can be regarded as a dimension- 

less performance criterion. Thus when an optimal controller is 
used the value of 11e is determined only by the value of the 

independent dimensionless variables iTp 
1 

- - TI_2(i-k), which 
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completely define the plant as far as performance is concerned. 

If i = k then 
TTe 

will be a fixed number, and if i < k the optimal 

control problem will not exist. 

When an empirical controller is used in connection with the 

Plant the performance criterion x2 will depend on the j parameters 

describing the controller as well as the i plant parameters, so 

that 

x2 = f (i plant parameters, j controller parameters) (2.9) 

Since this equation has j more parameters than equation (2.7) its 
dimensionless form must have j more dimensionless parameters, say 

TI - - TTJ., than equation (2.8) and so can be written 

(TTp' - - TTp(i-k) ; TT, - - 7 j ) (2.10) 

El - - Tlj must be soluble for the j controller parameters in 
terms of the i plant parameters. 

In dimensionless terms the design procedure for the empirical 

controller is: given the dimensionless variables TP 
t 
- - TT P (i-k) 

'Tscr'bing the plant, find the values of 711- - TTj which 

::inimise TTe. When TT, - - TTj take the values given by this 

design procedure the value of TTe is again a function of the plant 

dimensionless parameters only, say 

- (2.11) 
e = Tr -- Tr ( n - - 1Tp(t 

k} 
C ]opt 

A comparison between the functions 7e of 7p - - TT P(i-k) 
given by the two equations (2.11) and (2.8) gives a comparison of 
the Performance of a properly designed empirical controller with 
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completely define the plant as far as performance is concerned.

If i - k then "[T will be a fixed number, and if i < k the optimal

control problem will not exist.

When an empirical controller is used in connection with the

plant tho performance criterion x2 will depend on the j parameters

describing the controller as well as the i plant parameters, so

that

x2 = f (i plant parameters, j controller parameters) (2.9)

Since this equation has j more parameters than equation (2.7) its

dimensionless form must have j more dimensionless parameters, say

ff - - TT-> than equation (2.8) and so can be written

TT.-*1 (TTPi --Trp(i_k);ff,--Tr3 ) (2.10

N ~~ "~ TT- mus-fc ̂ e soluble for the j controller parameters in
• J

terms of the i plant parameters.

In dimensionless terms the design procedure for the empirical

controller is: given the dimensionless variables "fT -- fj"
_ TT ' (̂i-k)

Ascribing the plant » find the values of j | j -- jf .. which

minimise Jf • When Tf -- • fT. take the values given by this

design procedure the value of "fTe
 is again a function of the plant

dimensionless parameters only, say

A comparison between the functions JJp of TTp -- TTp

given by the two equations (2.1l) and (2.8) gives a comparison of

the performance of a properly designed empirical controller with
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that of an optimal controller. 
2.4.2 System with sine wave perturbation and lags 

The dimensionless representation for the system shown in 
figure 2.3 and discussed in section 2.2 is given here. 

The plant is described by four parameters: NZ and Ne which 

specify the disturbance and noise, the measurement lag time 

constant T, and the extremum curvature A. The units of these 

parameters are 

NZ - input units . time # A - output units/input units2 

- output units . time T - time 

Equation (2.7) for the performance of the optimal controller 

for this plant is 
2 = fort (NZ, Ne, A, T) (2.12) 

Three kinds of unit - input units, output units, and time, - are 

used in equation (2.12), so that its dimensionless equivalent 

corresponding to equation (2.8) is 

iTe = ftopt ( Tip ) (2.13) 

where iTe and f p can ce defined as 

2 

iTe = x2 N ; 1p = NZ2T cN N> (2.14) 

The variation of the dimensionless performance criterion Tie 

with the dimensionless variable Tp describing the plant defines 

the performance of any controller used with this plant, the best 

possible performance being given by the analytic form of equation 

(2.13). 

The controller in the system of figure 2.3 is described by 

the four parameters a, a, K and B, with units 
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The variation of the dimensionless performance criterion J]"
w

with the dimensionless variable "ff describing the plant defines

the performance of any controller used with this plant, the best

possible performance being given by the analytic form of equation

(2.13).

The controller in the system of figure 2.3 is described by

the four parameters a, a, K and B, with units
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a - input units K - input units . output units-2. time-' 

a - 
time-, 

B - output units 

Equation (2.9) for the performance of this system becomes 

x2 = f (NZ, Ne, A, T ; a, a, S, B) (2.15) 

which in dimensionless form is 

TIe = f' ( 1p ; 1T TT2° ! 13s iT,,.) (2.16) 

The design procedure is the choice of iTi - - 174 for a given ilp 
so that 11e will be a minimum. When the correct design procedure 

has been used, equation (2.11) for the performance of the empirical 

controller is 
t 

rr P 7Te J Ur Tr4 
Tf ] opt 

(2.17) 

A comparison of the functions iTe of Tip given by equations (2.17) 

and (2.13) gives a comparison of the performance of the empirical 

controller shown in figure 2.3 with the performance of an optimal 

controller. 
The controller dimensionless parameters TT, - - TT 4 

were 

chosen to suit the analysis of subsequent chapters, which deal 

with the development of the analytic form of equation (2.16). 

The definitions are summarised here: 

N 2 

7T 7 
3 

- _ 
Sa3A 

(2.18) 

72 = z 

a 

KaA 
:N.e- 4 _ 
Aa3 
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a - input units K - input units . output units a, time '

a - time""' B - output units

Equation (2,9) for the performance of this system becomes

x2" « f (Nz, N£, A, T ; a, a, K, B) (2.15)

which in dimensionless form is

TTe - f
1 (TTp i TT,, TT2, TT3, TV (2.16)

The design procedure is the choice of JJ ~ "* TT, *>or a given JT

so that TT will be a minimum. When the correct design procedure
6

has been used, equation (2.11) for the performance of the empirical

controller is

(2.17)

A comparison of the functions TTe
 of TTp given by equations (2.17)

and (2.13) gives a comparison of the performance of the empirical

controller shown in figure 2.3 with the performance of an optimal

controller.

The controller dimensionless parameters TT — - fTi. were

chosen to suit the analysis of subsequent chapters, which deal

with the development of the analytic form of equation (2.16).

The definitions are summarised here:
/•*

B
•HM>

2Aa'
(2,18)

2
KN,

TT, -
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2.4.3 Plant considered by Roberts 17 

As mentioned in section 1.3 Roberts considers a plant similar 

to that described in section 1.2 but where cmin is a brownian 

motion m(t) of spectral density 

N 2 
2.. (2.19) 

w 

Roberts uses two parameters to describe this 'vertical' distur- 
bance m(t): the parameter Nm output units/ time which describes 

its magnitude; and a 'coefficient of correlation' which describes 

how this 'vertical' disturbance m(t) is correlated with the 'hori- 
zontal' disturbance z(t) defined in section 1.2. These two para- 

meters, in addition to the parameters Nz, Ne, A and T discussed in 
sub-section 2.4.2 above, describe the plant considered by Roberts. 

Equation (2.7) for the performance of the optimal controller becomes 

x2 = fopt (Ne, N6, At T,Nm, coeff. of correlation) (2.20) 

which can be written in dimensionless form as 

7 e = 
ft 

opt ( ps 7ms TTe ) (2.21) 

TT e and 
TTp 

are as previously defined by equations (2.14). lTm 

can be defined as 

N 
TT = T (2.22) 

and gives an indication of the relative importance of the variation 

m(t) of cmin, as compared to the measurement noise !!(t), in deter- 

mining the performance of the system. Uc describes the correla- 

tion between m(t) and fi(t), and can be chosen so that Uc = 0 

when the correlation is zero. 
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which can be written in dimensionless form as
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JT and "]"{" are as previously defined by equations (2.14). TTmc jy

can be defined as

TT - T (2.22)m

and gives an indication of the relative importance of the variation

m(t) of c min» as compared to the measurement noise <f(t)» in deter-

mining the performance of the system, Jf describes the correla-o
tion between m(t) and f (t) , and can be chosen so that TTC

 = °

when the correlation is zero.
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Roberts gives an approximation to equation (2.21) for the 

performance of the optimal controller, which is valid in certain 
circumstances. 

The plant considered in the rest of this work is a special 

case of that considered by Roberts where the vertical disturbance 

m(t) is zero, With the above definitions of Tim and iTc, 

equation (2.13) for the performance of the special case is obtained 

from equation (2.21) for the general case by setting TTm = 7c = 0. 

The performance of a properly designed empirical controller 

will be compared with the performance of Roberts' approximately 

optimal controller by comparing an approximation to equation (2.17) 

cbtained in this thesis with Roberts' approximation to equation 

(2.21) when Urn = TIc = 0. 

2.4.4 Comparison of three controllers 

The three systems shown in figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 are des- 

cribed by exactly the same parameters as the system of figure 2.3 

discussed above except that T = 0. Thus each plant is described 

by the parameters Nz, Ne and As and each controller by a, as K and 

B. So equation (2.9) for the performance of the controllers is 

x2 = f (Ni, 11 6s A ; as as K. B) 

In dimensionless form this becomes 

TT -- ) Ile = f (, T 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

so that for the best choice of f1 - - TTys Tie 
is a fixed number, 

which can be compared with that obtained by an optimal controller. 
In section 2.3, however, the case where the perturbation 

frequency a is specifiable is shown to be of interest. Thus in 
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The three systems shown in figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 are des-

cribed by exactly the same parameters as the system of figure 2.3

discussed above except that T = 0, Thus each plant is described

by the parameters N. liU and A, and each controller by a, a, £ and
z C

B, So equation (2,9) for the performance of the controllers is

x2 = f (N2, Np A ; a, a, K, B) (2.23)

In dimensionless form this becomes

TTe - * ( IT, - - TTV ) (2̂ 24)

so that for the best choice of TT, TTU» TT
 is a fixed number,

which can be compared with that obtained by an optimal controller.

In section 2»3> however, the case Where the perturbation

frequency ct is specifiable is shown to be of interest. Thus in
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equation (2.2¢) a can be grouped with the plant parameters, so 

that 

x2 = f (Nz, NF, A. a ; a, K, B) (2.25) 

and the design procedure is the choice of a, K and B, given N z , 

N6, A and a, so as to minimise a can be combined with the 

plant parameters to give the dimensionless perturbation frequency 

where a 
a. N N i 

TTa = 
N 22 

(2.26) 
z 

and equation (2.24) can be written in the dimensionless form 

TTe = f (TTa ; TTY , TT2. TT3 ) (2.27) 

where ITe, TTY, IT2 and 1T3 are as defined before by equations 

(2.14) and {2.18). 

The design procedure is: given a dimensionless perturbation 

frequency TTa, find the values of ITS, IT2 and 1T3 which minimise 

TTe. The variation of ITe with Tea when IT 72 
and TT3 are 

chosen according to this design procedure is obtained for each of 

the three systems discussed in section 2.3, and is used as a basis 

for their comparison. 

2.5 The design Procedure 

The continuous extremum control systems described in sections 

r1.2 and 2.3 were designed using the procedure outlined in this 

section. 

An analytic form is obtained for equation (2.1$ which gives 

the dependence of the performance criterion TTe on the dimension- 
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and equation (2.24) can be written in the dimensionless form
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G I 2 3

(2.14) and 42.18).
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JT • The variation of TT with TTn when TT,» TT0
 and TT, are

w O CZ * ^ *•*

chosen according to this design procedure is obtained for each of

the three systems discussed in section 2.3> and is used as a basis

for their comparison.

2.5 The design procedure

The continuous extremum control systems described in sections

2»2 and 2.3 were designed using the procedure outlined in this

section*

An analytic form is obtained for equation (2.1$ which gives

the dependence of the performance criterion TT« on ̂ ne dimension-
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less controller parameters iT, - - TT4. The values of iT, - - TT4 

which minimise Tie are thon found using a digital com_uter function 

minimisation routine. 
The analytic form of equation (2.1$) is obtained partly from 

theoretical arguments and partly from experimental observations. 

Analytic techniques are used to develop a linear equivalent circuit 
for the extremum control system under examination, i.e those shown 

in figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. This linear equivalent circuit gives 

an approximation to the output u(t) of the controller integrator 

for a given disturbance z(t) and measurement noise f(t), and so 

gives an estimate of the transient response of the system. Its 
main use, however, is to give an estimate of the performance 

criterion x2(t) as a function of the system parameters. 

[x2 (t)3 = " Est 
` equiv.cct. (system parameters) (2.28) 

This estimate of x2(t) will differ from the true value of x2(t) 
by some factor y, defined by the relationship 

x2(t)= Y Est[x2(t)] (2.29) 

The factor y will depend on the particular system and so will 
be a function y( fp ; 7,- - 74 ) of the dimensionless variable 

describing the system. An approximation to y( TTp ; Try - - TI4) 

is obtained experimentally, by simulating the system on an ana- 

logue computer. In order to simplify the experimental work the 

variation of y was not obtainedover the full range of the dimen- 

sionless variables fp ; U, - - 74, but only over the part of 
the range that was thought to be of most interest. 
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The derivation of the equivalent circuit corresponds to the 

'linearisation' 
of the analyses 

Nightingale 

estimate of 

account the 

and enables 
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the 

suggested by Jacobs 3 and which is the basis 

carried out by Jelonek, Gardiner and Raeside 14, 

Eveleigh 32 and Pervozvanskii 33. Obtaining the 

validity of the equivalent circuit takes into 
'large fluctuations' discussed by Douce and Bond 13 

a complete design to be obtained. The analytic deri- 

vation of the equivalent circuit, the determination of an estimate 

of its validity, and the design procedure, are thought to be 

original. 

2.6 T.ay_out of thesis 
The remainder of the thesis can be divided into two main 

parts: chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 which deal with the sine wave per- 

turbation controlle:^ when the plant has lags; and chapters 7 and 8 

which deal with the comparison of three controllers when the plant 

has no lags. 

In chapter 3 the equivalent circuit for the sine wave pertur- 

bation system is derived, and in chapter 4 a quantitative estimate 

of its validity is made. The results of chapters 3 and 4 are 

combined in chapter 5 to give the system design and this design is 

checked. experimentally. In chapter 6 the region of usefulness 

of the design is discussed and the performance of the system is 

compared with that of Roberts' approximately optimal controller. 

In chapter 7 three graphs of the performance criterion iTe 

against the dimensionless perturbation frequency Ua are obtained 

analytically. In chapter 8 experimental results are discussed and 

the three controllers are compared. Chapter 9 summarises the 

results obtained and gives suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The Equivalent Circuit 

3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a linear equivalent circuit is derived 

for the sine wave perturbation system shown in figure 2.2 and 

introduced in section 2.2. The purpose of the equivalent circuit 
is to give an approximation u'(t) to the output u(t) of the 

controller integrator, for a particular disturbance z(t) and noise 

e(t). This relationship is shown diagrammatically in figure 3.1. 

A simple special case of the complete system of figure 2.2 is 
considered first in order to introduce the equivalent circuit and 

the assumptions made in its derivation. These assumptions are 

then used to obtain the equivalent circuitfbr the complete system. 

Some experimental responses of u(t) and u'(t) are presented to 

show how u'(t) can be used to give the transient response of the 

extremum control system, and to indicate the nature of the approx- 

imation of u(t) by u'(t). 

The equivalent circuit is then used to make some observations 

about the choice of the controller transfer function H(s), and the 

design of the band-pass filter. 
Finally the use of the equivalent circuit to give an estimate 

of the performance criterion x is discussed, 

3.2 A Simplified system 

The derivation of the equivalent circuit is introduced by 

considering a special case of the system shown in figure 2.2 where 

the measurement noise, measurement lag and band-pass filter are 
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neglected and where the controller linear filter is a pure inte- 
grator, that is where 

N6=0; T = 0 ; T2=0; H(s) =3 (3.1) 

The differential equation of this system is derived by writing an 

equation for the extremum input, 

x = z-u + a cosat (3.2) 

Using equation (3.2) in equation (2.3) for the extremum character- 

istic gives 

a = A(z-u)2 + B + 2Aa(z-u)cosat + Aa2cos2at (3.3) 

Equation (3.3) and standard trigorometric relationships give the 

multiplier output 

v = c.cosat = Aa(z-u) + tA(z-u)2 + B * Aa2]cosat 
4 

+ Aa(z-u)cos2at + 4Aa2cos3at 

Equation (3.4) and the integrator differential equation 

combine to give the system differential equation 

u+dt=z+ ia[(z-u)2+A+a2]cosat 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

+ (z-u)cos2at + ?acos3atJ (3.6) 

If all the terms in brackets could be neglected equation (3.6) 

might be approximated by 

u'+du' dt=z 
YaA (3.7) 

Equation (3.7) is the differential equation of the system shown 

in figure 3.2. Equations (3.6) and t3.7) can be combined to 
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,
KaA

Equation (3.7) is the differential equation of the system shown

in figure 3.2. Equations (3.6) and t3»7) can be combined to
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give the differential equation for difference between u and u' as 

(u-u') + I1A L(u-u = (a[(z_u)2 + 
A 

+ ka2] cosat 

+ (z-u)cos2at +-4aeos3at} (3.8) 

if (u-us) as given by equation (3.8) is small then u' will be a 

good approximation to u and the linear system of figure 3.2 can be 

used as an equivalent circuit for the extremum control system of 
figure 2.2 ana equations (3.1). 
The assumptions used 

Equation (3.8) shows that (u- ') is the output of the low pass 

filter equivalent circuit of bandwidth KaA rads/sec, when the input 

consists of the terms in brackets ( 1. (u-u') will be small and 

the equivalent circuit valid if the terms in brackets ( I can be 

assumed sufficiently high in frequency compared to the bandwidth 

of the equivalent circuit. 
Provided that the perturbation frequency a is high and the 

disturbance z(t) is band limited then the terms in brackets ( I 

will be in frequency bands around a, 2a and 3a, so (u-u') can be 

made small if a is large compared to the bandwidth KaA of the 

equivalent circuit, that is if 
KaA=IT2 >> 1 (3.9) 

The dimensionless variable fl2 is one of those used in section 2.4 

to describe the extremum control systems, and for this simple 

system it is the ratio of the perturbation frequency to the equi- 

valent circuit bandwidth. 

The more complicated systems considered in the rest of this 
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+ (z-u)cos2at +"d-acos3at} (3.8)

If (u-u*) as given by equation (3.8) is small then u' will be a

good approximation to u and the linear system of figure 3.2 can be

used as an equivalent circuit for the extremum control system of

figure 2.2 and equations (3«l).

The AS sump tions , us ed

Equation (3»8) shows that (u- ') is the output of the low pass

filter equivalent circuit of bandwidth KaA rads/sec, when the input

consists of the terms in brackets [ ]. (u-u1) will be small and

the equivalent circuit valid if the terms in brackets { f can be

assumed sufficiently high in frequency compared to the bandwidth

of the equivalent circuit.

Provided that the perturbation frequency a is high and the

disturbance z(t) is band limited then the terms in brackets [ ^

will be in frequency bands around a, 2a and 3a, so (u-u1) can be

made small if a is large compared to the bandwidth KaA of the

equivalent circuit, that is if

= TT » 1 (3.9)2

The dimensionless variable TT is one of "t̂ 08® used in section 2.4

to describe the extremum control systems, and for this simple

system it is the ratio of the perturbation frequency to the equi-

valent circuit bandwidth.

The more complicated systems considered in the rest of this
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chapter also have equivalent circuits with low pass filtering 
properties. The main assumption made in the derivation of these 

equivalent circuits is the same as that made above for the simple 

system; that is that terms of frequency around a, 2a and 3a in the 

differential equation for u(t) can be neglected because of the low 

pass filtering properties of the equivalent circuit. For the more 

complicated systems it has proved impossible to derive the complete 

differential equation for u(t), then group together the terms to 

be neglected. The equivalent circuit can be derived, however, by 

neglecting as they arise in the analysis the terms which give rise 

only to the high frequency 'unwanted' terms in the differential 

equation for u(t). 

A more detailed and quantitative discussion of the validity 

of the above assumptions, and hence the validity of the equivalent 

circuit, is given in chapter 4. 

3.3 System with measurement lag 

The addition of a measurement lag to the basic system consider- 

ed in the previous section gives a special case of the system shown 

in figure 2.2 where 

N =0; TZ =0; H(s) =s (3.10) 

The equivalent circuit for this system is derived in a similar way 

as that for the basic system except that terms giving rise to the 

high frequency 'unwanted' terms in the differential equation for 

u(t) are neglected as they arise in the analysis. 

The equation for the output of the extremum characteristic is 

the same as that for the basic system, equation (3.3), and can be 

written 
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c = 2Aa(z-u)cosat + [A(z-u)2 + B + Aa2cos2at] (3.11) 

In equation (3.11) the terms in brackets will give rise only 

to high frequency terms after the multiplier so are 'unwanted' 

terms as far as the equivalent circuit derivation is concerned. 

Neglecting the terms in brackets I I equation (3.11) becomes 

c' = 2Aa(z-u)cosat = c"cosat (3.12) 

where c' can be defined as the 'useful' part of c(t) as it gives 

rise to the low frequency components of u(t). In appendix 1 it 
is shown that the relationship between c' and the useful signal v' 
at the multiplier output can be ap_,"oximated by the relationship 

v' = 4(1 + a2T2)" kc" (3,13) 

provided variations in c" = 2Aa(z-u) are slow compared to the 

perturbation frequency a, Combining equations (3.13) and (3.12) 

gives the useful signal at the multiplier output as 

.v.t = As (z-u) 
(1 + a2T2)* 

(3.14) 

v' is then filtered by the controller integrator to give the output 

u' according to the equation 

v' = 
l l 

Fc dt (3.15) 

Assuming u' is a good approximation to u equations (3.14) and (3.15) 

can be combined to give the differential equation 

i (1 + a2T2)1gu' 
U + KAa dt = z (3.16) 

which is the differential equation of the linear system shown in 
figure 3.3 which is an equivalent circuit for the system with 
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c =B 2Aa (z-u) cosat +- [A (z-u)2 + B + Aa2cos2at] (3.H)

In equation (3.1l) the terms in brackets ( ] will give rise only

to high frequency terms after the multiplier so are 'unwanted*

terms as far as the equivalent circuit derivation is concerned.

Neglecting the terms in brackets { I equation (3.1l) becomes

c* = 2Aa (z-u) cosat = c"cosat (3.12)

where c' can be defined as the 'useful' part of c(t) as it gives

rise to the low frequency components of u(t). In appendix 1 it

is shown that the relationship between c' and the useful signal v'

at the multiplier output can be approximated by the relationship

v' =

provided variations in c" = 2Aa(z-u) are slow compared to the

perturbation frequency a« Combining equations (3-13) and (3.12)

gives the useful signal at the multiplier output as

v' = 2 a i
 J (3*14)

vr is then filtered by the controller integrator to give the output

uf according to the equation

v1 - iSB* (3.15)v - Kdt U.J.D;

Assuming u' is a good approximation to u equations (3*14) and (3.15)

can be combined to give the differential equation

h 4- «2T2^rt-nf / ^x,, t , yj- -r q x j d,u i-, -i a\u 4- "v ' '.,,, • '' "yr = z t3.1o;IvAa dt "

which is the differential equation of the linear system shown in

figure 3.3 which is an equivalent circuit for the system with
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measurement lag considered in this section. A comparison of 
figure 3,3 with figure 3.2 shows that the measurement lag has 

introduced attenuation into the equivalent circuit and so reduced 

its bandwidth.. 

3.4 System with banduass filter 

The addition of a band-pass filter to the basic system dis- 

cussed in section 3.2 gives a special case of the system shown in 

figure 2.2 where 

Ne=0; T = 0 ; H(s) = s (3.17) 

The equivalent circuit for this system is derived in exactly the 

same way as in the previous section; the results for the band-pass 

filter being substituted for those pertaining to the measurement 

lag. 
The equation for the useful signal at the extremum output is 

again equation (3.12). In appendix 2 it is shown that the rela- 
tionship between the useful signal at the extremum output and the 

low frequency useful signal vt(t) at the multiplier output is 
approximated by the relationship 

v' + T 
dvr 

= fe" 
2 dY 

which from the definition of c" given by equation (3.12) is 

yr + T2 It = Aa(z-u) (3.18) 

Combining equation (3.18) with equation (3.15) for the controller 

integrator and assuming u' to be a good approximation to u, gives 
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The equivalent circuit for this system is derived in exactly the

same way as in the previous section, the results for the band-pass

filter being substituted for those pertaining to the measurement

lag.

The equation for the useful signal at the extremum output is

again equation (3.12). In appendix 2 it is shown that the rela-

tionship betv/een the useful signal at the extremum output and the

low frequency useful signal v'(t) at the multiplier output is

approximated by the relationship

v' + T - = ic"2 do

which from the definition of c" given by equation (3.12) is

v' + T |l' = Aa(z-u) (3.18)
2

Combining equation (3.18) with equation (3*15) for the controller

integrator and assuming u' to be a good approximation to u, gives
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the differential equation 

T d2u' 1 du' ? +.-+u'=z 
I{aA dt2 KaA dt 

(3.19) 

which is the differential equation of the system shown in figure 

3.4 which is an equivalent circuit for the system with band-pass 

filter considered in this section. 

A comparison of figure 3.4 with figure 3.2 shows that the use 

of the band-pass filter introduces a lag into the equivalent cir- 

cuit* 

3.5 Measurement lag and band-pass filter together 

The equivalent circuit for systems with measurement lag and 

band-pass filter operating separately, namely figures 3.3 and 3.4, 

suggest the system of figure 3.5 as thr equivalent circuit when 

both the measurement lag and the band-pass filter are present, 

that is for the system of figure 2.2 when 

Ne=0; H(s) 4s (3.20) 

The measurement lag and band-pass filter are linear filters and 

operate sequentially on the useful signal at the extremum output 

so it is reasonable to assume that their equivalent circuit effects 

act sequentially, as in the system of figure 3.5. Since the 

band-pass filter attenuates 'unwanted' signals at the output of 

the measurement lag the presence of the band-pass filter should 

make the equivalent circuit representation of the measurement lag 

even more accurate. 
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3.6 Measu. moment noise and the complete eguivalent circuit 
Consider now the complete system of figure 2.2 with the sole 

restriction that 
(3.21) 

Since the addition of the measurement noise, band-pass filtering, 
and multiplication by the common factor cos(at-O) are linear 
operations the system of figure 2.2 and equation (3.21) can be 

redrawn as shown in figure 3.6. There the effect of the measure- 

ment noise is represented by the addition of the random signal 

f"(t) at the integrator input. 

The measurement noise if(t) is the white noise defined in 

chapter 1, of spectral density 

Off (0j) 
2 

so the spectral density of the random term r(t) after the band- 

pass filter will be 

Orr(w) = NN2 I 
G2(jW) I2 (3.22) 

The equivalent random term added in at the input to the controller 
integrator is given as 

611(t) = r(t)cos(at-e) 

The spectral density of 5"(t) in terms of the spectral density of 
r(t) can be shown (Mesch 37) to be 

0611611(w) = yL#rr(W+a) + Orr(W-a)] (3.23) 

combining equations (3.22) and (3.23) gives 
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Consider now the complete system of figure 2.2 with the sole

restriction that v
H(s) = | (3.21)

o

Since the addition of the measurement noise, band-pass filtering,

and multiplication by the common factor cos(at-0) are linear

operations the system of figure 2.2 and equation (3,2l) can be

redrawn as shown in figure 3*6. There the effect of the measure-

ment noise is represented by the addition of the random signal

£" (t) at the integrator input.

The measurement noise £(t) is the white noise defined in

chapter 1, of spectral density

so the spectral density of the random term r(t) after the band-

pass filter will be

s (3.22)

The equivalent random term added in at the input to the controller

integrator is given as

s r(t)cos(at-0)

The spectral density of £" (t) in terms of the spectral density of

r(t) can be shown (Mesch ̂  ) to be

(3.23)

combining equations (3.22) and (3.23) gives
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rrrr (w) 4Ne2(I G2 (jw+ja) 12 + (G ( 3a) (2 (3.24) 

In appendix 2 it is shown that for ar<<a 

G2(jw+ja) = G2(jW-ja) = 1+jwT (3.25) 
2 

so substituting equation (3.25) in equation (3.24) gives 

rrn (W ) _N2 I 
T 2 l+jT2 

Thus the effect of the measurement noise can be regarded as being 

due to an equivalent random term 6"(t) added to the input v(t) of 
the controller integrator, so in the equivalent circuit the effect 
of the measurement noise can be represented by adding e"(t) to the 

low frequency 'useful' signal v(t) at the input to the controller 
integrator to give the system shown in figure 3.7. A more con- 

venient representation is shown in figure 3.8 where the white 

noise E'(t) of spectral density 

05tev(W) = INe2 (3.27) 

is added in before the representation of the band-pass filter. 
The system shown in figure 3.8 is an equivalent circuit for 

the complete system of figure 2,2 and equation (3.21). 

3.7 j mgntal_demons tr tion o the equivalent circuit 
In order to illustrate the physical significance of the 

approximations made in deriving the equivalent circuit, the extre- 
mum control system and its equivalent circuit were simulated on 

an analogue computer, and the transient response of u(t) and u'(t) 
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)fa] (3.24)
•3 Z> *̂ .3

In appendix 2 it is shown that for aK<a

(3.25)

so substituting equation (3.25) in equation (3-24) gives

(3-26)
2

Thus the effect of the measurement noise can be regarded as being

due to an equivalent random term £" (t) added to the input v(t) of

the controller integrator, so in the equivalent circuit the effect

of the measurement noise can be represented by adding £" (t) to the

low frequency 'useful' signal v'(t) at the input to the controller

integrator to give the system shown in figure 3*7. A more con-

venient representation is shown in figure 3.8 where the white

noise £'(t) of spectral density

9W.(«0 = iN 2 (3.27)
O <!3 «5>

is added in before the representation of the band-pass filter.

The system shown in figure 3.8 is an equivalent circuit for

the complete system of figure 2,2 and equation (3.2l).

3,7 |Ixper;UiitnĴ aJLĵ  circuit

In order to illustrate the physical significance of the

approximations made in deriving the equivalent circuit, the extre-

mum control system and its equivalent circuit were simulated on

an analogue computer, and the transient response of u(t) and u'(t)
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from the same initial error was recorded. This also illustrates 
the use of the equivalent circuit in estimating the transient 

reponse of the system. 

The systems simulated were those for which equivalent circuits 
are derived in sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. In each case the 

initial error was of magnitude 5a. 

In chapter 4 some quantitative conditions for equivalent 

circuit validity are given, These concern the dimensionless vari- 
ables = 

B and TI = a which partly describe the systems 
Aa2 2 KaA 

considered in this section. The extremum control systems consider- 

ed here were simulated with two sets of the dimensionless variables 

Tf, and Tr2: with one set, 1T = 0 and 72 = 100, the results of 

chapter 4 suggest the equivalent circuit to be closely valid; and 

with the other set, 71 = 0 and 72 = 10, only approximately valid. 

The basic system 

The results for the basic system considered in section 3.2 

are shown in figures 3.9. Figure 3.9a shows the response of the 

equivalent circuit, 3.9b the response of the actual system with 

72 = 100, and 3.9c the response when U2 = 10. Each of these 

curves starts at -5a and ends near zero, the vertical shift having 

been introduced for clarity of presentation. 

From these curves it is seen that the effect of the,-equivalent 

circuit approximation is to neglect the perturbation frequency 

fluctuation in u(t). This fluctuation is increased when Tf2 is 
reduced to 10. It can be said that the equivalent circuit gives 

useful infer mation about the transient response of the actual 

system. 
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fluctuation in u(t). This fluctuation is increased when TT isi i 2
reduced to 10, It can be said that the equivalent circuit gives

useful information about the transient response of the actual

system.
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System with measurement lag 

The results for the system with measurement lag discussed in 

section 3.3 are shown in figures 3.10. The perturbation frequency 

and measurement lag were such that aT = 1. 

Figure 3.10c shows that when 72 = 10 there is a substantial 

difference between the actual response u(t) and the equivalent 

circuit response u'(t), even when the perturbation frequency terms 

are neglected. It was found that with lower values of 72, or 

with larger disturbances, the system could become unstable. 

This instability is discussed further in chapter 4, 

System with band-pass filter 

The results for the system with band-pass filter discussed in 

section 3.4 are shown in figures 3.11. The time constant T2 of 

the band-pass filter was chosen so that the equivalent circuit 

predicts a 20% overshoot, that is 

T2 01 KaA (3.28) 

using the equivalent circuit of figure 3.4 and standard relation- 
ships for the second order system. 

A comparison of the results of figures 3.11 with those of 

figures 3.9 shows that the band-pass filter effects a considerable 

reduction in the perturbation frequency oscillations in u(t). 

System with measurement lag and band-pass filter 

The results for the system with measurement lag and band-pass 

filter discussed in section 3.5 are shown in figures 3.12. aT 

was again chosen to be unity and P2 chosen to give a predicted 

overshoot of 20%, that is 
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A comparison of the results of figures 3.11 with those of
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filter discussed in section 3.5 are shown in figures 3.12. aT

Was again chosen to be unity and Tg chosen to give a predicted

overshoot of 20$, that is
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T = 1+a2T2 'E (3.29) 
2 0.81 ICaA 

A comparison of figures 3.12 and 3.10 shows again that the 

difference between u(t) and u'(t) is reduced when the band-pass 

filter is present. 

3.8 Design of the controller filter and of the band-'pass filter 
The complete equivalent circuit of figure 3.8 can be used to 

make some observations about the design of the transfer function 

H.(s) and the band-pass filter a2(s) in the systen of figure 2.2. 

The equivalent circuit of figure 3,8 is a special case of the 

system shown in figure 3.13 in which 

Ft(s) - (1 +a2T2)$ ; F2 (s) = 

s(l++sK 

T2) 
(3.30) 

For any specification of 0.,(co) . Octet (w) and Ft (s) the choice of 

F2(s) which minimises Zz-u17 can be obtained using statistical 
design techniques. In appendix 3 it is shown that when F! (s) is 

a pure gain, as in figure 3.8, and when 0z2(w) and Oeset(w) are as 

given by equations (1.3) and (3.27), then F2(s) should represent 

an integrator, that is 
(3.31) 

Equation (3.31) is the same as equation (3.30) if T2 = 0, so the 

equivalent circuit of figure 3.8 suggests that the band-pass filter 
should not be used, and that the best controller filter is an 

integrator. 
The experimental results of the preceding section indicate 
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/,(3*
A comparison of figures 3.12 and 3 .10 shows again that the

difference between u(t) and u'(t) is reduced when the band-pass

filter is present.

3.8 Design .o.f...the. controller filter and of the band-Pas sri,f ilter

The complete equivalent circuit of figure 3.8 can be used to

make some observations about the design of the transfer function

H.(s) and the band-pass filter G (s) in the system of figure 2.2.

The equivalent circuit of figure 3.8 is a special case of the

system shown in figure 3*13 in which

(3'30)

For any specification of $ (cu), ̂ er»ert(w) and F (s) the choice of
zz g £• I

F (s) which minimises (z-u ' ) * can be obtained using statistical

design techniques. In appendix 3 it is shown that when F (s) is

a pure gain, as in figure 3*8, and when $ (<w) and ̂ icrtdw) are as

given by equations (1.3) and (3.27), then F2(s) should represent

an integrator, that is

F (s) =f (3.31)
£. O

Equation (3.3l) is the same as equation (3«30) if Tg = 0, so the

equivalent circuit of figure 3«8 suggests that the band-pass filter

should not be used, and that the best controller filter is an

integrator.

The experimental results of the preceding section indicate
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that the band-pass filter makes the equivalent circuit more valid. 

Thus the band-pass filter may be desirable, for instance to reduce 

the perturbation frequency fluctuations in u(t) or to reduce inter- 

action in a multivariable system. Also it is shown later that the 

band-pass filter automatically provides the best mean level at the 

multiplier input, so eliminating the need to adjust B. Nevertheless 

the band-pass filter is not considered further in this thesis 

because the results of the next chapter show that satisfactory 

results can be obtained, at least in some circumstances without it. 

When no band-pass filter is used and the controller filter is 

an integrator the system of figure 2.2 is simplified by the equa- 

tions 

H(s) = s ; T2 = 0 (3.32) 

to give the system shown in figure 2.3, which is the system con- 

sidered in the rest of this work. 

3.9 The use of the equivalent circuit 

The main use of the equivalent circuit in this work is to give 

an estimate Est[x ] of the performance criterion 727(7t. From 

figure 2.3 it can be seen that 

x(t) = z(t) + q(t) = z(t)-u(t) + acosat (3.33) 

so that x2(t) = (z-u)2 + a2cos2at + 2a(z-u)cosat (3.34) 

Assuming that the equivalent circuit signal u'(t) is a good app- 

roximation to u(t) then an estimate of x2(t) can be obtained from 

equation (3.34) as 

Est[x2(t)] = (z-u')2 + a2cos2at + 2a(z-u')cosat (3.35) 
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Since the perturbation waveform cosat does not appear in the 

equivalent circuit and since z(t) and e'(t) are not correlated 

with cosat then u'(t) is not correlated with oosat. Thus all 

three terms in equation (3.34) are uncorrelated and the mean value 

of Est[x2 (t)] is 

Est[x ] _ (z-u')2 + a2cos2at + 2&(z-u')cosat (3.36) 

Since (z-u') and cosat are uncorrelated the third term in equation 

(3.36) is zero, and equation (3.36) becomes 

2 

Est[x2] = (z-u')2 + 2 (3.371 

The equivalent circuit of figure 3.8 gives an estimate of (z-u')2 

as 

T '77 
00 

z -u 2r f , I2ozz(w)dw + brJ 
+ 

00 

KaA i KKaA 1 2 Esc t t (w) &4 

+(1++ct2T2), 
"°° (l+a T2)+ (3.38) 

which, using equation (3.37 and the expressions for ¢Z2 (w) and 

O.r.,(w) given in equations (1.3) and (3.27), gives 

2 2)1 2 

Est[x2] = [ 
2 

+ 3K2N2] l+a T + .2 
2KaA 

which, in terms of the dimensionless variables defined in section 

1.4.2, becomes 

Est[T(e] = # rr34111 + (3+ ITTy) 13- + 172 TZ { \ 
3.40) 

Equation (3.40) gives the equivalent circuit estimate of the 

dimensionless performance criterion TIe for any particular plant 

described by 7Tp and a controller described by 1T2, tT3 and TTY. 
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Since the perturbation waveform cosoct does not appear in the

equivalent circuit and since z(t) and gf(t) are not correlated

with cosat then u'(t) is not correlated with cosat. Thus all

three terms in equation (3*34) are uncorrelated and the mean value

of Est[x2(t)] is

EstCx2] = (z-u1)2 + a2cos2at + 2a(z-u')cosat (3.36)

Since (z-uO and cosat are uncorrelated the third term in equation

(3.36) is zero, and equation (3.36) becomes

B 8 t [ ] = (z-u')2 + (3.37)

The equivalent circuit of figure 3.8 gives an estimate of (z-u')2

as
oo oo

*e'e ' Maa

which, using equation (3.37 and the expressions for $z2(w) and

0£t£r»(ft>) given in equations (1,3) and (3*27), gives

= [M 2 4- iK%2]- + | (3.39)

which, in terms of the dimensionless variables defined in section

1.4*2, becomes

\-^ - -

Equation (3.40) gives the equivalent circuit estimate of the

dimensionless performance criterion fTe
 for an^ Particular plant

described by TTr, and a controller described by TT2> TT3
 and TT^«
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'Along with the estimate of its validity given in the next chapter, 

this equation provides a basis for the best choice of the control- 
ler parameters. 
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Along with the estimate of its validity given in the next chapter,

this equation provides a basis for the best choice of the control-

ler parameters.
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CHAPTER 4 

The Validity of the Equivalent Circuit 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter the equivalent circuit was used to 
obtain the estimate of the performance given by equation (3.40). 

Before this equation can be used to design the system some 

quantitative information about its validity must be obtained. 

This information is contained in the function y( TIp , 1Tr - 14 ) 

defined in section 2.5 by the relationship 
Actual Tie = y( TTp , iTI - - 7. ) Est[ TIe ) (4.1) 

If y(TTp , 
}TI 

- - T4 ) could be determined exactly then 

equation (4.1) could be used to find a complete and accurate 

design. 

In this chapter some information about y( TTp , Ui T 
- - I14 ) 

is obtained experimentally, by simulating the actual system and 

the equivalent circuit on the analogue computer and taking y as 

y 
measured value of (4.2) 

equivalent circuit estimate of x 
A complete evaluation of y( 1Tp , 111 - - lT4 ) would involve a 

5-dimensional exploration of y. For reasons of time and 

complexity this was not done. Instead the experimental work 

is simplified by heuristic argument to a determination of the 

variation of y with the two parameters TTY and 72 , when 

lip , IT3 and 7. take certain specified values. These values 

of TTp , 
U3 

and T4 are chosen so that the resulting function 
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CHAPTER 4

The Validity, ,nof _^ie__Equiva3l.ent Circuit

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the equivalent circuit was used to

obtain the estimate of the performance given by equation (3.40).

Before this equation can be used to design the system some

quantitative information about its validity must be obtained.

This information is contained in the function y( fT » TT , -- TT )
Jbr I **

defined in section 2.5 by the relationship

Actual TTe = Y( TTP , TT, - - IT, ) Bst[ TTe 1 (4.1)
If y( TTn » TT, ~ " TT, ) could be determined exactly then

equation (4.1) could be used to find a complete and accurate

design.

In this chapter some information about y( "U > TT ~ ~ "FT

is obtained experimentally, by simulating the actual system and

the equivalent circuit on the analogue computer and taking y as

_ measured value of. .
.

equivalent circuit estimate of x

A complete evaluation of y( TL » TT. -- TT. ) would involve a
Jr * ^

5-dimensional exploration of y. For reasons of time and

complexity this was not done. Instead the experimental work

is simplified by heuristic argument to a determination of the

variation of y with the two parameters "JT and TT > when

I l-n » TT an<3- TT take certain specified values. These valuesP S i»

°f TTp > TT3 and TT,
 are chosen so that the resulting function
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Y( iT, , iT2 ) can be used as an approximation to 

Y( lp , IT, - - fy ) for a range of properly designed systems. 

4.2 System with disturbances only 

In this section further consideration is given to the 

basic system with a random disturbance but with no noise or lag, 

that is the system shown in figure 2.3 with 
z N 

fi(t) 0; T = 0 ; 0 (w) =4 (4.3) 

From the definitions of the dimensionless variables given in 
section 2.4 Up and fl are zero for this system, which is there- 

fore described by the dimensionless variables Tf, , rz and U3. 

A suitable choice of 73 is that which gives the best value 

of perturbation amplitude according to the equivalent circuit. 
The equivalent circuit estimate of x for this system is 

obtained by substituting N = 0 and T = 0 in equation (3.39), 

which then gives 

N z 2 a Est[x T 2KaA + 
2 

(4.4) 

The value of a which minimises Est[?Tin equation (4.4) is given 

when 

a 
8 Est r 

2-- + a -- 0 

so that 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Substituting from equation (4.5) into equation (4.4) gives 
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Y( TT, » TTa )
 can ̂ e used as an approximation to

Y( TTp > TT, -- TTW ) for
 a range of properly designed systems.

4.2 §y s tern wi thxrdis turbance s only

In this section further consideration is given to the

basic system with a random disturbance but with no noise or lag,

that is the system shown in figure 2.3 with
o

P(t) = 0 ; T = 0 ; <j>(u} = ~% (4.x)
ZZ (£* N •"

From the definitions of the dimensionless variables given in

section 2.4 TT and TT are zero for this system, which is there-

fore described by the dimensionless variables TT > TT and TT3 •

A suitable choice of "JT *s ̂ â  which gives the best value

of perturbation amplitude according to the equivalent circuit.

The equivalent circuit estimate of x for this system is

obtained by substituting NC = 0 and T = 0 in equation (3-39),

which then gives

- (4-4)

The value of a which minimises Est[x Jin equation (4.4) is given

when

S a =

N 2

•"• *3 - -si (4-5)
N s

so that TT. = r-fr = 2 (4.6)

Substituting from equation (4.5) into equation (4.4) gives
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Est(X) = z 
z -u'7+2=a2 z 

+2 (4.7) 

If the equivalent circuit is approximately valid so that Est(x 1 

is a good approximation to z then equation (4.7) shows that the 

contribution of the perturbation to the total error is one half of 
that due to the imperfect following of the disturbance. This 

relationship has been noted by Roberts in his approximately 

optimal controller. 
When 113 is set according to equation (4.6) y will be a 

function only of 17, and 112. This special case of 

Y( UP ; Tf 1 , U2 , 113 , fh ) denoted by 

'K(0 ; 71 , 
iT2 

, 2 , 0) is investigated in the following two 

sub-sections. 

4.2.1 Analytic investigation of y(0 ; ifI , iT2 , 2 , 0) 

In this sub-section conditions on TT and 72 are determined 

which will make the difference between the actual signal U(t) and 

the equivalent circuit signal u'(t) small, that is which will 
make y tend to unity. 

in section 3.2 an equivalent circuit was obtained for this 
system and equation (3.8) for the difference between u and u' 
derived. 

In section 3.2 it was argued that (u - u') will be small, 

and hence y will be approximately unity, when the following 

conditions are satisfied: 
Condi ti on (ij 
The perturbation frequency bt is large compared with the 
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|« a2 + f (4.7)

If the equivalent circuit is approximately valid so that Estfx2]

is a good approximation to x then equation (4.7) shows that the

contribution of the perturbation to the total error is one half of

that due to the imperfect following of the disturbance. This

relationship has been noted by Roberts in his approximately

optimal controller.

When TT is se-t according to equation (4.6) y will be a

function only of TT, and TT2 •
 Tnis special case of

Y( TTp J TT, * TT2 , TT3 , TTW ) denoted by

y(0 ; TT » TT . » 2 » °) is investigated in the following two

sub-sections .

4.2.1 Analytic investigation of y(0 ; fT t TT » 2 , 0)

In this sub-section conditions on TT and TT are determined1 ' I ' ' 2

which will make the difference between the actual signal tji(t) and

the equivalent circuit signal u' (t) small, that is which will

make Y tend to unity.

In section 3.2 an equivalent circuit was obtained for this

system and equation (3.8) for the difference between u and u'

derived.

In section 3.2 it was argued that (u - u') will be small,

and hence y will be approximately unity, when the following

conditions are satisfied:

Condition (i)

The perturbation frequency a is large compared with the
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bandwidth KaA of the system, that is 

a >> KaA (4.8) 

Condition (ii) 

The major frequency components of (z - u) must be at 

frequencies low compared with a/2 so that no appreciable low 

frequency power is given by the term (z - u)2coaat in the 

brackets [ I in equation (3.8). 

When the above two conditions are satisfied the terms in 

brackets £ l in equation (3.8) will be in narrow frequency bands 

centred on a, 2a and 3a. These signals make their contribution 

to (u - u') through the low pass filter represented by equation 

(3.8). The contributions to (u - u') will therefore be smaller 

KaA than the actual signals by the factors , and KaA'p so that 
cc 2a 3a 

the order of magnitude of the components of (u - u') at 

frequencies a, 2a and 3a can be listed as expressions (4.9a), 

(4.9b) and (4.9c) 

YWA [order of magnitude of 1[(z-u)2 + 
A 
+ gu''jI (4.9a) 

a [order of magnitude of (z-u)J (4,9b) 

1 [order of magnitude of ga (4.9c) 

The equivalent circuit will be valid if all the above 

contributions to Cu - u') are small. Since the actual plant 

input can be considered the sum of u', (u - u') and acosat 

then (u - u') will be negligible if it is small compared with 

the perturbation amplitude a. This will be the case if the 

magnitude of each of the components of (u - u') given by 
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"bandwidth KaA of the system, that ia

a » KaA (4,8)

Condition (ii)

The major frequency components of (z - u) must be at

frequencies low compared with a/2 so that no appreciable low

frequency power is given by the term (z - u)2cosat in the

brackets [ J in equation (3*8).

When the above two conditions are satisfied the terms in

brackets [ | in equation (3.8) will be in narrow frequency bands

centred on a, 2a and 3a . These signals make their contribution

to (u - u') through the low pass filter represented by equation

(3.8). The contributions to (u - u') will therefore be smaller

than the actual signals by the factors £fi& , JjgA and 1̂ 4 f 8O that

the order of magnitude of the components of (u-u') at

frequencies a, 2a and 3ct can be listed as expressions (4.9a),

(4.9b) and (4.9c)

{order of magnitude of-[(z-u)2 + | ̂ |a""JI (4.9a)
ct A t̂

{order of magnitude of (z-u)] (4,%)

[order of magnitude of Ja] (4.9c)

The equivalent circuit will be valid if all the above

contributions to (u - u ' ) are small. Since the actual plant

input can be considered the sum of u ' , ( u - u ' ) and acosat

then (u - u1) will be negligible if it is small compared with

the perturbation amplitude a. This will be the case if the

magnitude of each of the components of (u - u !) given by
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expressions (4.9a), (4.9b) and(4.9c) are small compared with a, 

that is when 

Y&aA [order of magnitude of [(1)2 + ZBW + 4( c 1 (4.10a) 

£order of magnitude 1 << 1 (4.lGb) 
2a a 

KR" (order of magnitude 
4; cc 

]i (4.10c) 

An estimate of the order of magnitude of 
Z_u 

in inequalities 

(4.10) can be obtained using equation (4.7), which shows that 

(z-u = a2. If the equivalent circuit is to be approximately 

valid then (z-77sd 'Z;:71780 n It so that a reasonable 
a 

order of magnitude of Z_u is unity. Inequalities (4.10) are then 

satisfied if 
1 >> TT2 = a 

Ta-A 

112 >> I Aa I = ( 
iTi 

In terms of the ( lip , 112 ) plane shown in figure (4.1) 

conditions (4.11) show that for the equivalent circuit to be 

valid ( IT, , +i2 ) must lie within the hatched region, and 

well away from the boundaries. 

(4.lla) 

(4.Llb) 

4,2.2 The experimental determination of y(0 ; U1 , 72 ) 2 , 0 ) 

In this sub-section the actual variation of y with ifI and if2 
was determined experimentally. The system under discussion, 

that shown in figure 2.3 with 

Ilp= 71. = 0 ; T3 = 2 

was simulated on the analogue computer and the actual value of 
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expressions (4»9a), (4,%) and (4.9c) are small compared with a,

that is when

[order of magnitude of [(̂)2 + r + 2]\ « i (4.10a)a Aa 4

[order of magnitude -̂ J « 1 (4.10b)

[order of magnitude jjrj « 1 (4,10c)

An estimate of the order of magnitude of ^Ili in inequalities
Si

(4,10) can be obtained using equation (4.7), which shows that

(z-u ) s= a2. If the equivalent circuit is to be approximately

valid then (z-u1)̂  * (z-u) * so •«£§*— » i, so that a reasonable

order of magnitude of •̂ •̂  is unity. Inequalities (4.10) are then
at

satisfied if

TT =

= IT
In terms of the ( TT, > TT2 ) Plane shown in figure (4.1)

conditions (4.11) show that for the equivalent circuit to be

valid ( TT > TT ) must lie within the hatched region, and

well away from the boundaries.

4,2,2 The experimental determination ofy(0;"fT >TT > 2 , 0 )

In this sub-section the actual variation of y with TT an -̂ TT

was determined experimentally. The system under discussion,

that shown in figure 2.3 with

Tip • TT, - o j TT3 = 2
was simulated on the analogue computer and the actual value of
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xF measured. This was compared with the equivalent circuit 

estimate to give the measured value of y. The experiment was 

repeated for various values of f, and U2 so that the contours of 

constant y in the ( TTI , 72 ) plane shown in figure 4.2 could 

be plotted. The accuracy of the results shown in figure 4.2 is 
of the order of %. Details of the experimental work are given 

in appendix 4. 

Figure 4.2 gives a quantitative description of 
y( 0; iTi , fl a 

, 2 , 0 ) and is important to this work because 

it embodies the approximation to y( Tfp ; iii , TT2 , U3 , la ) 

used in the design procedure. The following observations can be 

made about figure 4.2. 

(a) The experimental results verify the conditions (4.11) 

derived analytically in the previous section. Figure 4.2 shows 

that for y to approach unity then ( TTI , U2 ) must lie well 

within the hatched region of figure 4.1 as predicted in the previous 

section. 

(b) There is a value of iTi which gives minimum y for a given 

value of TT2. This minimum value of y is given by the contour 

which just touches the horizontal line for the given value of 112 

The value of iT, which gives this minimum value of y is given by 

the point at which the contour of constant y touches the line of 
constant 72 , that is the minimum on the curve of constant y. 
Figure 4.2 shows that the minima of the curves of constant y 

satisfy the relationship 

TTI 
- 1.5 y (4.12) 

x2" measured. This was compared with the equivalent circuit

estimate to give the measured value of y. The experiment was

repeated for various values of fT and TT 8O that the contours of

constant y in the ( TT > TT ) plane shown in figure 4.2 could

be plotted. The accuracy of the results shown in figure 4.2 is

of the order of 5$. Details of the experimental work are given

in appendix 4.

Figure 4.2 gives a quantitative description of

y(0; TT » TT , 2 , 0) and is important to this work because

it embodies the approximation to y( TTP > TT, > TT2 > TT3 > TTW )

used in the design procedure. The following observations can be

made about figure 4.2.

(a) The experimental results verify the conditions (4,ll)

derived analytically in the previous section. Figure 4.2 shows

that for y to approach unity then ( TT > TT ) must lie well

within the hatched region of figure 4.1 as predicted in the previous

section.

(b) There is a value of TT which gives minimum y for a given

value of TT • This minimum value of y is given by the contour

which just touches the horizontal line for the given value of TT2*

The value of "fT which gives this minimum value of y is given by

the point at which the contour of constant y touches the line of

constant TT > t̂ at is "the minimum on the curve of constant y.

Figure 4.2 shows that the minima of the curves of constant y

satisfy the relationship

TT, =- 1.5 Y (4.12)
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that is 
B -T 

1.5 Est[x_] 

which becomes, using equation (4.7) 

B = - A37 (4.13) 

When equation (4.13) is satisfied, that is T, is set according to 

equation (4,12), corresponding values of y and TT2 can be obtained 

from figure 4.2. These values of y and 72 are plotted in 

figure 4.3 which shows how this relationship between y and 2 

can be represented by 

x=1+; 44 

2 

(4.14) 

Equation (4.14) shows how the minimum possible value of Y varies 

with 72 and is the equation which is used in the design 

procedure. 

Equation (4.13) which gives the best choice of B for 
equivalent circuit validity can be explained by reference to 

equation (3.8) for the difference between u and u'. The only 

effect B has on (u - u') is due to its effect on components around 

the perturbation frequency a. These are caused by low frequency 

signals at the multiplier input. As B is a constant it can 

reduce the magnitude of these signals only by reducing their 
mean value Ax? + B to zero, which is done when equation (4.13) is 
satisfied. Because of the above reasoning and experimental 

results equation (4.13) is used in the rest of this work to choose 

the value for B. It may be noted that this value of B is 
obtained automatically if a bandpass or high-pass filter is used 

before the multiplier. 
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ttati.

which becomes, using equation (4.7)

B = - A? (4.13)

When equation (4.13) is satisfied, that is TT, is set according to

equation (4,12), corresponding values of y and TT2
 can ̂ e obtained

from figure 4.2. These values of y and TT2
 are plotted in

figure 4.3 which shows how this relationship between y and "fT

can be represented by

AA

Y = 1 + ff̂  (4,14)
I I 2

Equation (4.14) shows how the minimum possible value of y varies

with TT an< -̂ ̂ s ̂ ne equation which is used in the design

procedure .

Equation (4.13) which gives the best choice of B for

equivalent circuit validity can be explained by reference to

equation (3.8) for the difference between u and u'. The only

effect B has on (u - u') is due to its effect on components around

the perturbation frequency a. These are caused by low frequency

signals at the multiplier input. As B is a constant it can

reduce the magnitude of these signals only by reducing their

mean value Ax + B to zero, which is done when equation (4.13) is

satisfied. Because of the above reasoning and experimental

results equation (4.13) is used in the rest of this work to choose

the value for B. It may be noted that this value of B is

obtained automatically if a bandpass or high-pass filter is used

before the multiplier.
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4.3 ystem with noise only 

In section 4.2.1 the derivation of conditions (4.11) 

depended on the relationship between terms involving (z - u) and 

the perturbation amplitude a. There is nothing to suggest a 

difference when (z - u) is caused by measurement noise rather than 

by the disturbance. It is therefore reasonable to assume that 

conditions (4.11) will still apply and the quantitative dependence 

of y on iT, and 112 will be approximately the same as when the 

system had disturbances only, provided that the relationship of 

the perturbation amplitude a to the terms in (z - u) is the same. 

Consider a special case of figure 2.3 with noise only, that 

is with 

z(t) = 0 ; T = 0 ; Oee(a) = Nee (4.15) 

Thus TTp = TT3 = 0 and the system is described by II, , 'T2 and 

TTa - 71. can be chosen to give, as before for disturbances 

only, the best perturbation amplitude when the equivalent circuit 
is valid. Equations (4.15) can be substituted into equation 

(3.39) to give the equivalent circuit estimate of x as 

Est[x ]' _2 
2 

+ 2 (4.16) 4aA 

When Est[x ] is a good approximation to x the best value of the 

perturbation amplitude is given by setting 

6Esta a_ 
-4s2A.+a=O 

2 

so that a3 = 

and T4 = ELL = 4 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 
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4.3 System .with, noise only

In section 4.2.1 the derivation of conditions (4.1l)

depended on the relationship between terms involving (z - u) and

the perturbation amplitude a. There is nothing to suggest a

difference when (z-u) is caused by measurement noise rather than

by the disturbance. It is therefore reasonable to assume that

conditions (4.1l) will still apply and the quantitative dependence

of y on TT and TT will be approximately the same as when the

system had disturbances only, provided that the relationship of

the perturbation amplitude a to the terms in (z - u) is the same.

Consider a special case of figure 2.3 with noise only, that

is with

z(t) = 0 ; T = 0 ; ((u) = N 2 (4.15)

Thus "JT = TT = ° and the system is described by TT, > TL and
JJ 3 1 2

* IT i can be chosen to give, as before for disturbances

only, the best perturbation amplitude when the equivalent circuit

is valid. Equations (4.15) can be substituted into equation

(3«39) to give the equivalent circuit estimate of x as

KNc2 2
Est[x2] = -£ + | (4.16)

•*•*=*

When Est[x2] is a good approximation to x the best value of the

perturbation amplitude is given by setting

„ + a — 0
4a2A

3so that a = (4.17)

and TT, = —£=• - 4 /„
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Substituting from equation (4.17) into (4.16) gives 

Est[x ] = T-u`) + 22= a2 + 22. 1.5a2 (4.19) 

Equation (4.19) is the same as equation (4.7) so that the error 

due to the perturbation is again one third of the total. Thus 

the order of magnitude of terms in z$ in the analysis of section 

4.2.1 will be the same as for disturbances only, so that conditions 

(4.11) can be expected to apply. 

An experiment similar to that described in section 4.2.2 was 

carried out with noise only, that is the system of figure 2.3 was 

simulated on the analogue computer with 

T p = U3 = 0 , I ly = 4 (4.20) 

and experimental values of y obtained for various ( TTi , 172 ) 

Details of the experimental work are given in appendix 4. The 

contours of constant y are shown in figure 4.4 and are, within the 

limits of experimental error, the same as those shown on figure 

4.2. This shows that 

y( 0 ; T C,) 72 , 0 , 4 ^ y( 0; T TI , T T, , 2, 0 (4.21) 

The common factor in these two systems is that the perturbation 

amplitude was chosen lobe the best, assuming that the equivalent 

circuit is approximately valid. 

4.4 System with disturbances and noise 

Consider a special case of the system shown in figure 2.3 

with disturbances and noise, but with no lag, that is T = 0 and 

hence ip = 0. Equation (3.39) for the equivalent circuit 

estimate of 7 gives 
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Substituting from equation (4.17) into (4.16) gives

Equation (4.19) is the same as equation (4.7) so that the error

due to the perturbation is again one third of the total. Thus

the order of magnitude of terms in •—— in the analysis of section
Si

4.2.1 will be the same as for disturbances only, so that conditions

(4.11) can be expected to apply.

An experiment similar to that described in section 4.2.2 was

carried out with noise only, that is the system of figure 2.3 was

simulated on the analogue computer with

TTp =TT3 = o , TT, =4 (4.20)
and experimental values of y obtained for various ( TTj » TT2 ) •

Details of the experimental work are given in appendix 4. The

contours of constant y are shown in figure 4.4 and are, within the

limits of experimental error, the same as those shown on figure

4.2. This shows that

Y( 0 ; TT, , TT2 , 0 > 4 ) * y( 0 ; fT, . TT2 » * > ° > (4

The common factor in these two systems is that the perturbation

amplitude was chosen to be the "best, assuming that the equivalent

circuit is approximately valid.

4.4 _Syrsjtem_with. disturbances and noise

Consider a special case of the system shown in figure 2.3

with disturbances and noise, but with no lag, that is T = 0 and

hence "]"T = 0* Equation (3.39) for the equivalent circuit

estimate of x gives
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Nz2+K2 2 a2 
Est[x ] 2KaA + 2 

so that a can be chosen as before by setting 

6Est x Nz2+fKI2 
6a 2Ka2A 

+ a = 0 

(4.22) 

a 
Nz2K2T- 

so that a a 
2KA (4.23) 

Substituting equation (4.23) in (4.22) gives 
2 

Est[x ] = z-u' + 
2 

= a2 + 2 = 1.5a2 (4.24) 

Equation (4.24) is the same as equation(4.7) and (4.19) so that 

again the error due to the perturbation should be one third of the 

total. It has been shown experimentally that when equation 

(4.24) holds the variation of y with TI and TT 2 is the same for 

systems with noise only and disturbances only. It is therefore 

reasonable to assume that there will be no difference when there 

is a combination of disturbances and noise, that is it can be 

assumed that figure 4.2 gives the variation of y with iT, and 72 
for a system with disturbances and noise provided that the 

perturbation amplitude is chosen on the basis of a valid equivalent 

circuit. The validity of this assumption is verified in part by 

the success of the design procedure of the next chapter when 

there is no lag. 

4.5 System with disturbances, noise and lag 

The presence of the measurement lag can affect the validity 

of the equivalent circuit in three ways: the representation of 

the measurement lag by an attenuation factor in the equivalent 
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(4.22)
so that a can be chosen as before by setting

V
<f a * a =

3
so that a3 = - (4.23)2KA

Substituting equation (4.23) in (4.22) gives

+ = a2 -f = 1.5a2 (4.24)

Equation (4.24) is the same as equation (4.7) and (4.19) so that

again the error due to the perturbation should be one third of the

total. It has been shown experimentally that when equation

(4,24) holds the variation of y with TT ans3- TT is ^-e same for

systems with noise only and disturbances only. It is therefore

reasonable to assume that there will be no difference when there

is a combination of disturbances and noise, that is it can be

assumed that figure 4.2 gives the variation of y with TT an<i TT

for a system with disturbances and noise provided that the

perturbation amplitude is chosen on the basis of a valid equivalent

circuit. The validity of this assumption is verified in part by

the success of the design procedure of the next chapter when

there is no lag.

4,5 System with . rdis.turbance.Sr. noise and lag

The presence of the measurement lag can affect the validity

of the equivalent circuit in three ways? the representation of

the measurement lag by an attenuation factor in the equivalent
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circuit must be valid; the measurement lag may cause. a change 

in the 'unwanted' fluctuations (u - u') at the controller 
integrator output; and the measurement lag may cause the system 

to be unstable. These three effects are discussed further in 
the following sub-sections. Some observations are made which 

suggest that the effect of the lag on the equivalent circuit 
validity, that is the effect of 

TTp 
on y( np ; TT, - - U4 

can be neglected, at least over some range of values of 
1T 

. 

4.5.1 The effect on (u - u') 

inequalities (4.10) suggest that the main purpose of 

conditions (4.11) is to ensure that perturbation frequency terms 

in the integrator output u (t) are kept small. These terms are 

caused by low frequency signals at the multiplier input. Since 

the measurement lag is a low-pass filter it will have, to a first 

approximation, negligible effect on the magnitude of these low 

frequency signals and hence negligible effect on the magnitude 

of (u - u'). 

4.5.2 Validity of representation of lag 

From appendix 1 the representation of the measurement lag 

by the attenuation factor in the equivalent circuit will be valid 

if variations in the useful signal c" = 2Aa(z-u) are slow 

compared with the perturbation frequency a. Variations in a" 

are characterised by the bandwidth 
KaA(1+a2T2)- 

of the 

equivalent circuit of figure 3.3 Thus the above condition can 

be written 

KaA a >> 
(1+a2T2) 

(4.25) 

circuit must be valid; th© aieasra»©men-t lag m&y <saus0, a. change

in the 'unwanted1 fluctuations ( u - u ' ) at the controller

integrator output; and the measurement lag may cause the system

to be unstable. These three effects are discussed further in

the following sub-sections. Some observations are made which

suggest that the effect of the lag on the equivalent circuit

validity, that is the effect of fT on Y( TTp J TT, - - TTi, ) >

can be neglected, at least over some range of values of TT-n *
Jr

4.5.1 The effect on (u - u ' )

Inequalities (4.10) suggest that the main purpose of

conditions (4.11) is to ensure that perturbation frequency terms

in the integrator output u (t) are kept small. These terms are

caused by low frequency signals at the multiplier input. Since

the measurement lag is a low-pass filter it will have, to a first

approximation, negligible effect on the magnitude of these low

frequency signals and hence negligible effect on the magnitude

of (u - u ' ) .

4*5*2 Validity of representation of lag

From appendix 1 the representation of the measurement lag

by the attenuation factor in the equivalent circuit will be valid

if variations in the useful signal c" = 2Aa(z-u) are slow

compared with the perturbation frequency a. Variations in c"

are characterised by the .bandwidth KaA(l+a2T2)~* of the

equivalent circuit of figure 3-3 Thus the above condition can

be written

(4-25)
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Section 4.5.1 shaves that conditions (4.11) must be satisfied to 

make (u - u') small even when the measurement lag is present. 

Satisfaction of (4.11) however, ensure satisfaction of (4.25) so 

that when the equivalent circuit is valid as far as (u - u') is 
concerned, the representation of the lag by the attenuation factor 
will also be valid. 

4.5.3 Stability ofsvstem with measurement lag 

This can be discussed in terms of the system shown in figure 

2.3 with 
z(t) = f(t) = 0 

The differential equation of this system is 

4[-y + B + A(acosat-u)21 

u = Kycos(at-tan IaT) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

This is a second-order, non-stationary, non-linear differential 
equation in u, y and t. In terms of the dimensionless variables 

a and a A2 , and the dimensionless time ? = at, equation (4.27) 

becomes 

aM } = a 
[-(417;1) 

+ + r COST 
u(T \21 

d ua ) _ 
T ' 1 cos(7-tan-aT) 

2 

(4.28) 

The system is described by the parameters 7i , 72 and aT. 

Equation (4.28) defines the trajectory from any point in the 

( AS, 
, T) state-space. 

A system described by equation (4.28) was simulated on the 

Section 4.5,1 shows that conditions (4.11) must be satisfied to

make (u - u') small even when the measurement lag is present.

Satisfaction of (4.1l) however, ensure satisfaction of (4.25) so

that when the equivalent circuit is valid as far as (u - u') is

concerned, the representation of the lag by the attenuation factor

will also be valid.

4*5«3 Stability of system with measurement ]_ag

This can be discussed in terms of the system shown in. figure

2.3 with

z(t) = £(t) = 0 (4.26)

The differential equation of this system is

y = wE-y + B + A(acosat-u)2]
1 . (4.27)

u = Kycos(at-tan~'aT)

This is a second-order, non-stationary, non-linear differential

equation in u, y and t. In terms of the dimensionless variables

— and — ̂ ar , and the dimensionless time r = at , equation (4.27)
a Aa
becomes

d7\Aa'
(4,28)

ft

The system is described by the parameters TT » TT an<^-

Equation (4,28) defines the trajectory from any point in the

~ t ~^3 , T] state-space.
a Aa /

A system described by equation (4,28) was simulated on the
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analogue computer with 

7i = 0 ; 72 = 5.171 ; aT = 1.984 (4.29) 

and the behaviour of the system from different initial points in 
the state-space determined. The evolution of a and 112 from the 

points (16, 0, 0) and (19, 0, 0) is shown in figures 4.5a and 

4.5b. It is seen that from the first point the system returns to 

the expected stable oscillation about the origin of the 
(a 
,) 

plane, whilst from the second it goes into an oscillation of 

increasing amplitude. Thus there is a stability boundary in the 

three-dimensional state-space. Some idea of the shape of this 

boundary was obtained by taking sections at various values of r. 
r only appears as the argument of a cosine function so only values 

of r between 0 and 27T need be considered. The sections were 

taken at r = 0, 4 , 2 and 34 (for values of r given by IT + r 
the stability boundary is that for r = r' rotated about the 

plane axis). For each value of r points in the 
(a 

, tF) 
were found experimentally such that the system converged from points 

nearer the origin but diverged from points farther away. The 

experimental results are shown in figures 4.6 a-d. These define 

a region in the state-space within which the system is stable, 

i.e. will return to stable oscillations about the origin of 

a 
, L ) plane. The stability boundary will depend on the 

dimensionless parameters 17, , 112 and aT. 

Roberts17 has noted a similar type of instability in his 

approximately optimal controller. Jelone'c, Pomella and Karunaratne 

have discussed the possibility of instability when the plant has 

no lags. Although beyond the scope of this work, further 
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Roberts has noted a similar type of instability in his

approximately optimal controller. Jelone1?, Pomella and Karunaratner

have discussed the possibility of instability when the plant has

no lags. Although beyond the scope of this work, further
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investigation of the stability of such systems would be of 

interest. 
When the system is subjected to the gaussian signals z(t) 

and e(t) there will be a finite probability of the system entering 

any region in the state space, so if there is a stability 
boundary then there will be a finite probability of the system 

becoming unstable. If the stability boundary is sufficiently far 
away from the region of normal operation, however, this probability 
may be so small as to be negligible. It is reasonable to expect 

that the tendency to instability will increase as the effect of 

the lag becomes more prominent, that is as 
TTp 

increases, but will 
be negligible over some range of values of fp. This range of 
values of 71) is determined by the experimental results of the 

next chapter. 

In any practical system the range of the variables will be 

limited so that not all regions of the phase space will be 

accessible. This will affect the probability of instability. 
The analogue computer simulation carried out in the next chapter 

is an example of such a system. There the accessible region 

of state-space is limited by the finite dynamic range of the 

analogue computer. 

4.6 Conclusions 

In sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 it was shown that for certain 
well conditioned systems (where the perturbation amplitude is 
chosen assuming a valid equivalent circuit) the variation of y is 
given by figure 4.2. In section 4.5 it was argued that the 
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investigation of the stability of such systems would be of

interest.

When the system is subjected to the gaussian signals z(t)

and g(t) there will be a finite probability of the system entering

any region in the state space, so if there is a stability

boundary then there will be a finite probability of the system

becoming unstable. If the stability boundary is sufficiently far

away from the region of normal operation, however, this probability

may be so small as to be negligible. It is reasonable to expect

that the tendency to instability will increase as the effect of

the lag becomes more prominent, that is as TTr> increases, but will

be negligible over some range of values of fTr, • This range of

values of "JT ^s determined by the experimental results of the

next chapter.

In any practical system the range of the variables will be

limited so that not all regions of the phase space will be

accessible. This will affect the probability of instability.

The analogue computer simulation carried out in the next chapter

is an example of such a system. There the accessible region

of state-space is limited by the finite dynamic range of the

analogue computer.

4,6 Conclusi ons

In sections 4,2, 4.3 and 4.4 it was shown that for certain

well conditioned systems (where the perturbation amplitude is

chosen assuming a valid equivalent circuit) the variation of y is

given by figure 4.2. In section 4.5 it was argued that the
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effect of Ilp on y could be neglected, at least over some range 

of values of 7p . When Ilp lies in this range and when the 

equivalent circuit is approximately valid it can be assumed that 

the variation of y will still be given by figure 4.2, that is 

Y( Tfp ; 7, - - 74 ) can be approximated by i ( TI, , 
72 

) as 

given by figure 4.2. This result is used in the design 

procedure of the next chapter. 
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effect of TT °n y could be neglected, at least over some range

of values of TT • When TT lies in this range and when thei i p i i p

equivalent circuit is approximately valid it can be assumed that

the variation of y will still be given by figure 4.2, that is

y( TTp » TT, T\ ) can be approximated by y( fT, > TT2 ) as

given by figure 4.2. This result is used in the design

procedure of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 

The Desig._and Performance of theComplete,S stem 

5.1 Introd ti on 

In this chapter the results of chapters 3 and 4 are combined 

to yield a complete design procedure for the system shown in 
figure 2.3. Results for the performance of this system are 

obtained and expressed in dimensionless form. An investigation 
is carried out to check that this performance is not critically 
dependent on accurate knowledge of the plant parameters. The 

design procedure and performance results are verified experiment- 

ally by simulating the system on the analogue computer. 

5.2 The design procedure 

As explained in chapter 2 the design procedure consists of 

obtaining an expression for the dimensionless performance criterion 

iTe 
in terms of the plant dimensionless parameter TTp and the 

controller parameters TT, - - U4, then choosing U, - - i4 so 

that 
TTe 

will be a minimum for any given value of TTp. 

The equivalent circuit gives equation (3.40) for the estimate 

of TTe and equation (4.1) gives the actual value of TT 
e 

as 

Tfe = y( TTp ; U, - - U4) Est[TTe] (5.1) 

The results of chapter 4 suggest that for a range of values of 

Iip equation (5.1) can be approximated by 

TTe a Y( I I 
, Tr2) Est[fel (5.2) 

where y( TT, , 

TT2) 
is given by figure 4.2. Combining equations 

(5.2) and (3.40) gives 
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CHAPTER .5

The .Desi£ti_and Perfprjnajnce^f ^the .Complete,

5.1

In this chapter the results of chapters 3 and 4 are combined

to yield a complete design procedure for the system shown in

figure 2.3« Results for the performance of this system are

obtained and expressed in dimensionless form. An investigation

is carried out to check that this performance is not critically

dependent on accurate knowledge of the plant parameters. The

design procedure and performance results are verified experiment-

ally by simulating the system on the analogue computer.

5*2 The .design procedure

As explained in chapter 2 the design procedure consists of

obtaining an expression for the dimensionless performance criterion

in terms of the plant dimensionless parameter TT-n and tne

controller parameters TT, -- TTU » ̂ en choosing TT, -- TTU
 so

that TT will be a minimum for any given value of

The equivalent circuit gives equation (3.40) for the estimate

of TT and equation (4.1) gives the actual value of ff as
G 6

TTe = Y( TTP ; TT, - - TT,. ) Estcrg (5.1)
The results of chapter 4 suggest that for a range of values of

fT equation (5»l) can be approximated by

> TT2
where y( TT, » TT2)

 is given by figure 4.2. Combining equations

(5.2) and (3.40) gives
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Te FS Y (TT, ,1T2) # ` 4 J 1 + (3+ i7d + T''2 TT;1L. alb 
is 

37 
(5.3) 

In equation (5.3) fi occurs only in the expression for Y so 

that the value of TT which minimises TTe 
in equation (5.3) 

is that value of 7, which minimises Y( 71 ' TT2) Observation 

(b) of section 4.1.2 shows that this value of U , is that which 

allows satisfaction of equation (4.13). When TTY takes this value 

Y( iT, , iT2) is given by equation (4.14) so that equation (5.3) 

becomes 

44 1 1 \ 2 2 ( 2) 
TTe 1 + .2 3 I -j- J 1 + (TT3 + ?TT4 ) l + TT p 

2 

(5.4 

For any given value of UP the choice of 72 , iT3 and TTk which 

minimise 11e is an exercise in function minimisation. No 

analytic result could be obtained and as no suitable digital 

computer unction minimisation routine was readily available such 

a routine was developed. Extremum control techniques were used 

in this routine for the following reasons: 

(i) The routine provides an example of an extremum 

searching system, as discussed in chapter 1. 

(ii) The extremum control techniques were thought to 

be as efficient as any. 

The routine is discussed in further detail in appendix 5. 

The minimisation was done for values of Up in the range 
0.01 - 10.0 and the resulting values of iIe, 1T2 , 1T3, 171, , 

aT 

and Y are shown in table 5.1 and are plotted in figures 5.1 a- f. 
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In equation (5.3) TT occurs only in the expression for y so
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(b) of section 4.1.2 shows that this value of TT, is that which

allows satisfaction of equation (4.13). When TT, takes this value

Y( TT » TT ) is given by equation (4.14) so that equation (5.3)i
becomes

TT.

For any given value of fT the choice of TT2 t TT3
 and TTW which

minimise TT is an exercise in function minimisation. No1 ' e
analytic result could be obtained and as no suitable digital

computer function minimisation routine was readily available such

a routine was developed. Extremum control techniques were used

in this routine for the following reasons:

(i) The routine provides an example of an extremum

searching system, as discussed in chapter 1.

(ii) The extremum control techniques were thought to

be as efficient as any.

The routine is discussed in further detail in appendix 5*

The minimisation was done for values of *]"[_ in the range

0.01 - 10.0 and the resulting values of JT , fT » TL» TT, » aT
G 2 3 •»

and y are shown in table 5*1 and are plotted in figures 5.1 a- f •
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The values of Tr2, iT3 and 1!4 obtained from the computer and the 

value of fl, resulting from equation (4.13) constitute the 

required design. The performance of this type of empirical 

controller is given by the variation of 7e with 7p shown in 

figure 5.1a. This graph can be used to compare the performance 

of the controller considered here with the performance of any 

other controller used with the same plant. 
The results shown in figures 5.1 suggest that asymtotic 

solutions for small and large values of 7p can be obtained to 

extend the design procedure over the complete range of 7A. 

(a) 1T ----> 0 

This is the asymtotic case where the effect of the lag 

becomes negligible. Equation (5.4) becomes 

44 (5.5) T'e=}[1+ 
4 

From equation (5.5) the best value of iT2 is infinity so that 

equation (5.5) becomes 

} 11 

TTe 
= 1 )3 [1 + 113+ 

frl`'T (5.6) 
a 4 

The best values of 113 and Tt4 are obtained by setting 

LT1e and 
6ITre 

, obtained from equation (5.6), equal to zero 
S73 6TTI, 
which gives 

113=17y=2 
Substituting these values in equation (5.6) gives 

= 1.5(f)4 = 1.191 e 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 
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The values of TT > TT3
 an<^ TTU obtained from the computer and the

value of TT resulting from equation (4.13) constitute the

required design. The performance of this type of empirical

controller is given by the variation of ]T with "JT shown in
Q P

figure 5«la. This graph can be used to compare the performance

of the controller considered here with the performance of any

other controller used with the same plant.

The results shown in figures 5.1 suggest that asymtotic

solutions for small and large values of TTn can ^e obtained to

extend the design procedure over the complete range of

(a)

This is the asymtotic case where the effect of the lag

becomes negligible. Equation (5«4) becomes

TT, =
From equation (5.5) the best value of TT2

 is infinity so that

equation (5«5) becomes

TT = [1 + TT3+ *TTJ (5.6)e
!»

The best values of TT3 and fT. are obtained by setting

tTTT
and T-,.6 , obtained from equation (5.6), equal to zero

^Mt,
which gives

TT3 = i ; TT, = 2 (5.7)
Substituting these values in equation (5«6) gives

TTA = l-5(i) = 1-191 (5.8)
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(b) TTp -> CO 

This is the case when the effect of the lag becomes 

predominant. Figures 4.1c, d and f show that as Tp becomes 

large 

1 TTS > 1 t aT = 
TT2TTpT27M i 

) 
>> 

The use of inequalities (5.9) in equation (5.4) gives 

TTe = # [l + .J4.4 1 [TT2 TTT] 
2 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

The best value of 72 in equation (5.10) is obtained by putting 

TTp [1 = 0 which gives - 88 

2 72 

STTe 
77- :OFOF-j 

72 = 4.45, when y = 1.5 and TTe = 3.34 TTp (5.11) 

The asymptotes defined by equations (5.8) and (5.11) are 

shown on figure 5.1a. For Tp cc 0.1 the error TTe is 

approximately constant and the performance of the extremism control 

system is limited by measurement noise. For Tfp >> 1 the error 

Tie 
is proportional to TTp and the performance is determined by 

the lag. 

5.3 Sensitivity of performance to inaccurate knowledge.-Of 
the plant 
The parameters of a practical plant, especially the 

statistical Parameters, may only be known approximately, so it is 
important that any design procedure should not be critically 
dependent on accurate knowledge of the plant parameters. A 
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This is the case when the effect of the lag becomes

predominant. Figures 4.1c, d and f show that as IT

large

TT *
TTa » i + flT; ; «T = TT2TTP(^I) » i (5.9)

The use of inequalities (5-9) in equation (5*4) gives

ir = i [i + y rrra rrp] (5.10)
The best value of TT2

 in equation (5.10) is obtained by putting

T J T ^ T T p C i - f M * 0 which gives
2

TJ2 = 4.45, when y = 1.5 and TTe = 3.34 TTp (5.11)

n

The asym/botes defined by equations (5*8) and (5»ll) are
*v

shown on figure 5.la. For TTp « °-1 the error TTe
 is

approximately constant and the performance of the extremum control

system is limited by measurement noise. For "IT >:> 1 *ne error

TT is proportional to TT and the performance is determined bye p
the lag.

5• 3 Sensitivity rof performance to inaccuratejnknowledge_of
the plant

The parameters of a practical plant, especially the

statistical parameters, may only be known approximately, so it is

important that any design procedure should not be critically

dependent on accurate knowledge of the plant parameters. A
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measure of this dependence is a comparison of the performance of 

the controller designed using the inaccurate information with the 

performance which could have been obtained had the plant parameters. 

been known exactly. 

The estimated plant parameters NZ, NE, A and T combine to 

give the estimated plant dimensionless parameter TTp, and hence the 

estimated performance TTe 
from figure 5.1a. The actual plant 

parameters Nz', NE!, A' and T' combine to give the actual plant 

parameter TTp', and hence from figure 4.1a the performance TTe' 

which could have been obtained had the plant parameters been 

known exactly. The controller parameters K, a, a and B given by 

the design procedure for the estimated plant parameters combine 

with the actual plant parameters to give the true dimensionless 

parameters for the system. These can be used in equation (5.4), 

assuming its validity, to give the actual performance TTe" of the 

system. If the design procedure is valid TTe" will always be 

greater than TTe' and this difference is the effect of inaccurate 

knowledge of the plant parameters. 

A quantitative indication of the effect of this inaccurate 

knowledge was obtained by evaluating TTe"/Te' when the estimate 

of each parameter in turn is assumed to be in error by a factor 

of 2, the other parameters being assumed known exactly. The 

results for 
TTP 

= 0.1 are shown in table 5.2. This value of 
TTP 

was chosen because it lies near the boundary of the region of 

usefulness of the design procedure, as determined in the next 

chapter. 
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the controller designed using the inaccurate information with the

performance which could have been obtained had the plant parameters,
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greater than TT ' and this difference is the effect of inaccurate
C

knowledge of the plant parameters.

A quantitative indication of the effect of this inaccurate

knowledge was obtained by evaluating "fT "/TT0
f when the estimate

© ©

of each parameter in turn is assumed to be in error by a factor

of 2, the other parameters being assumed known exactly. The

results for TTr> ~ 0<1 are sn°wn in table 5.2. This value of TTP

was chosen because it lies near the boundary of the region of

usefulness of the design procedure, as determined in the next

chapter.
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From table 5.2 it is seen that inaccurate knowledge of the 

lag has least effect and that the greatest error is the to 

under-estimation of the curvature A of the extremum characteristic, 

when the actual error is 35% greater than that which would have 

been obtained had the curvature been known exactly. From the 

values of 
TTe"/ Te' given in table 5.2 it can be concluded that 

the performance is not unduly sensitive to inaccurate knowledge 

of the plant parameters. 

5.4 Experimental verification of design procedure 

In order to verify that the controller given by the design 

procedure gives the predicted performance and is correctly 
designed, at least over some range of values of TTp, the system 

was simulated on the analogue computer. The performance with the 

controller parameters given by the design procedure was measured 

and compared with the predicted performance. The actual control 

parameters a, K. a and B were then set to values different from 

those given by the design procedure and the resulting value of 

TT e observed. The experimental wcrk was done to an accuracy of 

the order of 5% and is reported in further detail in appendix 4. 

The simulation was carried out fbr plants with 
TTp 

= 0.01, 0.1 

and 1.0. 

7p = 0.01 and 0.1 

Table 5.3a and figure 5.1a show how the experimental values 

of Iie compare with the predicted values for the systems as 

designed. It is seen that for both values of 17p the actual 
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From table 5.2 it is seen that inaccurate knowledge of the

lag has least effect and that the greatest error is due to

under- estimation of the curvature A of the extremum characteristic,

when the actual error is 35$ greater than that which would have

been obtained had the curvature been known exactly. From the

values of TT "/TT ' given in table 5.2 it can be concluded that
6 6

the performance is not unduly sensitive to inaccurate knowledge

of the plant parameters .

5 .4 Experimejrta^^verifi .cation of design procedure

In order to verify that the controller given by the design

procedure gives the predicted performance and is correctly

designed, at least over some range of values of TTp» the system

was simulated on the analogue computer. The performance with the

controller parameters given by the design procedure was measured

and compared with the predicted performance. The actual control

parameters a, K, a and B were then set to values different from

those given by the design procedure and the resulting value of

observed. The experimental work was done to an accuracy of
6

the order of 5$ and is reported in further detail in appendix 4.

The simulation was carried out for plants with TTP = °*°lj °«1

and 1,0.

TT = 0.01 and 0.1

Table 5*3a and figure 5. la show how the experimental values

of TT compare with the predicted values for the systems as

designed. It is seen that for both values of IT the actual
Jbr
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performance is the same as that predicted, within the limit of 
experimental error. Tables 5.3b and 5.3c show the performance 

when each of the controller parameters a, a, K and B take values 

differing from the designed value. For both values of Trp it is 
seen that in every case fe is greater than when the designed 

values are used. This indicates that the designed values of the 

controllers parameters are in fact the best. 

The possibility of instability is discussed in section 4,5.3. 
In the above mentioned cases no instability was observed over 

several runs, each of approximately 2,000 perturbation cycles. 

The limited dynamic range of the analogue computer was 

effectively a limitation on the error signal x(t) in figure 2.3 

at a value 20 times its mean square value. Even allowing for 
the non-gaussian distribution of the perturbation component of X(t) 
this should ensure that the limitation is operative only for 
a very small fraction (under 0.1%) of the time. The effect of 
this limitation on the possibility of instability was discussed 

in section 4.5.3, and the effect on the measurement of x is 
evaluated in appendix 4 and shown to be negligible. 

p = 1.0 

With this plant and the controller as designed, the system 

became unstable before the end of each measurement period. It 
was found that some stable runs could be obtained when the 

limitation on x(t) was artificially lowered to 15 times x?. 

The measured value of Ue was then close to the predicted value, 

as shown on figure 5-la and in table 5.3a. As shown in table 
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values are used. This indicates that the designed values of the

controllers parameters are in fact the best.

The possibility of instability is discussed in section 4,5.3.

In the above mentioned cases no instability was observed over

several runs, each of approximately 2,000 perturbation cycles.

The limited dynamic range of the analogue computer was

effectively a limitation on the error signal x(t) in figure 2.3

at a value 20 times its mean square value. Even allowing for

the non-gaussian distribution of the perturbation component of x(t)

this should ensure that the limitation is operative only for

a very small fraction (under 0.1$) of the time. The effect of

this limitation on the possibility of instability was discussed
uniMTjii

in section 4,5.3, and the effect on the measurement of x is

evaluated in appendix 4 and shown to be negligible.

TTP = i.o
With this plant and the controller as designed, the system

became unstable before the end of each measurement period. It

was found that some stable runs could be obtained when the

limitation on x(t) was artificially lowered to 15 times x2".

The measured value of TT was then close to the predicted value,1 ' e
as shown on figure 5«la and in table 5»3a. As shown in table
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5.3b other values of the controller parameters could make the 

system unstable or give a better performance. The controller 

parameters were varied manually by trial and error and the 

lowest value of TIe 
noted. The results are shown in table 5.3a 

and this lowest value of l i e is plotted on figure 5.1a. It is 
seen that this value of Te is approximately 20% lower than that 

predicted by the design procedure. 

The implications of these experimental results are 

discussed in the next chapter. 
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system unstable or give a better performance. The controller

parameters were varied manually by trial and error and the
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The implications of these experimental results are
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chaltr -E 
Discussion of Results and Conclusions 

6.1 Introduction 
This chapter is the last concerning a plant with lags. The 

experimental results presented in the last chapter are discussed 

and the region of usefulness of the design procedure determined. 

The empirical controller considered here is compared with the 

approximately optimal controller developed by Roberts 17 Finally 

this section of the work is concluded with a summary of the major 

results obtained. 

6.2 Region of usefulness of the design procedure 

The graph of Tie against TTp 
in figure 5-la shows that when 

p is small Tie tends to the constant value 11e = 2(#)7 = 1.191. 

The performance of the extremism controller in compensating for 
the disturbance z(t) is then limited by the measurement noise. 

As the lag increases, however, TI increases and 
Tie 

increases. 

The increase in Tie is a measure of the effect of the lag on 

the performance of the system. When 
TTp 

= 0.1 
Tte 

= 1.55 so 

that the measurement noise is still the main limitation on the 

performance of the system. When Tip = 1.0, Tie = 4.68 (from 

design procedure) or re = 3.14 (best experimental result from 

section 5.4), so that the lag is the main limitation on the 

performance. 
tk&t 

The experimental results presented in section 5.4 show when 

p = 0.01 and 0.1 the systems given by the design procedure give 
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Di s cuss ion tof Results and Conclusions

6.1 Introduction

This chapter is the last concerning a plant with lags. The

experimental results presented in the last chapter are discussed

and the region of usefulness of the design procedure determined.

The empirical controller considered here is compared with the

approximately optimal controller developed by Roberts. Finally

this section of the work is concluded with a summary of the major

results obtained.

6.2 Region ̂ of usefulness of 'the ̂design procedure

The graph of "JT against fT in figure 5. la shows that when
i

TT is small TT tends to the constant value IT = 4(̂ )ar - 1.191.1 ' p ' ' e e c-
The performance of the extremum controller i& compensating for

the disturbance z(t) is then limited by the measurement noise.

As the lag increases, however, "PL increases and "JT increases.
P e

The increase in fT is a measure of the effect of the lag on
6

the performance of the system. When TT-n ~ 0.1 TTe = 1*55 so

that the measurement noise is still the main limitation on the

performance of the system. When TT-n = 1»0, TT = 4.68 (from

design procedure) or TT ~ 3.14 (best experimental result from
G

section 5*4), so that the lag is the main limitation on the

performance. .
tk*t

The experimental results presented in section 5*4 show/ when

"JT = 0.01 and 0.1 the systems given by the design procedure give
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the best performance and are likely to remain stable. The results 
for Iip = 1, however, show that the design procedure breaks down 

for two reasons: 

(a) The design procedure does not give the best controller, 
shown by the fact that a 20% better performance could be obtained 

with controller settings different from the designed values. The 

reason for this is that the assumptions of chapter 4 have become 

invalid, so it is no longer correct to approximate 

y( TTp ; i1, - - TT4) by y( 1T, , TT2) 

(b) The system given by the design procedure has a high 

probability of becoming unstable. 

From the above it may be concluded that the design 

procedure is useful for plants for which 
TTp 

is in the range 

0 to 0.1, that is where the performance is limited mainly by 

the measurement noise. 

Extension of region of usefulness 

The above conclusion does not mean that the method of 

extremum control shown in figure 2.3 cannot be used for plants 

described by Up > 0,1, or that the equivalent circuit design 

procedure is necessarily inappropriate. The extension of the 

design procedure would require further work, however, in order to 

(i) obtain a more accurate expression for 

Y( Up ; TTY - - T]4). This would be done by studying the 

effect of U3, Tr, and T(p on Y. 

(ii) study further the instability of the system. This 

could result in some condition ?( TTp ; 1 - - T4), which if 
satisfied would ensure stability, or at least a low probability 

the best performance and are likely to remain stable. The results

for TT =1* however, show that the design procedure breaks down
Jbr

for two reasonsJ

(a) The design procedure does not give the best controller,

shown by the fact that a 20$ better performance could be obtained

with controller settings different from the designed values. The

reason for this is that the assumptions of chapter 4 have become

invalid, so it is no longer correct to approximate

Y(TTP i TT, --TV *y Y(TT, , TTa)-
(b) The system given by the design procedure has a high

probability of becoming unstable.

From the above it may be concluded that the design

procedure is useful for plants for which ~|T is in the range

0 to 0.1, that is where the performance is limited mainly by

the measurement noise.

Extension of region of ...usefulness.

The above conclusion does not mean that the method of

extremum control shown in figure 2.3 cannot be used for plants

described by TT > O*1' OI* that the equivalent circuit design

procedure is necessarily inappropriate. The extension of the

design procedure would require further work, however, in order to

(i) obtain a more accurate expression for

Y( TT J TT "" ~ TT. )• This would be done by studying the

effect of TT3» TT̂  and TTp °n Y-

(ii) study further the instability of the system. This

could result in some condition ?( TTP J TT - ~ TT̂ )* which if

satisfied would ensure stability, or at least a low probability
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of instability. 
If these results could be obtained it would be possible to 

use the more accurate equation 

Tie = Y( lp ; IT, - - 14) Est[ lTe] (6.1) 

to choose T - - 14 subject to the stability condition 

?( Ilp ; T T, - - T& ), and so obtain the required design. 

6.3 Comparison with Roberts' 17 system 

The performance of the empirical controller designed here 

can be compared with the performance of the approximately optimal 

controller developed by Roberts. The performance of the 

empirical controller is given by the relationship 

e [Tf--Tr,] t (Tr,*) (6.2) 

which is given by the graph of figure 5-la for values of 

tip < 0.1. 

The plant considered by Roberts has the additional vertical 

disturbance m(t) described in section 2.4.3. As mentioned in 

that section Roberts gives an approximation, say 

TTe = 'Roberts ( Tip ) Urn P Uc ) (6.3) 

to equation (2.21) which gives the performance of an optimal 

controller used with the plant considered by Roberts. The 

dimensionless parameters Tim and TT in equation (6.3) were 

defined in section 2.4.3 and describe the magnitude of the 

vertical disturbance and its correlation with the horizontal 

disturbance z(t). For the special case when this correlation is 

zero, Roberts' equation (6.3) becomes 
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empirical controller is given by the relationship
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which is given by the graph of figure 5.la for values of

TTp < o.i.
The plant considered by Roberts has the additional vertical

disturbance m(t) described in section 2.4.3* As mentioned in

that section Roberts gives an approximation, say

^e ' 'iWbert. < TTp . TTm , 7T0 ) (6-3)

to equation (2.2l) which gives the performance of an optimal

controller used with the plant considered by Roberts. The

dimensionless parameters ~[Tm
 an<i TTC

 in equation (6.3) were

defined in section 2.4.3 and describe the magnitude of the

vertical disturbance and its correlation with the horizontal

disturbance z(t) . For the special case when this correlation is

zero, Roberts' equation (6.3) becomes
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Tie=2()(1+2Um)3 (6,4) 

and is valid provided that 
.L TT. 

(1 + 2]Tm) 6 << 1 (6.5) 

Equation (6.4) suggests that in Roberts' system 11e is 

independent of fp. This is not true in general but results 

from the restriction imposed by inequality (6.5) which is that 

Tip << Tim except for large Um, so that effect of Up in 
equation (6.4) is masked by that of 11m This restricts the 

application of Roberts' results to plants with a relatively 
large vertical disturbance. 

The plant considered in this thesis is the special case of 

that considered by Roberts when there is no vertical disturbance, 

that is when Um = 0. For finite values of 
TTp 

inequality 

(6.5) invalidates Roberts' results for such plants. However if 
ip tends to zero as 17 

m 
tends to zero then inequality (6.5) can 

be satisfied and equation (6.4) gives the performance as 

(6.6) 

which is, from figure 5.la, the value of lie achieved by the 

empirical controller of figure 2.3 when lip = TIm = 0. 

In a discussion on extremum control 39 Roberts has suggested 

how his controller could be used when Tim = 0 for values of 

fp < 0.008. Figure 5.la shows that for 7p < 0.008 the error 

in the empirical system is scarcely different from that when 

TIp = 0 so Roberts' controller cannot give a significant improve- 

ment in performance. 
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how his controller could be used when TTm = ° for values of1 'Hi
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in the empirical system is scarcely different from that when

= 0 so Roberts' controller cannot give a significant improve-
Jr

ment in performance.
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When fp > 0 the system described by Roberts can become 

unstable. This instability is of the same nature as that in the 

empirical controller. Roberts has obtained experimental results 

which show that with Tim = 1 the system is likely to remain stable 

if U9 $ 0.2. Thus it would appear that the range of values of 

TTp 
over which the system is likely to remain stable is the same 

for Roberts' controller as for the empirical controller. 

Prom the above it may be concluded that over their common 

field of application, that is for plants with 7p < 0.01 and no 

vertical disturbance, the performance of the empirical controller 
is equal to that of the approximately optimal controller. For 

T-1p 
in the range 0.01 to approximately 0.1 the empirical controller 

designed here can be used if there is no vertical disturbance 

and the controller developed by Roberts can be used if the 

vertical disturbance is large. For values of Up >> 0.1 the 

control problem is unsolved. 

6.4 Conclusions 

The problem of the design and performance of the empirical 

sine wave perturbation system shown in figure 2.3 has been set up 

in dimensionless form. A design procedure and performance 

results have been obtained and shown to be the best when the 

dimensionless variable describing the plant is in the range 

'p = 0 - 0.1, that is when the performance of the system is 

limited mainly by measurement noise. A linear equivalent 

circuit for the system has been developed and can be used to 

estimate the transient response of the system. 
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When TT > 0 the system described by Roberts can become1 'P
unstable. This instability is of the same nature as that in the

empirical controller. Roberts has obtained experimental results

which show that with TTm
 = -1- the system is likely to remain stable

if TT ^ 0.2. Thus it would appear that the range of values of

TT over which the system is likely to remain stable is the same

for Roberts' controller as for the empirical controller.

From the above it may be concluded that over their common

field of application, that is for plants with TT-n < °"01 and no

vertical disturbance, the performance of the empirical controller

is equal to that of the approximately optimal controller. For

in the range 0.01 to approximately 0.1 the empirical controller

designed here can be used if there is no vertical disturbance

and the controller developed by Roberts can be used if the

vertical disturbance is large. For values of TTr> >> ^•1 the

control problem is unsolved.

6.4 Conclus ions

The problem of the design and performance of the empirical

sine wave perturbation system shown in figure 2.3 has been set up

in dimensionless form. A design procedure and performance

results have been obtained and shown to be the best when the

dimensionless variable describing the plant is in the range

a 0 - 0.1, that is when the performance of the system is

limited mainly by measurement noise. A linear equivalent

circuit for the system has been developed and can be used to

estimate the transient response of the system.
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The performance of this empirical controller has been shown 

to be as good as that of Roberts' approximately optimal controller 
over their common field of application, which is when Tp is in 

the range 0 - 0.01. 

The performance of this empirical controller has been shown

to be as good as that of Roberts' approximately optimal controller

over their common field of application, which is when

the range 0 - 0.01.
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Chapter 7 

The Performance of Three Tomes of Controller 

7.1 Introduction 

The next two chapters consider the performance of three 

types of controller in connection with a plant with no lags. The 

three systems are shown in figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 and were 

introduced in section 2.3. In sections 2.3 and 2.4.4 it was 

shown that the performance of these three controllers could be 

compared if the performance critericei Tie could be obtained as a 

function of the dimensionless perturbation frequency Tice 

The value of Ue used for the comparison must be the lowest 

possible, that is the value obtained when the system is properly 

designed. In this chapter design procedures are obtained for 

each of the three controllers. The first step in the design 

procedure is to obtain an analytic form for equation (2.27), which 

is 

I Ie = f( Tia ; 1 , U2 , 113 ) 

71 Tf2 and Tf3 can then be chosen to minimise Tie for a given 

value of Tfa so that the above equation becomes 

11e ` fIrr,,Tri,Tr-.7 pt `Tr°l/ (7.1) 

Equation (7.1) shows how the best performance varies with the 

allowable perturbation frequency. An approximation to this 
variation is obtained analytically in this chapter, for each of 

the three controllers. 
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The value of fT used for the comparison must be the lowest

possible, that is the value obtained when the system is properly

designed. In this chapter design procedures are obtained for

each of the three controllers. The first step in the design

procedure is to obtain an analytic form for equation (2.27), which

is

TTe - * ( TTa ; TT, , TT2 , TT3 )
IT , TT2

 an<i TT can then be chosen to minimise TTe
 for a

value of TT so that the above equation becomes

(7a)

Equation (7.1) shows how the best performance varies with the

allowable perturbation frequency. An approximation to this

variation is obtained analytically in this chapter, for each of

the three controllers.
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7.2 Sine wave perturbation 

The system shown in figure 2.4 is a special case of the 

system shown in figure 2.3 with 

T=0 so 7p=0 (7.2) 

The design procedure of chapter 5 shows that best performance is 
achieved with 

72= 00;13=1;7, = 2 (7.3) 

The definitions of iTa ' 72, i3 and TT4 given by equations 

(2.18) and (2.26) show that 

j (/ 7a NY N )4 1 12\ 
112 j (7.4) 
3 

Equations (7.3) and (7.4) show that the best value of the 

perturbation frequency is infinity. 

When fp = 0 and 7, is correctly chosen the design procedure 

of chapter 5 gives equation (5.5) for the performance of the 

system. Substituting from equation (7.4) into equation (5.5) 

as gives the performance in terms of 17a, 2 
and 73 

J3 + 1 
J 

(7.5) / Tie 
+ ftXtjfia)(11a 

+ f1T3 ( .* 
The diital computer routine (appendix 5) was used to 

determine the values of TT 2 and fl which minimise Tie according 

to equation (7.5) for certain specified values of Ta The 

results are shown in table 7.1 and the graph-of i'e against Ua 
is shown in figure 7.1. This variation of performance with 

Perturbation frequency is used in the comparison of the three 

systems. 
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results are shown in table 7.1 and the graph 'Of TTe against TTa

is shown in figure 7.1. This variation of performance with

perturbation frequency is used in the comparison of the three

systems.
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The computer results can be extended by considering the two 

asymtotic cases for 
TTa 

>> 10 and iTa cc 1, that is for high and 

low perturbation frequencies. 

(a) Ta >> 10 

Figure 7.1 suggests that increasing the perturbation 

frequency 17a much above 10 has little effect on Tie As 

1Ta--> OD then 1T2 -> 00 and y -> 1 so that equation (7.5) 

becomes 

TTe=#na+I1T3(72)2+rrr22J 

Minimum fe is obtained when 
aTe 

- 
ne = 0 which gives 

2 6f3 

(7.6) 

1 
TTe = 2(f)3 = 1.191 ; with i3 = 1 and. TT2 = W 3TIa (7.7) 

An observation can be made about the relative magnitudes of 

the contributions of the disturbance, noise and perturbation to 

the total error 11e. These three contributions are proportional 

to the three terms TT3 , # 3 ( a13 and 1 in equation (7-5). The 
// 

IT. 3 
\ TT2 

value of i u3 (W2) 
was computed for each value of TTa and it 

was found that 

72 ) (7.8) 

Since fl3 = 1 for this asymtotic case all three contributions are 

equal, in particular the 'intentional' error due to the perturbation 

is one half of the 'unintentional' error. This observation is 
made because the above relationship between the intentional and 

unintentional errors is suggested by Roberts17 to be optimal. 
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3

equal, in particular the 'intentional' error due to the perturbation

is one half of the 'unintentional' error. This observation is

made because the above relationship between the intentional and

unintentional errors is suggested by Roberts to be optimal.
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(b) 11a<< 1 

Table 7.1 shows that as Tra becomes small TT3 becomes 

large so that using relationship (7./8) 

\ 
73 >> 1 + 3 1T3 t .C 2)3 (7.9) 

Using inequality (7.9) in equation (7.5) gives 

1Te22 --[1T2* 77-2 J 

iTe 
is a minimum when 

L E, [ 1 883 T = 0 which is when 
s1Ta 2a 1T2 

(7.10) 

44 
= 1.5 ; TTe - 

3.34 
(7.11) 7z = 4.45 *P r = 1 + z a 

The asymtotes corresponding to equations (7.7) and (7.11) are 

shown on figure 7.1. 

7,3 Square wave perturbation 

7.3.1 Introduction 

In this section the graph of Tie versus TTa 
is obtained for 

the square wave perturbation system shown in figure 2.5. The 

design procedure used for this system is exactly the same as that 

developed in chapters 3, 4 and 5 for the sine wave system: an 

equivalent circuit is derived, experimental results for its 

validity are obtained, then these are combined to give an 

equation for the performance, which provides a basis for the 

choice of the controller parameters. As the reasoning is 

72

TTa « i
Table 7.1 shows that as TTa becomes small TT3 becomes

large so that using relationship (7.8)

TT3 » i + i TT3
2 ( (7.9)

Using inequality (7.9) in equation (7.5) gives
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I 1 2 I I I I a
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' I 2 ' a

The asymtotes corresponding to equations (7.7) and (7.1l) are

shown on figure 7.1.

7.3 Square wave pe rturba tion

7.3.1 Introduction

In this section the graph of TTe versus "[Ta
 is obtained for

the square wave perturbation system shown in figure 2.5. The

design procedure used for this system is exactly the same as that

developed in chapters 3, 4 and 5 for the sine wave system: an

equivalent circuit is derived, experimental results for its

validity are obtained, then these are combined to give an

equation for the performance, which provides a basis for the

choice of the controller parameters. As the reasoning is
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exactly the same as in the sine wave case the heuristic arguments, 

justifications and explanations are not given and only the 

analytic and numerical work is presented. 

7.3.2 The equivalent circuit 

The equivalent circuit is obtained by considering only the 

'useful' signals. 

Prom figure 2.5 the signal at the extremum output is 
a=A[z-u+ap(t)]2+B 

= 2Aa (z-u) p(t) + A(z-u)2 + Aa2 + B (7.12) 

and the useful signal is 

c' = 2Aa(z-u)p(t) (7.13) 

This gives the useful signal v1(t) at the multiplier output 

v' = 2aA(z-u)p(t)2 + e(t) p(t) 

= 2aA(z-u) + g'{t) (7.14) 

where e'(t) _ + C(t) for the first half of each perturbation cycle 

_ - g(t) for the second half of each perturbation cycle 

Since e(t) is a white noise e'(t) will also be a white noise with 

the same spectral density Nf2. 

Equation (7.14) combires with the integrator differential 

equation 

VI 
1 du' =Rat 

to give, assuming u' is a good approximation to u 

K 
atT = 2aA(z-u') + E'(t) 

Equation (7.15) is the differential equation of the system 

shown in figure 7.2. 

(7,15) 
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justifications and explanations are not given and only the

analytic and numerical work is presented.

7.3*2 The equivalent ..circuit

The equivalent circuit is obtained by considering only the

'usefulf signals.

From figure 2.5 the signal at the extremum output is

c « A [z-u + ap(t)Ja + B

= 2Aa (z-u) p(t) + A(z-u)2 + Aa2 + B (7.12)

and the useful signal is

c' a 2Aa(z-u)p(t) (7.13)

This gives the useful signal v'(t) at the multiplier output

v' = 2aA(z-u)p(t)2 + f (t) p(t)

= 2aA(z-u) + <f <t) (7.14)

where f'(t) = + £(t) for the first half of each perturbation cycle

= - £(t) for the second half of each perturbation cycle

Since £(t) is a white noise £'(t) will also be a white noise with

the same spectral density N.J2.

Equation (7.14) combines with the integrator differential

equation

- ' • i f* 1

to give, assuming u' is a good approximation to u

I f f ' = 2aA(z-u') + f ' ( t ) (7.15)

Equation (7.15) is the differential equation of the system

shown in figure 7*2.
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The equivalent circuit of figure 7.2 gives 

N 2 K N 2 f 
z-u = 4KaA + 4aA (7.16) 

which gives an estimate of the error as 

Est[P] _ (z-u`) + mean square perturbation 

N KN 2 
( 4KaA + 4aA + a 7.17) 

In terms of the dimensionless variables 72, i3 and lTa equation 

(7.17) is 
f' f ̀F \ Eat[ TTe J = 4[ U3T J L !3 +72 
I i 3 .J3 + 4 ) (7.18) 

\TT2 

7.3.3 Validity of the equivalent circuit 
The actual error can again be given as 

actual Tie = 1!( Ta ; iT, , 72 , TI3 ) Est[ Te J (7.19) 

where 'g° gives a quantitative estimate of the validity of the 

equivalent circuit. As in the sine wave case the function 

Y( iT1 , U2 ) obtained by considering a system with disturbances 

only, is used as an approximation to y( TTa ; TT1 , T[2 , Ua ). 

An experimental investigation of a system with disturbances 

only was carried out. As in section 4.2.2 for the sine wave 

system the perturbation amplitude was chosen to give the minimum 

value of Est[x2]. Equation (7.17) gives the estimate of x for 
disturbances only as 

2 

Est[x2J = 4KA + a2 (7.20) 

The best value of a is given by 
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The equivalent circuit of figure 7.2 gives

which gives an estimate of the error as

Est[x*] = (z-u')2 + mean square perturbation

N KNc 2 ,
" + + a (7*17>4a

In terms of the dimensionless variables TT2» TT3
 and TTa equation

(7.17) is

Est[ TTe ] = J[ JL- ] [ TT + T T 2 3
 + 4 ] (7.18)

2

7*3*3 Validity of the equivalent circuit

The actual error can again be given as

actual TTe » Y( TTa > TT, , TT2 , TT3 ) Est[ TTe ] (7.19)

where y gives a quantitative estimate of the validity of the

equivalent circuit. As in the sine wave case the function

y( TT » TT ) obtained by considering a system with disturbances

only, is used as an approximation to y( TTa * TT, » TT2 » TT3 ) •

An experimental investigation of a system with disturbances

only was carried out. As in section 4.2.2 for the sine wave

system the perturbation amplitude was chosen to give the minimum

value of Est[x2]. Equation (7.17) gives the estimate of x for

disturbances only as
— N 2

Est[x2] = Jj^ + a2 (7.20)

The best value of a is given by
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6 
E( a 4aa AK + 2a = 0 

a N 2 
Nz2 

which gives a = 
B KA. 

or Tf3 = = 8 
Ka3A 

(7.21) 

when Est[x ] = 3a2 (7.22) 

This system, that is figure 2.5 with no noise and 113 = 8, was 

simulated on the analogue computer and y measured for various 

values of IUD and U2. Contours of constant y were plotted on 

the ( TTi , TT2 ) plane and are shown in figure 7.3. This figure 

is similar to the corresponding figure 4.2 for sine wave systems. 

In particular there is a value of TTi which gives minimum y for 
any given r2. From figure 7.3 this value is given by the 

relationship 

IT1 =-3Y 

or 
-.f 

B 
_ - 

3 Est[x ] 

(7.23) 

which when combined with equation (7.22) gives 

B =-.Ax2 (7.24) 

which is the same as equation (4.13) obtained for the sine wave 

system. When T, is chosen so that B satisfies equation (7.24) 

corresponding values of 72 and y can be obtained from figure 

7.3. These are shown plotted in figure 7.4 which also shows 

how these corresponding values can be approximated by the 

relationship 

230 y-1+ (7.25) 
2 

which is similar in form to equation (4.14) for the sine wave 
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a

N 2 N 2

which gives a3 = ̂ f- or TT = ~T~ - 8 (7.21)
3 Ka3A

when EstEx2"] = 3a2 (7.22)

This system, that is figure 2.5 with no noise and "JT3 - ® > was

simulated on the analogue computer and y measured for various

values of TT, and TT2 • Contours of constant y were plotted on

the ( TT » TT ) Plane and are shown in figure 7.3« This figure

is similar to the corresponding figure 4.2 for sine wave systems.

In particular there is a value of TT, which gives minimum y for

any given "fT • From figure 7«3 this value is given by the

relationship

IT, = - 3 V (7.23)

<*• i2* - - 3

which when combined with equation (7.22) gives

B = - Ax2 (7.24)

which is the same as equation (4.13) obtained for the sine wave

system. When TT is chosen so that B satisfies equation (7.24)

corresponding values of fT an3- Y can be obtained from figure

7.3. These are shown plotted in figure 7.4 which also shows

how these corresponding values can be approximated by the

relationship

+ m (7.25)
which is similar in form to equation (4.14) for the sine Wave
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system. 

7.3.4 stem design 

As in the sine wave case y( iT1 , 72 ) given by figure 7.3 

is used as an approximation to y('Ra ; TTY iT2 , Tr3 ) so that 

equation (7.19) is approximated by 

7 
71e 

, ( TI" YT2 ) !} 112 
J ( It3 + 3 ( 13 + 4 } (7.26) 

1 1 I' 'p3Tfa \T2/ 

ii occurs only in 'y( U1, , iT2 ) so that Ue is minimised when 

TTi is chosen so that B satisfies equation (7.24). Y( f1 f n2 ) 

is then given by equation (7.25) so that equation (7.26) 

becomes 

2 jje 4 r 1 + TT37a ) 
I a + TT3 (2J3 + 4 (7.27) 

Equation (7.27) is the equivalent of equation (7.5) for the sine 

wave case and has the same form, the numerical differences being 

due to the different perturbation wave-form and the different 
experimental results, 

The digital computer function minimisation routine was used 

to determine the values of TT2 and U3 in equation (7.27) which 

minimise TTe for a range of values of Ta. The results are 

shown in table 7.2 and the required variation of Ile with TTa 

is plotted in figure 7.5. 

The graph of figure 7.5 can be extended by considering the 

asymtotic cases of high and low perturbation frequencies. 

(a) Ua >> 10 

The computer results show that as TTa 
> 00, TT 

2 
---> 06 
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system.

7.3.4 S^sjbem design

As in the sine wave case y( TT > TT ) given by figure 7.3

is used as an approximation to y( TTa > TT, > TT2 » TT3 ) so that

equation (7.19) is approximated by

TTe = Y( TT, ,TT2 ) J t W4ftr-1 C TT. + TT° (tf) + * J (7.26)

occurs only in y( TT > TT ) so that TT is minimised when
I I 2 Q

TT is chosen so that B satisfies equation (7.24). y( TT, > TT2 )

is then given by equation (7.25) so that equation (7.26)

becomes

Equation (7.27) is the equivalent of equation (7.5) for the sine

wave case and has the same form, the numerical differences being

due to the different perturbation wave-form and the different

experimental results.

The digital computer function minimisation routine was used

to determine the values of TT2
 an^ TT3 in equation (7.27) which

minimise TTe
 for a range of values of TTa*

 Tne results are

shown in table 7.2 and the required variation of TT0 with fL,
& CC-

is plotted in figure 7.5.

The graph of figure 7,5 can be extended by considering the

asymtotic cases of high and low perturbation frequencies.

» 10
The computer results show that as TT ~~> 00, TT — > 00' 'ct » i i 2
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so that equation (7.27) becomes 

1Te 
4 

Ta 
+ 

Tr3(72)2 
+ 

1T 1 a 
,cfl 6TT 

(7.28) 

Minimum Te is obtained by setting = 0 which gives 67 2 3 

Ile = ( ) ; when 73 = 4 and iT2 = 2(4)37a (7.29) 

The relative contributions of the disturbance, noise and 

perturbation to Ti are given by the terse rr3, 
T 
t13 and 

(#2) / 3 

4 in equation (7.27). 1T3 { 

`\ 
! was calculated for each value 

of TIa and it was found that 

(7.30) 

Equations (7.30) and (7.29) show that the three contributions 

to ire are equal so 
that as in the sine wave case the 'intentional' 

error is one half of the 'unintentional' error. 

(b) Tra << 1 

Table 7.2 shows that as TTa. 
becomes small iT3 becomes 

large so that using relationship (7.30) 

TI3 » 4 + 113 C,'a)3 

so that equation (7.27) becomes 

n -12 [1+.° e-4 li a 2 

Minimum 
Tie 

is obtained when 

(7.31) 

(7.32) 

6e 1 [ 460 0 6T-T2 7 
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so that equation (7.27) becomes

' • *• • •
TTMiaimum J j is obtained by setting -rr& = " r - ° wnich gives<nr 2

I I

TTe " ¥^ >' when TT3 = 4 and TT2 = 2(i)5TTa (7.29)

The relative contributions of the disturbance, noise and
/TT \3

perturbation to TT are given by the tersa fT > TT2 (TT J and
3 TTITT x3 M a

4 in equation (7.27). TT3
2 ( T r y was calculated for each value

m^^ \ I I 2/
of TT and it was found that

TT,2 f = 4 (7.30)

Equations (7.30) and (7.29) show that the three contributions

to TT are equal so that as in the sine wave case the 'intentional1

error is one half of the 'unintentional* error.

ft) TL « *...i iff.
Table 7.2 shows that as TTa "becomes small TT3 becomes

large so that using relationship (7«30)

TT3 »* * TT; 0 (7.3D
so that equation (7.27) becomes

" I (7.32)
a

Minimum TT is obtained when
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that is when 

IT2 = 7.72 ; X = 1.5 ; lTe = 9--.2 (7.33) 
na 

The asymtotes corresponding to equations (7.29) and (7.33) are 

shown on figure 7.5. 

7.4 Square wave perturbation with sam,le and hold 

7.4.1 Introduction 

The discrete-time controller in the system of figure 2.6 is 
13 12 

that considered by Douce and Bond and Feldbaum . Douce and 

Bond have studied the performance of a system when the plant has 

measurement noise, and Feldbaum has shown that, with a ramp 

disturbance in the presence of measurement noise, zero error can 

be achieved with infinite perturbation frequency and infinitesimal 
perturbation amplitude. This controller is a special case of the 

'derivative sensing' controller studied by Chang8 when the plant 

is subject to a random disturbance and measurement noise. 

Chang's results are used here to provide a design and performance 

results fbr the system shown in figure 2.6. 

The sample and hold unit was used by Douce and Bond in order 

to reduce 'large fluctuations' in the 'parameter setting' u(t). 
This reduction is achieved partly by the elimination of the effect 
of the mean value of the plant output. Figure 2.6 shows that 
this mean value is applied to the controller integrator in a 

positive sense for the first perturbation cycle then in a negative 

sense for the remaining half cycle, so that the net effect when 
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that is when

TT2 - 7.72 ; y = 1.5 ; TTe = If2 (7.33)
1 'a

The asymtotes corresponding to equations (7.29) and (7,33) are

shown on figure 7.5.

7.4 Square wavei perturbation with. ̂ sample ajid^^hold

7*4.1 Intgodu ction

The discrete-time controller in the system of figure 2.6 is
13 12

that considered by Douse and Bond and Feldbaum . Douce and

Bond have studied the performance of a system when the plant has

measurement noise, and Feldbaum has shown that, with a ramp

disturbance in the presence of measurement noise, zero error can

be achieved with infinite perturbation frequency and infinitesimal

perturbation amplitude. This controller is a special case of the
Q

'derivative sensing' controller studied by Chang when the plant

is subject to a random disturbance and measurement noise.

Chang's results are used here to provide a design and performance

results for the system shown in figure 2.6.

The sample and hold unit was used by Douce and Bond in order

to reduce 'large fluctuations' in the 'parameter setting' u(t) .

This reduction is achieved partly by the elimination of the effect

of the mean value of the plant output. Figure 2.6 shows that

this mean value is applied to the controller integrator in a

positive sense for the first perturbation cycle then in a negative

sense for the remaining half cycle, so that the net effect when
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the sampler operates is zero. The sample and hold unit thus 

eliminates the need to adjust B. 

Since B. and hence JT has no effect on the performance of 

the system the design problem is the choice of f2 and fl3 to 

minimise Tie for a given TTa. The resulting variation of TTF, 

with TTa is the required performance result. 

7.4.2 The system design 

In figure 2.6 the sampler operates at times it 
[i = 0, 1, 2 ---] where 

(7.34) 

and a rats/sec is the angular perturbation frequency. The 

perturbation waveform ap(t) is such that 

p(t) _+1 [iT= t< (i+#) T] 

-1 [(i + #) T < t < (i + 1) r] (7.35) 

Thus, writing ui for u(ir) etc., the equation of motion of u(t) 
in figure 2.7 can be written 

(i+)T (i+1)T 

ui+l = ui + K I [A(z-ui+a) 2 + B+ f] dt - K ] [A(z-uI a) 2 + B+ QTdt 

it (i+#)T (7.36) 

The assumption made by Chang is that z(t) is varying slowly 

compared with the perturbation so that z(t) can be considered a 

constant zi over the period of one perturbation cycle. This 

assumption is discussed further in the next section. When this 

assumption is made equation (7.36) can be written 
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the sampler operates is zero. The sample and hold unit thus

eliminates the need to adjust B.

Since B, and hence TT, » nas no ®ffect on the performance of

the system the design problem is the choice of TT2
 and TT3 to

minimise TT. for a given TTa'
 Tne resulting variation of TTe

t? •*

with TTa
 is the required performance result.

7.4.2 The system design

In figure 2.6 the sampler operates at times ir

[i = 0, 1, 2 --- J where

r = >• (7.34)

and a rais/sec is the angular perturbation frequency. The

perturbation waveform ap(t) is such that

p(t) = +1 [ir S t < (i + i) r]

= -1 [(i + i) r S t < (i + 1) r] (7.35)

Thus, writing u. for u(ir) etc., the equation of motion of u(t)

in figure 2.7 can be written

(i+±)r (i+l)r
ui+1 = u± + K I [A(z-u i+a)2+ B+f]d t - K / [A(z-u.,-a)2 + B+ ^Jdt

ir (i+*)r (7.36)

The assumption made by Chang is that z(t) is varying slowly

compared with the perturbation so that z(t) can be considered a

constant z. over the period of one perturbation cycle. This

assumption is discussed further in the next section. When this

assumption is made equation (7.36) can be written
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(i+l)T 

ui+l = ui + 2KTAa(zi-ui) + K ( e'(t)dt (7.37) 

iT 

where e' (t) _ ,F(t) [iT : t < (i + #) T] 

69 (t) [ (i + f)T a t < (i + 1) T] 

Since f(t) is a white noise El(t) will be a white noise with the 

same spectral density Nee. 

ui+l = 
ui + 2KTAa(zi-ui) + V (7.38) 

where V is an independent random variable of variance40 K2N 2T. 

In section 11.12 of his book8 Chang gives equations (11.82) 

and (11.83) as the equations of motion of his derivative sensing 

system. Combining these equations and expressiong the results 
in term of the nomenclature used in figure 2.6 gives 

i 
ui+l = ui + 

17 
wi-j[4aA(zi - ui) + r] (7.39) 

J=O 

where v is an independent random variable. For the case where 

z has the same sampled spectral density as z(t), given by 

N 2 T 
0 (z) - - 

z 
(7.40) zz - (1-z-,)(l-z) 

Chang shows that the minimum value of [zi - 
ail2 

is obtained 

when 

wi-j = 0 for j < i ; wi-j = constant = W for j= i 

so that equation (7.39) becomes 

ui+l = ui + 4WAa[ zi , ui] + Wh* 

Equation (7.41) is the same as equation (7.38) if 

(7.41) 
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= ui + SKrAaCzj-t^) + K f f ' ( t)dt (7.37)

ir

where f f ( t ) = f (t) [ir S t < (i + *) r]

= ~ f(t) [ (i + *)r S t < (i + 1) r]

Since £(t) is a white noise £*(t) will be a white noise with the

same spectral density N^2.

ui+l = ui + 2KrAa(zi-uj.) + V (7.38)

where V is an independent random variable of variance K2Ne2r.
Q

In section 11.12 of his book Chang gives equations (11.82)

and (11.83) as the equations of motion of his derivative sensing

system. Combining these equations and expressiong the results

in terms of the nomenclature used in figure 2.6 gives

i
= ui + / wi__..[4aA(2:i - u^ + v] (7.39)

where v is an independent random variable . For the case where

z JL has the same sampled spectral density as z(t), given by

(7'40)

Chang shows that the minimum value of [z/. - ia.]2 ' is obtained

when

w. . = 0 for j < i ; w. . = constant = W for j = i

so that equation (7*39) becomes
ui+l = ui + 4WAa[zi --Uj] + > W J v (7.41)

Equation (7.4l) is the same as equation (7.38) if
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and the variance of v is 
!ZY2 4N2 

r 

(7.42) 

(7.43) 

Using equations (7.42) and (7.43) and the nomenclature of figure 
2.6, Chang's results give the following equations for the beat 

design and performance of the system: 

XT I+? K= 1-b 2 2 b-T 
NZT l-b ' 2aAT 

a - NZ 
T1 b 

where the parameter b is given by the relationship 

b2 
(1-b)3(1+b) 

(7.44a) 

(7.44b) 

In terms of the dimensionless parameters equations (7.44) become 

iT 1+9b-t when 
= and 2 l+b (7.45a) 

e [2b(1-b2)] iT 
2 1-b TI 3 

= 
b 

where b is given by 

4b2 a 3 (7.45b) 
(l-b)3(1+b) 

= 
(27r) 

For any given value of perturbation frequency Ua equation 

(7.45b) can be solved (numerically) for b so that equations 

(7.45a) give the best design parameters 
U1. 

and TT3, and the 

resulting performance Tie 
The required graph of TIe versus T% is shown in figure 7.6. 

This graph can be extended using the asy4otes derived from 

equations (7.45) 
s 

As T r a --> CC , b ---> 
1 ( , ) 3 

3 = 1.191 (7,46) 
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W * C (7.42)

and the variance of v is
r 4

Using equations (7.42) and (7.43) and the nomenclature of figure

2.6, Chang's results give the following e<3uations fbr the best

design and performance of the system:

N *r 1-b* ' 2aAr ' ~ ~'z ' i-t)* v7.44aj
z

where the parameter b is given by the relationship

In terms of the dimensionless parameters equations (7.44) become

^e - [5&JT* *- TT2 • £ and TT3 - *&>• (7

where b is given by

x_(7*
For any given value of perturbation frequency TTa equation

(7,45b) can be solved (numerically) for b so that equations

(7.45a) give the best design parameters TTX and ~[T > and the

resulting performance TTe*

The required graph of TTe versus TTa
 is shown in figure 7.6.

This graph can be extended using the asymptotes derived from
*\.

equations (7.45)

As TTa — > °° » b — > 1 and TTe — > |(^)3 = 1̂ 91 (7.46)
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As Tra 
-> 0 b -> 0 and 11e -> 

Ta (7.47) 

The asymtotes corresponding to equations (7.47) are shown on 

figure 7.6. 

7.4.3 The assumption used 

The assumption used in the previous section was that z(t) 
is constant over the perturbation cycle yet has the sampled 

spectral density given by equation (7.40). This is effectively 
approximating z(t) by its sampled and held version z*(t). A 

diagrammatic representation of this approximation is shown in 
figure 7.7. 

This approximation affects the results obtained in two ways: 

(a) the estimate of the performance in figure 7.7 will 
differ from the actual performance x for any given q(t). 

(b) The variation of z(t) over one perturbation, as 

compared with the assumed constancy of z*(t), will give increased 

uncertainty in the measurement of y(t), so that the performance 

with the actual disturbance z(t) will be worse than that 

predicted. 

The effect of these errors will decrease as the perturbation 

frequency increases, and the experimental results of the next 

chapter indicate the region over which the assumption is valid. 

Although beyond the scope of this work, compensation for the 

above errors, particularly (b), might be made to increase the 

region of validity of the results. 

It is interesting to note that z' (t) has the same continuous 

spectral density as z(t), that is sampling and holding a brownian 
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-.—
Aa JTa — > 0 , b ~> 0 and TT

e 1 'a

The asymtotes corresponding to equations (7.47) are shown on

figure 7.6.

7.4,3 The, .jaj^sujpvbi on .jised

The assumption used in the previous section was that z(t)

is constant over the perturbation cycle yet has the sampled

spectral density given by equation (7.40). This is effectively

approximating z(t) by its sampled and held version z*(t), A

diagrammatic representation of this approximation is shown in

figure 7.7.

This approximation affects the results obtained in two ways:
~ «•»*

(a) the estimate of the performance x:': in figure 7.7 will

differ from the actual performance x2* for any given q(t) .

(b) The variation of z(t) over one perturbation, as

compared with the assumed constancy of z : ;s(t)j, will give increased

uncertainty in the measurement of y(t), so that the performance

with the actual disturbance z(t) will be worse than that

predicted.

The effect of these errors will decrease as the perturbation

frequency increases, and the experimental results of the next

chapter indicate the region over which the assumption is valid.

Although beyond the scope of this work, compensation for the

above errors, particularly (b), might be made to increase the

region of validity of the results.

It is interesting to note that z*(t) has the same continuous

spectral density as z(t), that is sampling and holding a brownian
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motion does not affect its continuous spectral density. This 

result is shown as follows: the brownian motion z(t) can be 

considered the result of integrating a white noise n(t) of 

spectral density Nz2, as shown in figure 7.7. 

iT (1+1)7 
Hence z [iT] _ ( n(t)dt and z°&'[ (i+l)7] n(t)dt 

0 OJ 

(i+l)T 
so z` [ (i+l)r] - zir] = 

1 
n(t)dt = Ti (7.48) 

it 
where 

Xi 
is an independent random variable of variance 

Nz2r. Thus 

n 

z''[nr] (7.49) 
i=0 

Thus z`"(t) consists of the sum of independent random quantities 

xi, when the spectral density of zr'(t) is shown by Chang on 

pages 51- 56 of his book to be 

Variance of Ai N 2 

2 
9. 

_ (7.50) 

which is the same as the spectral density of z(t). 
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Chapter 8 

A Comparison of Three,Controllrs 

8.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter graphs of the performance TTe for 

each of the three systems against the allowable perturbation 

frequency TTa, were obtained analytically. As the derivation of 

these graphs involved certain approximations, some experiments 

were carried out in order to: 

(a) verify that for some range of values of TTa the design 

procedures give the best systems, 

(b) to determine this range of usefulness of the design 

procedures. 

In this chapter the experimental work is described and the 

results discussed, then the experimental results and the graphs of 

TTe against TTa 
obtained in the previous chapter, are together used 

to compare the three controllers. 

8.2 The experimental investigation 

The three systems shown in figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 were 

simulated on the analogue computer. To facilitate comparison 

the three systems were simulated simultaneously and subjected to 

the same disturbance and noise. 

For each system the value of TTe was measured for various 

values of TTa, the controller parameters 
TTY, 72 and TT3 being 

as given by the design procedures. The results are shown in 

table 8.1 and are plotted on the same graphs as the analytic 
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results obtained in the previous chapter, figures 7.1, 7.5 and 

7.6. From these graphs it is seen that in each case for 

iTa > 10 there is good agreement between the predicted and 

experimental values of 11e, the experimental accuracy being of 

the order of 5%. As TTa is reduced below 10 the experimental 

values of TTe become increasingly greater than the predicted 

values. This error in the analytic results can be explained as 

follows: 

(a) For the continuous systems, tables 7.1 and 7.2 show that 

when TTa becomes less than 10, then y becomes significantly 
different from unity. Thus the error can be attributed to the 

invalidity of the assumption in chapter 4, that the perturbation 

amplitude would be chosen according to an approximately valid 
equivalent circuit. 

(b) For the system with the sample and hold unit it was 

assumed that the disturbance z(t) could be approximated by its 
sampled and held equivalent z *(t). This approximation becomes 

increasingly inaccurate as the sampling frequency, that is as TTa, 
becomes lower. In order to check that this approximation was the 

only cause of the error the system was simulated with the 

disturbance actually being the sampled and held signal z`'(t). 
The results are shown in table 8.2 and are plotted on the 

theoretical curve of figure 7.6. It is seen that the experi- 

mental values of TTe are close to the theoretical ones for all 
values of TTa. This indicates that apart from this approximation 

the theoretical and experimental work is accurate. 

In order to check that the designed values of the controller 
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parameters are the beat when Ta = 10 the three systems were 

simulated with the actual controller parameters a and K each 

altered in turn by a factor of two from the designed settings. 

The value of B in the continuous systems was also varied from its 

designed setting of -A7 to -5Axx and +3Ax?. The resulting 

values of 
Tre are 

shown in table 8.3. It is seen that in each 

case 17e is greater than that obtained with the design values of 

the parameters, which indicates that the design values are the 

best for TIa = 10. As the experimental values of iTe become 

closer to the predicted values as 17a is increased above 10 it is 

reasonable to suppose that the design procedure becomes more 

accurate, so that it can be concluded that for values of 

TTa 10 the design procedures give the best settings of the 

controller parameters. 

8.3 The comparison 

In order to facilitate the comparison the three theoretical 

graphs of 
iTe versus TTa are plotted together in figure 8.1 and 

the three sets of experimental results are plotted together in 
figure 8.2. 

The comparison can be made in terms of performance and in 
terms of practical considerations. 

Performance 

(1) From figure 8.1 it is seen that the best value of 

perturbation frequency is infinity, when all three controllers 

give equally good performance, a value of TTe = l5(f) = 1.191. 

The experimental results of figure 8.2 substantiate this result. 
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(2) For any given finite value of perturbation frequency, 

figure 8.1 indicates that the continuous controllers give a 

better performance than the controller with the sample and hold 

unit. This result is again substantiated by the experimental 

results, at least for values of TTa down to 10. Figure 8.1 also 

suggests that the square wave perturbation continuous controller 

is better than the sine wave controller at low values of 

perturbation frequency. As the low frequency asymtotes for 

these two controllers depend largely on the experimental results 

for y, this small difference in performance could be the result 

of experimental error. It may be noted, however, that for 4 out 

of the 5 values of TTa in figure 8.2 the experimental results for 

the square wave controller are better than,those for the sine 

wave controller. 

(3) As mentioned in section 2.3 no practical plant will be 

without lags so the perturbation frequency will be limited. 

Figures 8.1 and 8.2, however, show that as TTct is increased 7e 
approaches its lowest value asymtotically; so that there is a 

wide range of perturbation frequencies, say 'a > 10, over which 
the performance is nearly as good as the best obtainable. In 

some plants it may be possible to choose a perturbation frequency 

so that 
TTa 

> 10 but at which the effect of any lags is negligible. 

For these plants the controller design given here will give nearly 

the best performance as little could be gained by raising the 

perturbation frequency. 

When this design approach is used a basis of comparison is 

the perturbation frequency required to bring iTe 
to within some 
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fraction, say 10%, of its smallest value 1.191. From the 

theoretical results of figure 8.1 this value of TTa is approximately 

8 for the continuous systems and 30 for the system with sample and 

hold; from the experimental results of figure 8.2 these values are 

13 and 30 respectively. Since the perturbation frequency required 

by this design procedure is higher for the system with sample and 

hold the range of plants in which the effect of the lags can be 

neglected is smaller. 

Douce and Bond13 have shown that in some circumstances the 

sample and hold unit can improve the performance. The results 
given here show that when disturbances and noise are present a 

properly designed continuous controller can perform as well or 

better than ,a controller with a sample and hold unit. 
Practical considerations 

The controller with the sample and hold unit has the 

advantage of eliminating the need to adjust B. The sample and 

hold unit, however, might increase the complexity of the practical 
controller and could be difficult to manufacture for high 

perturbation frequencies. This controller would, however, be 

the simplest to implement using a digital computer. 

The relative merits of the square wave and sine wave 

perturbation continuous controllers may depend on the frequency 

of the perturbation. At sub-audio frequencies the square wave 

perturbation controller would be the simplest as the multiplier 
could be a simple switch. At audio or radio frequencies the 

sine wave perturbation may be easier to generate and apply and 

a conti pious multiplier would ha-re to be used for both controllers. 
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Conclusion 

From the above it can be concluded that whilst all three 

controllers give equal performance for the ideal case of 
infinite perturbation frequency, in practical systems where the 

perturbation frequency is limited the continuous controllers 
give better performance than the controller with a sample and 

hold unit, at the expense of requiring the adjustment of the 

additional controller parameter B. The balance of practical 

advantage will be determined by the particular application. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

9.1 Summ 

Certain single input, linearised extremum controllers of 
the empirical type described in the literature have been designed, 

and their performances have been compared with that of an 

approximately optimal controller. 
The plant is subject to disturbances, lags and measurement 

noise. A dimensionless performance criterion and description of 
the plant have been used to present the results. 

A design procedure for a sinusoidal perturbation controller 
in connection with the above plant has been obtained, using a 

linear equivalent circuit for the system together with an 

experimentally obtained estimate of the equivalent circuit 
validity. Experimental results have shown that the resulting 
design is the best, and that the system is likely to remain 

stable, when the performance of the system is limited mainly by 

the measurement noise. This empirical controller has been 

compared with Roberts17 approximately optimal controller and has 

been shown to perform equally well if the effect of the lag is 
small . 

The performances of three dif ferent types of extremum 

controller have been compared when the plant lags can be neglected. 

The three controllers use sine wave perturbation, square wave 

perturbation, and square wave perturbation with a sample and hold 

unit in the controller. It has been shown that all three 
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controllers give a performance equal to that of the approximately 

optimal controller when the perturbation frequency is infinite. 

When the perturbation frequency is limited, as in a practical 

system, the controllers without the sample and hold unit give 

better performance, at the Qxpense of requiring the adjustment of 

an additional controller partpneter. 

9.2 Further work 

Theoretical work on extremum control can proceed in two 

ways: 

(a) The determination of optimal controllers for various 

plants and performance criteria. 

(b) The design of empirical controllers for use with 

these plants, and a comparison of the empirical controllers with 

each other and with the optimal controller. 

The contribution of this thesis to (b) above has been 

limited by the instability of the perturbation system with lags, 

and by the inaccuracy of the determination of y. Further 

investigation of these factors would be of interest. 

The plant without lags used in the comparison of the three 
contu..ws - GM.a 

systems is the simplestkstochastic plant for which the optimal 

control problem exists, and the addition of the measurement lag 

gives the simplest plant with a lag. It would be interesting 

to determine the performance of other empirical controllers, 

for instance the stepping controller considered by Jacobs and 

Wonham24, the pseudo-random-binary-sequence controller considered 

by Douce and Ng3o and the alternative-biasing controller 

considered by Chang8, when used with these plants. 
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Appendix 1 

An Ecjnivalent Circuit for the Demodulation of 
a, Low Pass Filtered Signal 

The relationship between the 'useful' signal c"(t)cosat and 

its effect on the multiplier output is shown diagrammatically in 
figure A1.l. This appendix shows that the 'useful' low frequency 

part, v'(t), of the multiplier output is approximated by the 

relationship 

v'(t) = 
2(1+a2T2)-j c"(t) 

provided that variations in c"(t) are slow compared with the 

perturbation frequency a. This relationship describes the 

attenuation factor shown in figure A1.2, which can therefore be 

regarded as an equivalent circuit for figure A1.l. 

The analysis presented in this appendix was contributed by 

Dr. O.L.R. Jacobs. 

Using the notation of figure Al.l, the filter differential 

equation is 

y + T dt = c" cosat 

But y+T 
t 

T e 
T t (yeT) 

So 

t 
/t 

Y = T e T ) 

t 
c" J cosat dt 

t, 

where t, is some zero initial condition time. Using the relation 
t t 

( T 

J 
eT cosat dt = - Te - - -r cos (at-0) (1-w2T2 )'f 
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Bat 7 + * ff . I ;* £ (y .*>

t * t
So y = ~ e A I c" ex cosat dt
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* ,,!
e cosat dt = — -•̂ e—-—,- cos (at-6)
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where 0 = taxi uT, to integrate by parts for y; forming the 

product 

v = y cos (at-6) 

and rearranging the resulting expression gives 

00 
TcosL dc" n T n'1 V 

2(1+a2T2 - 2(1+a2T2) dt 2T 
Z(-1) +a ) ) 
2 n= 

00 n+l n 
+ ((l+a'T) cos(2at-(n+2)0) dtn 

n=0 

t,-t 00 

- e rcos(at-e) T 
n+l n 

22) ) cos(at4_(n+l)0) d 
n 

r T d (t1) 

n=0 

The last term in brackets ( j depends on the initial conditions 

and will be negligible if t-t1 >> T. The second term consists 

of components at frequency 2a and can be neglected, according to 

the assumptions of section 3.2, because of the low pass filter- 

ing properties of the equivalent circuit. Thus an equivalent 

circuit relating v to c" need only approximate the first term in 

brackets ( ;. The complexity of the equivalent circuit is 

determined by the number of terms in the first set of brackets 

I which are considered. The simplest equivalent circuit is 

the gain *(l+a2T2)-j, obtained by considering only the first 

term. The simplest indication of the dynamic effects of the 

system is obtained by considering the first two terms. These 

can be approximated, as suggested by Eveleigh32, by a low pass 

filter of gain K' and time constant V. It is shown here that 
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the criterion for this equivalent circuit to be valid is such 

that it can be replaced by the simple gain 

K' = Jt(l+u2T2)-* 

which is the simplest possible equivalent circuit. 
The differential equation of the equivalent circuit is 

v t + T ' dv' = K' C't dt 
which gives, by a procedure similar to that used above for the 

original system, 

00 

K'T' d° + Kt E(-1)n (T')n 
dnC" 

d dtn 
n=2 

K' T Tre 
00 
7(-1)n (T')n+l d 

(t1). 
L.i Yt= 
n=0 

The equivalent circuit parameters K' and T' are determined 

by equating the first two terms in the expressions for v and v'; 

they are 

Kt = f(l+a2T2) and T' = T 
l+a2T2 

Using these values an expression for the error in approximating 

q by v' is given by 
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r 00 
n 

> 
(cosnO-(cos®)n) "n'It dtM' 

vFV' 

I 2T7(_l)n \(l+a2T2)' 
n+i 

n=2 

- 
+ 2 CL 

i(-l)n 
l+ ) 

)n+l cos(2at-(n+2)6) d 
n 
c" 

cc 

n-0 

Kt + Tr e TT 
LOC) 

j(-1)n 
(T,)n+l an' (ti)_ 

n=0 

1 tF 
T e cos(at-8) 

00 n+l 
cos(atr-(n+l)6) (t ) 

C 

(1+a2Ta at 
n t 

Considering the above three terms inwbrackets for v-v':- 
The third term, due to initial conditional, can be neglected 

if t-ti >> T, which can always be satisfied. The second term 

consists of components at frequency 2a and can be neglected, as 

before, because of the low pass filtering properties of the 

equivalent circuit. 
Thus if the equivalent circuit is to be valid the first term, 

due to second and higher derivatives of c" must be small compared 

to vt. Neglecting initial condition effects this condition can, 

after some algebra, be written 
00 

11n (sin 6)n (cosnV-2(cos6)n)` don' <c c" - Tt dc" 
dt dt 

n-2 

In order to see how the frequency range of variations in 
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00 "7
n+1 _ ,n „ (

n+l _n

tr-t 00

(t,)-

n=0

tirt

(l+a2T

Considering the above three terms in)brackets { } for v-v*:-

The third term, due to initial conditions, can be neglected

if t~t| » T, which can always be satisfied. The second term

consists of components at frequency 2<x and can be neglected, as

before, because of the low pass filtering properties of the

equivalent circuit.

Thus if the equivalent circuit is to be valid the first term,

due to second and higher derivatives of c" must be small compared

to v'. Neglecting initial condition effects this condition can,

after some algebra, be written
00
Vy-iY1 vn fl / -\nv, d]Vl „ Tt dc"

n=2

In order to see how the frequency range of variations in
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c" is limited by the above condition substitute 

c eint 

Assuming that ft << a, which is necessary if the sum is to 
converge and which, from the results given in chapter 3, must 

always be so in the extremum control system, the condition 

becomes, after some algebra 

S1 << Cat + Ta 

But (a2 + T2) > a and it has already been assumed that Si << a 

so that t << a is a sufficient condition for the equivalent circuit 
to be valid. 

Now\a2+1) <l+a2T2=1r 
T2 T TI 

So when the equivalent circuit is valid, variations in ell are 

slow compared. with the equivalent low pass filter bandwidth l /T'. 
Then the effect of the low pass filter can be approximated by 

the gain V. 
Thus provided it << cc the equivalent circuit can be assumed 

to be the gain K' so that 

v' = k(1+ a2T2)-* c". 
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Assuming that ft « a, which is necessary if the sum is to

converge and which, from the results given in chapter 3, must

always be so in the extremum control system, the condition

becomes, after some algebra

/ 2 1 \But ( a + TSa } > a and it has already been assumed that ft « ct

so that ft « a is a sufficient condition for the equivalent circuit

to be valid.

Now

So when the equivalent circuit is valid, variations in c" are

slow compared.with the equivalent low pass filter bandwidth 1/T1.

Then the effect of the low pass filter can be approximated by

the gain K1.

Thus provided £1 « a the equivalent circuit can be assumed

to be the gain Kf so that

v' = *(l+ctaT2)-* c".
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An Equivalent Circuit for the Demodulation of a,Band-pas_ 
.P.ltere. S. S 

In this appendix it is shown that the relationship between 

the useful signal c'(t) = c"(t)cosat and its effect on the 

multiplier output v(t), shown diagrammatically in figure A2.1, 

can be approximated by the low pass filter equivalent circuit 
shown in figure A2.2, of differential equation 

v' +T dvr =# c 2 dt 
Assume c'(t) has a Fourier transform41 given by 

CJ 

C' (Jw) _ 1C' (t) a-iat at 
e00 

Now e'(t) = c"(t) cosat = i(c"(t) e}at + c"(t) e-,at) 

combining the above two equations gives 

C' (jw) = C" (Jw-ja) + C" (jw+ja) 1 

ao 

Now Y(jw) = C'(jw).a2(jw) and y(t) _ 
J 

Y(Jw) eJ't at 
-00 

and v(t) = y(t)cosat, so after some algebra 
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In this appendix it is shown that the relationship between

the useful signal c'(t) s c"(t)cosat and its effect on the

multiplier output v(t), shown diagrammatically in figure A2.1,

can be approximated by the low pass filter equivalent circuit

shown in figure A2.2, of differential equation

vt . m ^ __ i ji
V + ia dt ~ * *

Assume c1 (t) has a Fourier transform given by

00

I '(jo,) = fc ' ( t ) e-jwt dt

-00

Now c'(t) = c"(t) cosat » i/c"(t) ejat + c"(t) e"*jat^

combining the above two equations gives

C'(jo)) = /C"(joHja) + C

Now Y(jw) s C'( j<u).G2( j<u) and y(t) = -gp I Y(jo>)

00
dt

-00

and v(t) 5= y(t) cosat, so after some algebra
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CQ 

v(t) C°(Jw)(G2(3(0+-Ja) + Ga(JW-jot) ejwt dw 

-00 

00 

C"(3) 
00 

G2(Jw+J(x) 
ejwt dw) ej2mt 

( 
(D 

7T \ J 

Cu(jw) G2(jw-ja) ejwt 

-00 

aw j e-j2mt 

Now let the transfer function at the equivalent filter 
relating v'(t) to c" (t) be 4 G21 (J&)) 

00 

v' (t) = 4i? I C11(Jw)%' (Jw) ejwt & 

so that v(t) can be written 

00 

v(t) = v' (t) + 8 f C" (iw)/ 1 G2 (jw+ja) + G2 (j-ja) - 2 G2' 
(iw))eiwt dw 

-00 

CO 

hv (J J 
C"(Jw) G2(Jw+Ja) ej wt dw) ej2mt 

J f 
"CO 

00 

+ 8n I C" (Jw) G2(Jw-Ja) 
eJWt dw) e- j2mt 

-00 

If v'(t) is to be a good approximation to v(t) then the two 

terms in brackets must be negligible. The second term 

consists of components at frequency 2a which can be neglected, 
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00

cUtf

-00

00
1 /+

-00

00
e-j2«t

-00

Now let the transfer function of the equivalent filter

relating v* (t) to c"(t) be % G2' (jou)

00i r
• • v t = 4lr I

-00

so that v(t) can be written

00

v(t) = v ' ( t ) + 1 -^ f C" (jo;)f G2 (.Jon- jcc) -h G0 (jcu- ja) - 2

-00

00

-00

00

-00 •)

If v' (t) is to be a. good approximation to v(t) then the two

terms in brackets ( ] must be negligible. The second term

consists of components at frequency 2a which can be neglected,
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according to the assumptions in section 3.2, because of the low 

pass filtering properties of the equivalent circuit. The first 

term can be neglected if it is small compared with v'(t). This 

will be the case if 

[G2(jw+3a) + G2(jw-ja) - 2 G2'(jw)] << 2 G2 (jw) 

2 
a__ 1 ) T N G ( 2 ow = jw 

{jw)a+Tzjw+aa y1+ 12(W-caa 

so G2(jw+ja) = 

and G2 (jw- ja) = 

1 + jwT2 I1 - 2a + 2 a3 - ---1 

1 / 1+ jwT2{1+- 273 

so if w << a, G2(jw+ja) o G2(jw-ja) a 
1 + 1 jUff 2 

Ifw<asothat 1 CO 
12 u can be neglected then 

2(1 + jwT2,) 
G w+ ( ) + G( ) a = j jw-ja 2 ja 

1 + 2jwT2 + {jwT2)2 w2 \ 
C1 
) 

2 0) 
+ + jwT2 i f - « 1 

1 
So daT 60)) = 1 + .,M 

and if no significant variations in all occur 
2 

at frequencies above a value w such that << 1 then v'(t) will 
be a good approximation to v(t). 
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according to the assumptions in section 3-2, because of the low

pass filtering properties of the equivalent circuit. The first

term can be neglected if it is small compared with vf(t). This

will be the case if

+ Oa(dw-do) - 2 QjJ (dw)J « 2 G2'(ja/)

Now G2(ja>) =
(jcu)

so

and G2 (jo>- ja)

so if co « a, Ga(j<y+ja) « G2(ja>-ja) « ~-~^

1 (i)3

If a) < a so that ~~ =3- can be neglected then

G
A -

_2 , « j» ^^_ ,,̂  T
II i> ~S « J-ja>T2

So Gfe' (30^) a T^T^WT"* ^^^ if no significant variations in c" occur
2

at frequencies above a value o> such that T—5" « 1 then v1 (t) will

be a good approximation to v(t) .
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Appendix 3 

The Design of the3est Linear Filter 

In the system shown in figure 3.13 the transfer function 

F1(s) and the spectral densities of z(t) and E'(t) are fixed. 
This appendix gives a procedure for choosing F2(s) so that the 

tmean square error' xf2(t) will be a minimum. In particular it 
is shown that when 

#ZZ(W) = 
c 

Nz' 
3 Oe,s, (W) _ f Nf2 

and when F1(s) is a pure gain then F2(s) should represent 

an integrator. 

(A3.1) 

The notation and procedure used in this appendix are based 

on those used by Brown 42 . 

Figure 3.13 gives the Laplace transform of x'(t) as 

X'(s) = Z(s) - P2(s) '(a) - Ft (s) F2(s) X'(s) 

Fp(s) 
(s) 1 F F2 s 

Z(s) 
1 + F,(Ji2-67, 

and as z(t) and e(t) are assumed to be uncorrelated 

1 2 F2 OW) 
) = I 

i (W) + i 

xrxe l+FlTjW F2( Yzz 1+FI (jW)F2(jW 

Let Ft is F,(jco) and F, = F,(-jw) etc. and put 

(A3.2) 

(x3.3) 

F2 
so that F2 - P (A3.4) 

1+F1 F2 - 1 - FF1 

If P can be found then P 2 is obtained using equation (A3.4). 
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The Design of the .Best Linear Filter

X

In the system shown in figure 3»13 the transfer function

F, (s) and the spectral densities of z(t) and£'(t) are fixed.

This appendix gives a procedure for choosing F2(8) so that the

'mean square error' x'2(t) will be a minimum. In particular it

is shown that when
N 2

and when F, (Q) is a pure gain then F2(s) should represent

an integrator.

The notation and procedure used in this appendix are based
40

on those used by Brown .

Figure 3.13 gives the Laplace transform of x' (t) as

X'(s) = Z(s) - F2(s)§ '(s) - F,( s) F*(s) X' (s)

z(s) - rTpTSTTST I ' (s) (A5-2)

and as z(t) and £(t) are assumed to be uncorrelated

*x'x*(&;) - i^bFTOr ^zz(w) + r^r&TF2T^
(A3.3)

Let Fj B F, (jcu) and F) s F( (-jco) etc. and put

F T?
F = r-~- so that F2 = r=~SSr (A3. 4)1+F,F2 1 - FF,

If F can be found then F is obtained using equation (A3. 4) .
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Substituting from equations (A3.4) in equation (A3.3) gives 

= 
[F1F - 1][FiF - 1] zz + FF 

= FF'[FiFi¢zz + ¢ , ,] - [FIF + FIT] ¢ZZ + ¢zz (A3.5) 

Now put ¢uu = FiFi¢ZZ + ¢C,, (A3.6) 

Substituting equation (A3.6) in (A3.5) gives 

¢X,x, = ¢u,.F'F-(FFi+F1 F) _?l + 0zz 

02 
¢uu(F 

- 
F, 

yu/\F F, ¢u F1F1 ¢yy + ¢zz uu 

a 

¢uu f F " Fi ¢ZZ 2 + 
¢uu #uu 

(A3.7) 

00 00 2 r2 1 ¢ZZ 
2 1 zz¢uu - ¢zz x (t) = 2 1 ¢uu I F-FIZZ 1dw + 

°--° CJW 

¢uu ¢uu 
-CO -00 (A3.8) 

+ I 
2 

Since 12 is independent of F the problem is the choice of P in 
order to minimise I,. An absolute minimum is obtained when 

F = F{ !ZZ (A3.9) 
au 

but F.will have poles with +ve real parts, due to F1, ¢zz and 

¢uu' and will therefore be unrealisable. 
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Substituting from equations (A3.4) in equation (A3«3) gives

F F - 1 zz >e fe'
a [FF -

, - [F,F + F,F]

Now put

Substituting equation (A3.6) in (A3.5) gives

(&-„•.
-(FF,+F,F) •-££} +

- F, - FI*.

00 00

• y f 2
• . A.

_ i. f- 2?rj

-00 -00
r

(A3.5)

(A3.6)

(A3.7)

(A3.8)

Since I2 is independent of F the problem is the choice of F in

order to minimise I,. An absolute minimum is obtained when

» = * i 5s8

^nu

but F.will have poles with +ve real parts, due to F,, zz

(A3.9)

and

, and will therefore be unreal isable.
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The realisability restriction on F is introduced using the 

standard techniques of Wiener optimisation. If 0uu is rational 
it can, since it must be even, be expressed as p(s) 0'(-s) where 

*(s) has no poles or zeros with +ve real parts, so 

0 
_*(s)Or (-s)=(*12 (A3.10) 

CO 

and I _ I I 
r(F - F, dei (A3 . 3-1) 

-w 

Now let 

and let the inverse transform of F3(s) be 

jOD 

f3 (t) _j J Fp(s) est 

-j 00 

Let f3(t) = f3_(t) + f3+(t) 

where f3_(t) = f3(t) for - 00 .4 t 0 

= 0 for t > 0 

(A3.12) 

ds (A3.13) 

f3+(t) = 0 for - 00 1 t = 0 

= f3(t) for t > 0 (A3.14) 

0(0 0 00 

Now F3 (s) = J f3 (t)e_stdt f3 (t)e'-stdt + f3 (t) e7 stdt 

-OD -00 0 

00 00, 

=f f3_(t)e7 stdt + I 
f3+(t)e7stdt 

-00 -m 

= F3 (s) + F3+(s) (A3.15) 
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The realisability restriction on F is introduced using the

standard techniques of Wiener optimisation. If 6 is rational

it can, since it must be even, be expressed as vKs) ^(-s) where

has no poles or zeros with +ve real parts, so

(A3.10)

(A3.ll)and I, -

03
2

I ~ Orr I I V•"•' -"I ffi

-00

Now let ^rF - F, 2-3S- *f F3 (A3.12)

and let the inverse transform of F3 (s) be

jOO
fa(t) = ̂  I P»(s> ^ ds (A3.13)

-JOO

f3( t) = fa i -(t) + f3 + (t)

where f3_(t) = f3(t) for - CO < t £ 0

- 0 for t > 0

f „ , (t) « 0 f or - 00 S t S 0
3 +

= f3(t) for t > 0 (A3. 14)

00 0 CO

Now F3(s) = f f3(t)e"stdt . f f3(t)e"*stdt + I f3(t)e~ s fcdt

-00 -00 0

00

-CO -00

) + F3+(s) (A3.15)
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All poles of F3_(s) have +ve real parts and no poles of F3+(s) 

have +ve real parts. 

The procedure used above for F3 can be used to separate 

# z) into (P i O Z- and (V, 2z) so from equation (A3.12) 

erF - CFi 1 - (F 1 nu J_ . F3- + F3+ 

Since t/r and F have no poles with +ve real parts then 

Ozz 

and 

00 

Now II =2JIF3(3W) z 
dW 

-00 

00 

(f3(t)T2 dt (Parseval's theorem] 

+(t)12 dt 
00 

[f3-(t)]' 
1 

dt + [f3+(t)7 

-00 -OD 

oa 
i 

CD 

t = f F3-(jw) (2 dW + L I F3+(dW) 12 &0 
2w I 

-OD -00 

(A3.16) 

(A3.17) 

0 D 

27r 21r V7 

-00 -00 
(A3.18) 
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All poles of F3_(s) have +ve real parts and no poles of F3 + (s)

have +ve real parts.

The procedure used above for F3 can be used to separate

fa ~) into fa tjs") and fa &&} so from equation (A3.12)
\ Y ' \ Y /_ \ ^ /

- \ .\
Since ̂  and F have no poles with +ve real parts then

and

00

Now I
' ~ 27T

-00

dco

00

[f3(t)J2 dt [Parseval's theorem]

-00

00 00

= j [f3..(t)3
2 dt -H J [f3+(t)] dt

-00 -00

00
i. !
2ir ]
-00

00

27T j

-00

F, ,(*«)

00

•3 +

00

I| SS

(A3.16)

(A3.17)

-00 -00
(A3.18)
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The second integral in equation (A3.18) gives the error due to 
f3_(t) which is independent of F since F must be realisable. The 

first integral can be made zero if 
F (F'i !l 

r + 

when x ) takes its minimum value 12( 

(A3.19) 

OJ 00 
2 

+ 1 LzzOuu - FiFiOzz =2rI(i' OZZ 

)_1 21r Ouu 
00 _00 

(A3.20) 

For the particular case when rzz(w) and Oeif, (w) are given 

by equation (A3.1) then 
2 

yZ(s) r(s) #N£ (A3.21) 

and when F1(s) is a pure gain, say K1 

F1 (s) = F,(-8) = K1 

Equations (A3.6), (A3.21) and (A3.22) give 

Ouuu(8) -s 

2 2 

c0uu(a) Ki52 + fN 2 

z 282 

2 

x12 

K i Nz -&-T 

KiNz +a,Ns KiNz Nes a _ -s 

(A3.22) 

(A3.23) 

(A3.24) 
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The second integral in equation (A3.18) gives the error due to

f3_(t) which is independent of F since F must be realisable. The

first integral can be made zero if

- (A3.19)

when x'2(t) takes its minimum value

CO , 00
1

-00 -00 UU

(A3.20)

For the particular case when (j> (cu) and 0c'p«(<^) are givenzz c &
by equation (A3.1) then

N 2

# ^ ( 8 ) = - ^ ; ^ i ^ t ( s ) = ^ N f
2 (A3.21).

and when F, (s) is a pure gain, say K,

F, (s) = F, (-3) = K, (A3.22)

Equations (A3.6), (A3.21) and (A3.22) give

(A3.23)

(A3. 24)
s — s
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Kt I;Z2 

s --- K Nz 
- 

' -s2 KLNz - p_r Nf s s (Ii - N s) 

_ Nz 111NzN 

a 
K, Nz - 1 

, N s 

oz /-p z 
I+ + ( ' 

O' 

z)- CF` 1 

(A3.25) 

Substituting from equations (A3.25) and (A3.24) into equation 

(A3.19) gives the beat F(s) as 

s Nz 
F(s) = 

Nz 

KiNz + k Nes 

+r NEs a 

(A3.26) 

substituting equation (A3.26) in (A3.4) to get the best F2(s) 

gives 

P2(8) 
Ny 

K, Nz + Nes - K i Nz 
rp- 

(A3.27) 

Equation (A3.27) shows that the best F2(a) represents an 

integrator. 
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s(K,N z -

Substituting from equations (A3. 25) and (A3. 24) into equation

(A3. 19) gives the best F(s) as

s

s

/ ^(A3. 26)

substituting equation (A3. 26) in (A3. 4) to get the best F2(s)

gives

K , NZ

(A3.27)

Equation (A3.2?) shows that the best F2 (s) represents an

integrator.
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endix 4 

Details of Experimental Work 

A4.1 Introduction 

This appendix gives details of the analogue computer simula- 

tions described in the main text. The analogue computers used 

were Solartron types 247 and SC30. Figure A4.1 is a photograph of 

these computers. 

The systems examined experimentally are described in the main 

text by the non dimensional parameters defined in Chapter 2. The 

number of actual system parameters is greater than the number of 

non-dimensional parameters by three, the number of different types 

of unit used; so an arbitrary choice of three actual system 

parameters, involving the three different types of unit, can be 

made. This choice must be made so as to ensure an accurate 

simulation. The considerations governing this choice are discussed 

in sections 2-7 in this appendix and in sections 8-10 the actual 

simulation details are given. 

A4.2 Magnitude scaling 

In the analogue computer all iariables are measured in 
machine units, where the machine unit is the full scale range of 

the computer, in this case 100 Volts. The scaling requirement is 

two-fold: no variable should exceed unity, in order to prevent 

overloading; and all variables should range over an appreciable 

fraction of unity, in order to achieve good accuracy. 

The curvature A of the extremum characteristic, which relates 

the input unit scaling to the output unit scaling, was chosen to 
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the input unit scaling to the output unit scaling, was chosen to
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be 

A = 1 (A4.1) 

so that the limitation to unity would have the same effect on 

both the input unit and the output unit scaling. 

In Chapter 1 it was assumed that z(t) and C-(t) were aaussian 

so some of the signals in the simulation will have a finite pro- 

bability of exceeding unity. Overloading was avoided by limiting 
x(t) to unity using a diode limiter. This limiter causes error in 
the simulation so the scaling involves a compromise between the 

requirements that x(t) should be small, so that the limiter will 
introduce negligible error, and large so that the errors due to 

computer inaccuracies will be minimised. This compromise was 

effected by choosing a scaling which makes x2(t) of the order of 

0.1. The way in which this effects the required compromise is 
discussed below. 

A measure of the normal range of x(t) is its root mean square 

)k When x2(t) is 0.1 this is approximately 0.3s which value (7 
was considered large enough for reasonable accuracy. 

An estimate of the effect of the limitation on x(t) can be 

made by assuming that x(t) is the sum of the perturbation, of 

amplitude a, and the gaussian eeuivalent circuit si;,nal xt(t). 
The effect of the limitation on x(t) at unity is then similar to 

that of a limitation on x'(t) at (1 - a). 

Consider the effect of a limiter on x'(t). Let 

r 
, 

x1it) 

k (x' (t)) 
z 

where x' (t) is the variance of x4(t) since ergodicity is assumed. 
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bability of exceeding unity. Overloading was avoided by limiting

x(t) to unity using a diode limiter. This limiter causes error in

the simulation so the scaling involves a compromise between the

requirements that x(t) should be small, so that the limiter will

introduce negligible error, and large so that the errors due to

computer inaccuracies will be minimised. This compromise was

effected by choosing a scaling which makes xz(t) of the order of

0*1. The way in which this effects the required compromise is

discussed below.

A measure of the normal range of x(t) is its root mean square

value (x2 (t))̂. When x2 (t) is 0-1 this is approximately 0*3, which

was considered large enough for reasonable accuracy.

An estimate of the effect of the limitation on x(t) can be

made by assuming that x(t) is the sum of the perturbation, of

amplitude a, and the gaussian ecuivalent circuit signal x?(t).

The effect of the limitation on x(t) at unity is then similar to

that of a limitation on x ' (t) at (1 - a),

Consider the effect of a limiter on x'(t). Let

2

where x' (t) is the variance of x*(t) since ergodicity is assumed.
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The 
i 

probability density of x'(t) can then be written 

P(x1) _ - e jr2 

The fraction of time the limiter operates on x(t) is given by 
00 
(' 2 

1 ear (A4.2) 

b 

where b is the value of r at which limitation occurs. A typical 

value of the perturbation amplitude a is 0l, so a value of 

x"(t) of 0.1 will ma):e X''2(t) < 0.1 and b > 3. When b = 3 in 
equation (A4.2) the limiter is in operation for only 0.27',) of the 

time so its effect was assumed negligible. 

One specific error introduced by the limiter is a reduction 

in the observed value of x' (t). The observed value of x' (t) is 

given, as a fraction of the value without the limiter, by the 

expression 

b 0(0 

-2s,Ir2elr dr+b2 nJ a=rdr 
0 b 

which, using the relation 

J 
re"ir2 dr=-e"'ir 

to integrate by parts, becomes 

CC) 

1+ (b2_1) n I e ir2dx,-b g ee 
b2 

b 

(A4.3) 

When b = 3 expression (A4.3) gives the observed value of x'-(t) 

as 0.51; below the value without limitation. This error was 
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i .
The probability density of x (t) can then be written

P(x') = 2

The fraction of time the limiter operates on x1 (t) is given by
oo

rr« r . 2
| J e-*r dr (M.2)

b

where b is the value of r at which limitation occurs. A typical

value of the perturbation amplitude a is 0*1, so a value of

x (t) of 0-1 will make xr (t) < 0*1 and b > 3. When b = 3 in

equation (A4.2) the limiter is in operation for only 0*27/'j of the

time so its effect was assumed negligible.

One specific- error introduced by the limiter is a reduction

in the observed value of Xs (t). The observed value of x1 (t) is

given, as a fraction of the value v/ithout the lirniter, by the

expression

b 00

0

which, using the relation
I 2 , 2

r e"rr dr = - e~rr

to integrate by parts, becomes

r-00

(b2-!) /? j e-^ dr-b/i e~tQ (A4.3)

b
2

When b = 3 expression (A4.3) gives the observed value of x' (t)

as 0,51/0 below the value without limitation. This error was
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considered negligible. 

A4.3 Accuracy of simulation 

The main accuracy specifications for the analogue computer 

are * 0.2% of reading for the linear units and & 0.2% of full 
scale for the multipliers. The zero setting accuracy of the 

multipliers is ± 0.1% of full scale and the potentiometers 

can be set to 0.03% of full scale. 

The overall accuracy of a simulation is difficult to estimate 

theoretically and is normally obtained by observing the perform- 

ance of a system whose response can be calculated. The 

experimental results shown in figures A4.6, A4.8 and A4.9 for the 

variation of y with TT2 indicate that y will be within 5% of 

unity when it is expected to be unity from theoretical consider- 

ations. This suggests that the simulation accuracy is better 

than 5%. The possibility that larger simulation errors are 

compensating for equal and opposite errors in the theoretical 
results was discounted, as an accuracy of better than 5% is not 

untypical for a simulation of the size used in this work. 

A4.4 Sttistical accuracy 

A statistical error in the measurement of x2(t) results 

from the use of a finite measuring time. An estimate of this 

error can be made by assuming that the stochastic part of x(t) 

is characterised by the equivalent circuit signal x'(t). In 

all of the equivalent circuits x(t) is a gaussian ergodic 
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The main accuracy specifications for the analogue computer

are £ 0.2$ of reading for the linear units and ± 0.2$ of full

scale for the multipliers. The zero setting accuracy of the

multipliers is ± 0.1$ of full scale and the potentiometers

can be set to 0.03$ of full scale.

The overall accuracy of a simulation is difficult to estimate

theoretically and is normally obtained by observing the perform-

ance of a system \vhose response can be calculated. The

experimental results shown in figures A4.6, A4.8 and A4.9 for the

variation of y with TT2 indicate that Y »*11 he within 5$ of

unity when it is expected to be unity from theoretical consider-

ations. This suggests that the simulation accuracy is better

than 5$-« The possibility that larger simulation errors are

compensating for equal and opposite errors in the theoretical

results was discounted, as an accuracy of better than *$ is not

untypical for a simulation of the size used in this work.

A4 . 4 Statistical, .accuracy

A statistical error in the measurement of x2(t) results

from the use of a finite measuring time. An estimate of this

error can be made by assuming that the stochastic part of x(t)

is characterised by the equivalent circuit signal x'(t) . In

all of the equivalent circuits x1 (t) is a gaussian ergodic
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random process of spectral density 

xtx,(W) constant 
tt2 +W2 

where Si is the bandwidth of the equivalent circuit. Jacobs40 

has shown that the normalised variance of the estimate of x' (t) 
obtained by integrating is given by the relation normalised 

variance a Slt where t i is the integration time, provided that i 
Stti >> 1. In practice there are limitations on dt and ti so that 

some finite variance must be accepted. The limitation on St was 

determined by the characteristics of the analogue computer and 

one of the random signal generators. A number of factors limit 
the maximum possible value of ti; these are 

(i) The disturbance z(t) is the brownian motion defined in 
chapter 1 and will have a variance40 11z2ti at time ti, assuming 

zero initial conditions. The fact that the probability of z(t) 
exceeding unity must be small limits this variance and hence ti. 

(ii) Drift in the computer integrators will cause error in 
the generation of z(t) and the measurement of x2(t). This error 

is proportional to ti. 
(iii) The time required to carry out the experiments is 

limited. 
In most cases it was foand possible to satisfy the relation- 

ship 
800 ti - n 

which makes the normalised standard deviation of the results to 

be %. 

Ill

random process of spectral density
. (w) _ constant
xt;x il2 + d}2

40where ft is the bandwidth of the equivalent circuit. Jacobs

has shown that the normalised variance of the estimate of x* (t)

obtained by integrating is given by the relation normalised

variance » ^r~ where t. is the integration time, provided that

fit. » 1. In practice there are limitations on ft and t* so that

some finite variance must be accepted. The limitation on il was

determined by the characteristics of the analogue computer and

one of the random signal generators. A number of factors limit

the maximum possible value of t . j these are

(i) The disturbance z(t) is the brownian motion defined in

Chapter 1 and will have a variance N 2t^ at time t., assuming

zero initial conditions. The fact that the probability of z(t)

exceeding unity must be small limits this variance and hence tj .

(ii) Drift in the computer integrators will cause error in

the generation of z(t) and the measurement of x2 (t). This error

is proportional to tj,.

(iii) The time required to carry out the experiments is

limited.

In most cases it was found possible to satisfy the relation-

ship

+ 800
*i =~

which makes the normalised standard deviation of the results to

be
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A 4 . 5 R a n d o m .signal so Q 

The disturbance and noise signals were derived from two 

separate wwhite' noise sources. 

(a) RiakInAmg t) 
The brownian motion z(t) defined in chapter 1 can be 

obtained by integrating a gaussian white noise of spectral 

density ¢(s) = Nz2. The output of the random signal generator 

type R.Q. 77 made by Servomex Ltd. was used as an approximation 

to this white noise. Figure A4.2 is a photograph of this 

instrument. The spectral density of the output is specified to 

be constant up to 10 cycles/sec. In each experiment z(t) was 

fed into a simulation of the equivalent circuit and the resulting 

value of x'2(t) measured. This indicated that in the flat region 

the spectral density was 0.16 V2/rad per sec. 

(b) Noise f(t) 
This noise was generated by the 'home-made' random 

signal generator shown in figure A4.3. The output was t V volts 

with a probability of changeover of 0.5 every 1/1500 sec. The 

spectral density of the output is given by Chang$ as 

V2 sin 3000 
2 

{) = 1500 ( cW 

3000 

In the analogue computer the output of the random signal 

generator was modified by the system shown in figure A4.4. In 
this system the output of the random signal generator is limited 
to t 0.2 machine units in order to stabilise the signal levels, 
then multiplied by 5 so that the spectral density becomes 
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The disturbance and noise signals were derived from two

separate 'white1 noise sources,

(a) DASti^anc^ z(t)

The brownian motion z(t) defined in chapter 1 can "be

obtained by integrating a gaussian white noise of spectral

density 0(oi») = Nz
2. The output of the random signal generator

type R.G. 77 made by Servomex Ltd. v/as used as an approximation

to this white noise. Figure A4.2 is a photograph of this

instrument. The spectral density of the output is specified to

be constant up to 10 cycles/sec. In each experiment z(t) was

fed into a simulation of the equivalent circuit and the resulting

value of x | 2(t) measured. This indicated that in the flat region

the spectral density was 0,16 V2/rad per sec.

Ob) Noise £(t)

This noise was generated by the 'home-made' random

signal generator shown in figure A4.3. The output was ± V volts

with a probability of changeover of 0,5 every 1/1500 sec. The
Q

spectral density of the output is given by Chang as

In the analogue computer the output of the random signal

generator was modified by the system shown in figure A4.4. In

this system the output of the random signal generator is limited

to ± 0,2 machine units in order to stabilise the signal levels,

then multiplied by 5 so that the spectral density becomes
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sin W 2 

(W) 1500 
/3000 (machine units)'/rad per see. 

3000 

In order to produce an approximately gaussian signal the second 

order filter is used after the-limiter. The transfer function 

of this filter is 

G(s) = 1 

1+2X10"'3$+2X106 8' 

giving a damping ratio of land a natural frequency of 

112.5 cycles/sec. A measure of how gaussian the signal has 

become is the peak to r.m.s. ratio, which for the above system is 
approximately 3. This was considered to be adequate. 

The resulting signal has a spectral density of 1/1500 

(machine units )'/rad per see within 2% up to 40 cycles/sec. 

A4.6 Time scaling 

The time scale of the simulation was determined by assigning 

a value to the equivalent circuit bandwidth Si or to the 

perturbation frequency ac. 

The frequency range of the simulation should be as high as 

possible to reduce the measuring times, but is limited by the 

frequency response of the analogue computer multipliers which 

give a phase-shift of 100 at 100 cycles/sec, and by the output of 

the Servomex random signal generator whose output is flat only 

up to 10 cycles/sec. A time scale which made the perturbation 

frequency of the order of 10 cycles/sec was used. 
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In order to produce an approximately gaussian signal the second

order filter is used after the limiter. The transfer function

of this filter is

G(s) = ——-
1 + 2x10" % + 2x10'

giving a damping ratio of 1/̂ Tand a natural frequency of

112,5 cycles/sec, A measure of how gaussian the signal has

become is the peak to r.m.s, ratio, which for the above system is

approximately 3- This was considered to be adequate.

The resulting signal has a spectral density of 1/1500

(machine units)2/rad per sec within 2% up to 40 cycles/sec.

A4.6 Time,, ̂ scaling

The time scale of the simulation was determined by assigning

a value to the equivalent circuit bandwidth ft or to the

perturbation frequency a,

The frequency range of the simulation should be as high as

possible to reduce the measuring times, but is limited by the

frequency response of the analogue computer multipliers which

give a phase-shift of 10° at 100 cycles/sec, and by the output of
I

the Servomex random signal generator whose output is flat only

up to 10 cycles/sec. A time scale which made the perturbation

frequency of the order of 10 cycles/sec was used.
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A4.7 Some practical scaling considerations 

Each simulation was built up, as far as possible, by a 

piece-wise simulation of each part of the system so that signals 

in the simulation could be readily identified with those in the 

actual system. Some exceptions had to be made in the interests 

of accuracy. These were: 

(a) the disturbance z(t) was not simulated explicitly. At 

the end of the measuring time ti the disturbance z(t) will have a 

variance N z 2 ti , assuming zero initial conditions. The 

probability of z(t) exceeding unity must be small so Nz2 ti must 

be of the order of 0.1. This proved a more serious restriction 

on ti than was tolerable, so instead of z(t) the signal z(t) 

was simulated where c is some constant so that the relationship 

N.z 2 

\C) ti 0.1 

allowed a reasonable value of ti. This signal was then added to 

1q(t) and x(t) obtained as 

x(t) c(!z(t) + 1q(t) 

(b) the plant output y(t) was not simulated explicitly, in 

order to avoid the possibility of overloading the computer. 

Now y(t) = (Ax' + BI * [output lagj + g(t) 
where IPI * IQj is the output of Q when the input is the signal P. 

In the steady state 

y(t) = J Ax21 * {output lagj + B + E (t) 
and the multiplier output is v(t) = y(t) cos(at-8) 

v(t) = [(Ax2j *[output lagjTcos(at-B)+Bcos(at-8)+e(t)coe(at-8) 
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was simulated where c is some constant so that the relationship

- o.i1 '
allowed a reasonable value of t. . This signal was then added to

•rq(t) and x(t) obtained as

x(t) * cAz(t) + |q(t)

(b) the plant output y(t) was not simulated explicitly, in

order to avoid the possibility of overloading the computer.

Now y(t) = [Ax2 + B], * (output lag} + £(t)

where [P] # [Q] is the output of Q when the input is the signal P.

In the steady state

y(t) = [Ax2] * [output lagl + B + f( t )

and the multiplier output is v(t) = y(t) cos(«xt-$)
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and v(t) is the -input to the controller integrator. Each of the 

three terms in the above expression for v(t) was simulated 

separately then added together at the input to the controller 

integrator. 

Experiments 

A4.8 Variation of y with and 
i ITz 

In this section the experiments described in sections 4.2.2, 

4.3 and 7.3.3 are discussed in detail. 
In each of the three experiments the magnitude scaling was 

fixed by choosing A = 1 and the perturbation amplitude a = 0.1, 

in order to comply with the accuracy considerations given in 
the preceding sections. The time scale was fixed by choosing a 

value for the equivalent circuit bandwidth .ft. The remaining 

system parameters are then uniquely defined by the non-dimensional 

parameters. 

The value of y, where 

V 
(t) 

77t * mean square value of perturbation 

was obtained by comparing the measured value of x2(t) with a 

measured value of x (t) rather than the calculated value of-X777. 
This measured value of x'2(t) was obtained by subjecting a 

simulation of the equivalent circuit to the actual disturbance 

z(t) or noise f(t)cosat. This eliminates the first order 

effects of any errors in the generation of z(t) or ff(t) and so 

improves the accuracy of the experiments. 

(a) Sine wave perturbation - disturbances only. 
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was obtained by comparing the measured value of x2 (t) with a

measured value of x12 (t) rather than the calculated v alue of xf (t)

This measured value of x1 (t) was obtained by subjecting a

simulation of the equivalent circuit to the actual disturbance

z(t) or Boise f(t)cosat. This eliminates the first order

effects of any errors in the generation of z(t) or £f(t) and so

improves the accuracy of the experiments.
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This experiment was discussed in non-dimensional terms 

in section 4.2.2, where it is specified that 

N2 
T 

The time scale of the simulation was chosen so that the equivalent 

circuit bandwidth n was 

11 = KaA = 1 rad/sec. 

The value of x2(t) was measured by integrating for 250 sets, 

which from section A4.4 gives an approximate standard deviation of 

the results of 250 
= 

9%' 

The analogue computer diagram is shown in figure A4.5. The 

experimental procedure was as follows: f1 = B/Aa2 was set to 

some fixed value by adjusting B, then y was measured for a range 

of values of U2 = a/KaA sufficient to make y vary from approximately 

2 to under 1.05. This was repeated for a range of values of 

T . The results are shown in table A4.1. Graphs of the 

variation of y with 72 were drawn for each value of f, and 

are shown in figures A4.6a and A4.6b. From these graphs the 

data was obtained to build up figure 4.2. 

(b) Sine wave perturbation - noise only. 

This experiment is discussed in non-dimensional terms 

in section 4.3 where it is specified that 

ma 
KN 2 

y= =4. 

In this case Sl was chosen so that 

SI = KaA = 2.5 rad/sec. 
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This experiment was discussed in non-dimensional terms

in section 4,2.2, where it is specified that

N 2
TT *'ZTT3 * r-f- = 2.

Ka A

The time scale of the simulation was chosen so that the equivalent

circuit bandwidth ft was

ft = KaA = 1 rad/sec.

The value of x2 (t) was measured by integrating for 250 sees,

which from section A4.4 gives an approximate standard deviation of

the results of/

The analogue computer diagram is shown in figure A4.5. The

experimental procedure was as follows: TT - B/Aa2 was set to

some fixed value by adjusting B, then Y was measured for a range

of values of JJ = a/KaA sufficient to make Y vary from approximately

2 to under 1.05. This was repeated for a range of values of

Tf . The results are shown in table A4.1. Graphs of the

variation of Y with JJ were drawn for each value of "JTj and

are shown in figures A4.6a and A4,6b. From these graphs the

data was obtained to build up figure 4.2.

(b) Sine wave perturbation - noise only.

This experiment is discussed in non-dimensional terms

in section 4.3 where it is specified that

i-rTT . _
1 'it . a ~ •Aa

In this case ft was chosen so that

ft = KaA = 2 . 5 rad/sec.
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The measurement time was again 250 sees so that the approximate 

standard deviation of the results is 2/625 * 6%. 

The experimental procedure was the same as that described 

above for the system with disturbances only. The analogue 

computer diagram is shown in figure A4.7, the results in table 

A4.2 and the graphs of y versus yr2 in figure A4.8. 

(e) Square wave perturbation - disturbances only. 
This experiment is discussed in non-dimensional terms 

in section 7.3.3 where it is specified that 

JT 2 eN7s 
y - 

Ka 
3A 

In this case Si was chosen so that 

=Z. 

SL = 2KaA = rad/sec. 

The measurement time was again 250 sets so that the approximate 

standard deviation of the results is /2/2507i, a 5%. 

The experimental procedure was the same as that described in 

(a) above. The analogue computer diagram is the Same as that 

shown in figure A4.5 for sine wave perturbation. The results are 

given in table A4.3, and the graphs of y versus TT2 in figure 
A4.9. 

A4.9 Simulation of complete system 

This is the experiment described in non-dimensional terms 

in section 5.4. The scaling for this simulation was determined 

by choosing A = 1, a = 100 rad/sec, and the value of x2(t) predict- 
ed by the design procedure to be 0.05. The remaining system 

parameters were then given by the dimensionless variables 
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The measurement time was again 250 sees so that the approximate

standard deviation of the results is /2/625 » 6$.

The experimental procedure was the same as that described

above for the system with disturbances only. The analogue

computer diagram is shown in figure A4.7» the results in table

A4.2 and the graphs of Y versus in figure A4.8.

(c) Square wave perturbation - disturbances only.

This experiment is discussed in non-dimensional terms

in section 7.3*3 where it is specified that

In this case ft was chosen so that

ft = 2KaA ts TT rad/sec.

The measurement time was again 250 sees so that the approximate

standard deviation of the results is /2/250?r w 5$.

The experimental procedure was the same as that described in

(a) above. The analogue computer diagram is the Same as that

shown in figure A4.5 for sine wave perturbation. The results are

given in table A4.3» and the graphs of Y versus "TT2 in figure

A4.9.

A4.9 Simulation of complete system

This is the experiment described in non-dimensional terms

in section 5.4. The scaling for this simulation was determined

by choosing A « 1, c = 100 rad/sec, and the value of x2(t) predict-

ed by the design procedure to be 0,05. The remaining system

parameters were then given by the dimensionless variables
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specified by the design procedure. The analogue computer, 

diagram is shown in figure A4.10. 

A4.10 Comparison of three systems 

This experiment is described in dimensionless terms in 
section 8.2. The scaling for the simulation was determined by 

choosing A = 1, cc = 63 rad/sec, and by choosing x (t) theoretical 

to be 0.1 for the systems with TTa = 40, 20 and 10, 

x2(t) theoretical = 0.05 for lTa = 8, and x2(t) theoretical = 0.025 

for fl = 4. 

The three systems were simulated together, their separate 

disturbance and noise signals differing only by a multiplying 

factor, The analogue computer diagram is shown in figure A4.11. 
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A4.10 Comparison of three systems

This experiment is described in dimensionless terms in

section 8.2. The scaling for the simulation was determined by

choosing A « 1, a = 63 rad/sec, and by choosing x2(t) theoretical

to be 0,1 for the systems with ff = 40, 20 and 10,

xa(t) theoretical = 0.05 for "fT = 8, and x27t) theoretical a 0.025

The three systems were simulated together, their separate

disturbance and noise signals differing only by a multiplying

factor. The analogue computer diagram is shown in figure A4.ll.
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Apnendix_5 

The Function Minimisation Routine 

A5.1 ,production 
This appendix describes the digital computer function 

minimisation routine used in the design procedures. 

The routine is based on a procedure suggested by Powell".. 

which Fletcher" has shown to be relatively efficient. In this 
work a sim;lification of Powell's procedure was used in order to 

reduce program development time. 

The thirteen 3-dimensional function minimisation discussed 

in Chapter 5 took less than one minute on an English Electric 
KDP 9 coaiouter and involved approximately 100 function evaluations 

per minimisation. 

The underlying principles of the routine are discussed in 
sections A5.2, A5.3 and A5.4, and the actual program used for the 

three dimensional minimisation is given in section A5.5. This 

program is written in Atlas Autocode45. 

A5.2 General nro dure 

The purpose of the routine is to find the coordinates x(1), 
x(2) --- x(j) written x(l:j) of the point , which minimises w in 
the relation 

w = f ) A5.1 

The evaluation of w from equation (A5.1) is carried out in a 

separate routine called PQ3FCRIT, which will depend on the parti- 

cular function to be minimised. 
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This appendix describes the digital computer function

minimisation routine used in the design procedures.

The routine is based on a procedure suggested by Powell1'3,

which Fletcher1*1* has shown to be relatively efficient. In this

work a simplification of Powell's procedure ?/as used in order to

reduce program development time.

The thirteen 3-diraensional function minimisations discussed

in Chapter 5 took less than one minute on an English Electric

KDF 9 computer and involved approximately 100 function evaluations

per minimisation.

The underlying principles of the routine are discussed in

sections A5.2, A5»3 and A5.4, and the actual program used for the

three dimensional minimisation is given in section A5»5» This

program is written in Atlas Autocode1*5.

A5.2 General procedure

The purpose of the routine is to find the coordinates x(l)»

x(2) — x(d) written x(l: j) of the point x which minimises w in

the relation

w = f(x) A5.1

The evaluation of w from equation (A5.1) is carried out in a

separate routine called P£RFCRIT, which will depend on the parti-

cular function to be minimised.
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The values of w for various trial values of x(l:j) is the 

only information used. The partial derivatives of w with respect 

to x(l:j) could have been obtained for the particular cases of 
f(4) considered in this work, but were not employed in'the routine, 

as this would mean considerable complication without, it is 

thought, any significant increase in the speed of minimisation. 

The procedure used is basically changing one variable at a 

time, that is minimising w along lines parallel to the x(l:j) 

coordinate axes. In addition a new direction in the j-dimensional 

space is defined and w minimised in this new direction.. The 

routine stops when the above cycle fails to produce an improvement 

in x(l:j) greater than some specified quantities R(l:j). 

The organisation of the routine is discussed in more detail 

in the next section. 

A5.3 organisation of routine 

The main function minimisation routine, called 'fumin', calls 

on two sub-routines, 'minline' and 'evaluate'. - 

The routine minline finds the minimum value of w along a line 
in the j-dimensional x(l:j) space. The line is specified by a point 

j2 whose coordinates are p(l:j), and a direction $ specified by the 

com.onents t(l:j) of a unit length along the line. This minline 

sub-routine is discussed in further detail in the next section. 

The routine evaluate obtains the coordinates x(l:j) of a 

point at distance s(n) [n = 1, 2 or 3] along the line Z from p as 

a = E + s(n) Z 

so that the routine PP,RPCRIT can obtain the value of w correspond- 

ing to s(n). 
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time, that is minimising w along lines parallel to the x(l:;j)

coordinate axes. In addition a new direction in the j-dimensional

space is defined and w minimised in this ne¥/ direction. The

routine stops when the above cycle fails to produce an improvement

in x(l:j) greater than some specified quantities R(l: j) .

The organisation of the routine is discussed in more detail

in the next section,

A5.3 Orfta^ni sa t i on , of routine

The main function minimisation routine, called 'fumin', calls

on two sub-routines, 'minline' and 'evaluate'.

The routine minline finds the minimum value of w along a line

in the 3-dimensional x ( l 2 j ) space. The line is specified by a point

jg whose coordinates are p(l: j), and a direction £ specified by the

components £ ( l s j ) of a unit length along the line. This minline

sub-routine is discussed in further detail in the next section.

The routine evaluate obtains the coordinates x(l:;j) of a

point -at distance s(n) [n = 1, 2 or 3] along the line # from £ as

x. = p. + s(n) j?

so that the routine PERPCRIT can obtain the value of w correspond-

ing to s(n).
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An i teration of the basic procedure is as follows: 
(i) from a starting point pa find the minimum with respect 

to the first variable x(1), that is along the line 
£ = (l, 0 -- 0). Let the resulting point 21 be the 

starting point for the next line minimisation. 

(ii) Repeat the line minimisation for each of the j para- 

meters to find the point pj. 
(iii) Define a new direction as that of the line joining po 

and pj and find the minimum along this line. Call 

this point pf. 

(iv) Compare pf with 20. If the differences betreen the 

coordinates of pf and po are less than the quantities 

specified as R(1:j) then accept pf as the required 

minimum. Otherwise pf becomes the starting joint po 

of the next iteration cycle. 

A5.4 Minimisation Along a lire 
Minimisation along a line requires the following information: 

(i) The coordinates p(l:j) of a point p on the line. 

(ii) The direction A of the line, specified by the com- 

ponents 8(1:3) of a unit length along the line. 

(iii) The accuracy r to which the minimum along the line is 
to be found. 

(iv) The maximum step m which should be taken along the 

line. This was taken as m = 1000 r. 

The extrapolation extremum control technique discussed in Chapter 

1 was employed, using a quadratic defined by three points to pre- 

dict the position of the minimum. The three points are specified 
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An i teration of the basic procedure is as follows;

(i) ]?rom a Starting point p0 find the minimum with respect

to the first variable x(l), that is along the line

£ « (I, 0 — 0), Let the restating point p, be the

starting point for the next line minimisation,

(ii) Repeat the line minimisation for each of the j para-

meters to find the point pj.

(iii) Define a new direction as that of the line joining £0

and £j and find the minimum along this line. Call

this point £f,

(iv) Compare £f with £0. If the differences between the

coordinates of £f and £0 are less than the quantities

specified as R(l:j) then accept £f as the required

minimum. Other\vise £̂  becomes the starting point £0

of the next iteration cycle.

A5.4 Minimisation along a line

Minimisation along a line requires the following information!

(i) The coordinates p(l: j) of a point £ on the line,

(ii) The direction j5 of the line, specified by the com-

ponents 6(1: j) of a unit length along the line.

(iii) The accuracy r to which the minimum along the line is

to be found,

(iv) The maximum step ni which should be taken along the

line. This was taken as m = 1000 r.

The extrapolation extremum control technique discussed in Chapter

1 was employed, using a quadratic defined by three points to pre-

dict the position of the minimum. The three points are specified
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by their distances s(1), s(2) and s(3) along the line Z from p and 

the corresponding function values are f(1), f(2) and f(3). The 

distance d of a turning point in w in the direction $ from E is 

then given by the relation 

d= is [s(2)2-s(3)21ff(l)+[s(3)2-13(1)2]f(2)+[s(1)2-s(2)21f(3) (A5.2) 
[s(2)-s(3)]f(l)+[s(3)-s(1)]f(2)+[s(1)-s(2)]f(3) 

This turning point is a minimum if ft < 0 where 

ft = [s(2)-s 3) 
f(l)+[s(3)-s(1)]f(2)+[s(1)-s(2)]f(3) 

(A5.3) 
[s(1)-s(2 [s(2)-s(3)] 18(3)-8(1)J 

If the turning point is predicted to be a maximum or if the 

value of d is such that to calculate f(, + d.A)) a step greater than 

m must be taken, the maximum allowable step m is taken in the 

direction of decreasing w to give a new prediction point to re- 

place the most distant of the original points. 

Otherwise d is used to provide a new prediction point, re- 

placing the most distant of the criginal three. When d is within 

the required accuracy r of one of the three points used to calcu- 

late d then this value of d is accepted as giving the minimum 

along the line. 

To avoid division by zero the denominator of equation A5.2 

was evaluated separately and checked. If this denominator is zero 

the three points indicate a linear variation of w along the direc- 

tion of minimisation. If w is constant the centre point is taken 

as the minimum. If not,a step of ten times the distance between 

the two outermost points is taken in the direction of decreasing 

w, in order to provide a new prediction point. 

A5.5 The comguter program 
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by their distances s(l), s(2) and s(3) along the line £ from % and

the corresponding function values are f(l), f(2) and f(3). The

distance d of a turning point in w in the direction j? from £ is

then given by the relation

A . - rs(2)2-s(5)23fa)+[8(3)
2-s(l)21f(2)-f[s(l)g-8(2)2lf(3)

a~* [s(2)-s(3)]f(l)4-[s(3)-s(l)3f(2)+[s(l)-s(2)]f(3)

This turning point is a minimum if ft < 0 where

ft [s(2)-s(3)3f(l)-»-[s(3)-8(l)]f(2)-f[3(l)-s(2)3f(3)
" [s(l)-s(2)3[s(2)-s(3)3[s(3)-s(i)3~

If the turning point is predicted to be a maximum or if the

value of d is such that to calculate f(£ +d.£! a step greater than

m must be taken, the maximum allowable step m is taken in the

direction of decreasing w to give a new prediction point to re-

place the most distant of the original points.

Otherwise d is used to provide a new prediction point, re-

placing the most distant of the original three. When d is vd.thin

the required accuracy r of one of the three points used to calcu-

late d then this value of d is accepted as giving the minimum

along the line.

To avoid division by zero the denominator of equation A5.2

was evaluated separately and checked. If this denominator is zero

the three points indicate a linear variation of w along the direc-

tion of minimisation. If w is constant the centre point is taken

as the minimum. If not, a step of ten times the distance between

the two outermost points is taken in the direction of decreasing

w, in order to provide a new prediction point.
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***A 
ice 
UtIN, LP/1816 0000 SHRRINO ELE, OENMIN RESULTS 
COMPUTING 5000 INSTRUCTIONS 
OUTPUT 
0 LINE PRINTER 300 LINES 
STORE 30 STOCKS 
EXECUTION 1 MINUTES 
COMPILER AA 

begin 
real vow 
arra x,R(1:3) 
integer i,j,n 
routine epee Cumin 
routine epee PEWCRIT 

3=3 
R(1)w0.001; R(2)=0.0002; R(3)00,001 
X(1)1;x(2)s2;x(3)=10 
nm0 
Cycle 1=1,1,13 
read(v) 
Cumin 
newline 
print(v,3,3);Print(x(1),3,3);Print(x(2),3,3),print(x(3),3,3);print(w,3,3) 
print(n,4,0) 
repeat 
stop 

routine PERFCRIT 
real b,c 
n=a+1 
b=1/exp(log(x(1))/3) 
c=exp(log(x(2))/3) 
wmi*(1+44/x(3)+3)*(b/a)*(i+(x(i)+?Jx(2))*sgrt(i+vs*x(3)s*ca*b#4)) 
end 
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***A
JOB
UBDIN, LP/1816 0000 SHKRING ELE, GENMIN RESULTS
COMPUTING 5000 INSTRUCTIONS
OUTPUT
0 LINE PRINTER 30O LINES
STORE 30 BLOCKS
EXECUTION 1 MINUTES
COMPILER AA

begin
real v,w
array x,R(l:3)
integer i»j,n
routine spec f umin
routine spec PERPCRIT

J-3
R<1)»0.001; R(2)a0.0002; R<3)«O.OOl
x(l)=l;x(2)=2;x<3)=10
n«O
cycle it=l,l,13
read(v)
fumin
newline
print(v,3,3) ;print(x(l) ,3,3) ;print(x(2) ,3,3); print(x<3> ,3,3) ;print(w,3,3)
print (n ,4,0)
repeat
8tO£

routine PERFCRIT
real b,c
n«»n-fl
b»l/exp(log(x(l))/3)
c=exp(log(x(2))/3) . . a A VN
wa|*(l+44/x(3)t3)*(b/c)*(l-l-<x(l)-«ix(2))*8qrt<H-v2*x(3)2*c8*b*4))
end
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routine fumin; comment finds x(1:3) to accuracy R(1:3) to give minimum w 
real m,r,r',w1,h,h2 
integer T,N,i,k 
array s,f(1:3),p,l,Q,X(1:j) 
routine spec minline 
routine Spec evaluate(integer n) 

N=0 
c ale i=1,1,j; Q(i)=100R(i);p(i)nx(i); repeat 
s 1 evaluate( 1) 
1;N=N+1 
^)3 unless N>30; caution stopped at Nmax; newline; return 
3:oycle i=1,1,J; X(Z)=x( i); mat; win 
e le im1,1,j 
r=R i); m=1000r 
o vole k=1,i,j; p(k)mx(k); 1(k)=0; repeat 
1 Z,7= 1 
s(1)=O; f(1)=w 
s(2)-Q(i); evaluate(2) 
s(3)=2Q(i); s(3)=-Q(i) if f(2)>f(1); evaluate(3) 
minline 
repeat 

cyclee i=1,1, j 
Q(i)=4*Jx(i)-x(i)I; Q(i)=R(i) if q(i)<R(i); Q(i)=1OOR(i) if Q(i)3,,100R(i) 
repeat 
-01-1 if Nt2 
h2=o; cycle i=1,1,j; hZ=h2+(x(i)%(i))2; repeat; h.sgrt(b2) 
ovals i=1219j 
1 1 =(x(i) R(i))/h 
r'=IR(i)/(l(i)+1o-7)I if i=1 then r=r' it 0-1 and r'<r then r==r' 
repeat 
m=looor 
o le i=1,1,j; p(i)=X(i); repeat 
s(1)=0; f(1)=wi 
->4 if h)4r; s(2)4r; evaluate(2); s(3)=-4r; evaluate(3); ->5 
4:5(72=h; f(2)=w; s(3)=jjh; evaluate(3) 
5:minline 
cycle i=i,i,j; -3o1 if Ix(i)-X(i)I>R(i); repeat 
return 
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routine fumin; comment finds x(l:j) to accuracy R(l:j) to give minimum w
real mtr,r*.wlthth2
integer TtN,i,k
array s,f<l:3),p,l,Q,X(l:j)
routine spec minline
routine spec evaluateC integer n)

N=sO

cycle i=l,ltjj Q<i)alOOR(i);p(i)ax(i); repeat
s(l)=0jevaluate(l)
1:N=N+1
->3 unless N>3O; caption stopped at Nmax; newline; return
3t cycle i«l,l,j; X<i)=x(i)} repeat; wl»w
cycle i=*l,l,j
rsR(i) ; m=lOOOr
cycle k=i,l,jj p(k)=x(k)j l(k)=O; repeat

S<1)=0|
s(2)=Q(i); evaluate(2)
s(3)=aQ(i)5 s<3)a-Q(i) if f(2)>f(l>; evaluate<3)
minline
repeat

cycle
if Q(i)<R(i); Q(i)»100R(i) if Q<i»10OR(i)

repeat
->1 if N<2
h2«0; cycle i=l,l,j| h2«h2+(x(i>-X<i))aj repeat} h»sqrt(h2)
cycle
l<i)«<

if ial then rorf

if i>l and r*<r then r=rf

repeat
mniooor
cycle i»l,l,j| p(i)=X(i)j repeat
s(l)=0; f<l)=wl
->4 if h>|rj s(2)=̂ r; evaluate(2); s(3)»-|r; evaluate(3>|
4:s(2T=h; f(2)=w; s(3)=ih; evaluate (3)
5: minline
cycle i=l,l,j} ->1 if |x(i)-X(i)|>R(i)j repeat
return
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routine minline 
comment minimisation along 1 from E 
integer i,imax, imin,C 
real a,d,e,max,min,ft 
TWO 

Coo 
6:T=T+1; return if T305 

a=(s(2)-s(3))*P(i)+(s(3)-s(1))*f(2)+(s(1)-s(2))*f(3) 
a15 unless aaO 
if f(1 =f 2) or f(1)=f(3) or f(2)=f(3) then return 
if f(1)3of(2) and f(1)>f(3) then imex=l; if f(1)<f(2) and f(1)<f(3) then iminal 
if f(2)>f(3) and f(2)>f(1) then imax=Q; if f(2)<f(3) ad f(2)<f(1) then imina2 
if f(3)>f(1) and f(3)>f(2) then imax=3; if f(3)<f(1) Id f(3)<f(2) then imin-3 
s(imax)=s(imin)+10*(s(imin)-s(imax));enluate(imax) 
->6 

15:dx4*((s(2)a-s(3)a)*f(1)+(s(3)$-s(1)$)*f(2)+(s(1)$-s(2)$)*f(3))/a 
ftaa/((s(1)-s(2))*(s(2)-s(3))*(s(3)-e(1))) 

max=0 
cycle i=1,1,3 
e= d-s(i)I 
--31.1 if O<r 
10: 02 if max>e 
max=e; imaxai 
2: repeat 
CaO 
->3 if ft<O and max<m 
>4 if ft<0 and max>m 

-2-5 

3:s(imax)=d; evaluate(imax)i -06 
4:2 ale 1=1,1,3 

e= d-e(i)I 
->12 if i>1 
min=e; iminal 
12: ->7 if mince 
min=e; imin=i 
7: repeat 
->13 if min>m 
s(insx)=d; evaluate(imax) 
->6 

13: s(imax)as(imin)+m 
s(imax)as(imin)-m if (d-s(imin))<O; evaluate(imax) 
->6 

5:das(imax)+m if (d-s(imax))<O 
d=s(imax)-m if (d-s(imax))>O 
max=0 
cycle i=1,1,3 
e= d-s(i)I 
--21,8 if xwo-e 
max=e; imaxmi 
8: repeat 
s(imax)ad; evaluate(imax) 
->6 

1: -010 if ft>O 
0(1)=d; a aluate(1) 
end; comment end of line minimisation 
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routine minline
comment minimisation along 1̂  from £
integer i,imax, imin,C
real a,d,e,max,min,£t
T«0

6:TaT+l; return if T>5
a»<8<2)-6<3))*f<lH<s<3)-s<l))*f<2)-Ks<l)-s<2))*f<3)
->±5 unless a=O
jLf f(l)=f<2) or f(l)=f (3) or f (2)=f<3> then return
if f(l)>f<2) and f(l)>f (3) then imaxal; if f(l)<f(2) and f(l)<f<3> then imin=l
if f(2»f(3) and f(2)>f(l) then imax=«; if f(2)<f(3) and f(2)<f(l) then imin«2
if f(3)>f(l) and f(3)>f(2) then imax=3| if f(3)<f(l) and f<3)<f<2) then imin«3
s( imax)=s( imin)+lO*( s< imin)-s( imax) ) ;evaluate( imax)

15:d=i*«s<2)8-s<3)2)*f(lH(s(3)2-s(l)2)*f(2H<s(l)a-s(2)S!)*f(3))/a
ft»a/«s(l)-s(2))*(s(2)-s(3))*<s<3)-s(l)))

maxaO
oyole i=l,l,3
e=|d-s(i)|
->1 if e<r
1O: ->2 if max>e
max=e;
2: repeat

->3 if f t<0 and max<m
->4 if f t<0 and max>m

—3:s(imax)=dj evaluate(imax);
4ieycle

min=ej imin=l
12s ->7 if min<e
minsej imin=i ""
7s yp*̂ *
->13 if min>m
s(imax)sd; evaluate(imax)

13: s(imax)=s(imin)+ra
s(imax)=s(imin)-m if (d-s(imin))<O} evaluate(imax)

5:d=s(imaxHm j.f (d-s(imax))<0
d=s(imax)-m if (d-s(imax))>O
max=O

le i«l,l,3
d-s(i)l

->8 if max>e
imax=i

8! repeat
s(imax)sd; evaluate (imax)

is ->lo jlf ftx)
B(l)=d; evaluated)
end; comment end of line minimisation
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routine evaluate(int_ 2or n) 
integer i 
cycle i=1,1,j; x(i)=p(i)+s(n)*l(i); repeat 
PERFCRIT 
f (n)=w 
end 

end; comment end of fumin 

end of program 

0,01 0,02 0,04 0.08 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8 

***z 

1.0 2.0 4.0 8.o 10,0 
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routine evaluate (Jnteger n)
integer i
cycle i«l,l,j; x(i)=p(i)+s(n)*l(i); repeat
PBRFCRIT
f(n)»w
end

end; comment end of fumin

end of program

o.oi 0.02 0.04 0.08 o.i 0.2 0.4 0.8 i.o 2.0 4.0 8,o 10.0

***z
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Tabl.l - Computer results for design 

Up Tie iTa 173 4 aT Y 

0401 1-22 16494 1.06 1.96 0-204 1-01 

0-02 1.25 13-15 1.13 1-92 0-301 1-02 

0-04 1.33 10-42 1-27 1-83 0.436 1-04 

0.08 1-48 8-47 1.50 1-70 0.617 1.07 

0-1 1.55 7.97 1-60 1-65 O'688 1.09 

0-2 1.92 6.75 2.04 1-45 0-951 1-14 

0-4 2-62 5.89 2.68 1-22 1.30 1.22 

0-8 4-00 5.31 3.61 0.98 1-79 1-29 

1-0 4-68 5-17 4-00 0.90 1.98 1-32 

2-0 8-04 4-85 5.50 0-685 2-75 1-39 

4-0 14-74 4-67 7-66 0-506 3.83 1-43 

8.0 28.1 4-56 10-74 0.367 5.37 1.46 

10.0 34.8 1 4.54 11.98 0-329 5.99 1.471 

Table 5.2 - Sensitivity of Performance to inaccurate plant 
knowledge 

TTe = 1.55 

132 

NZ`=2NZ NZ'=kNZ 
I 2Ne 

Ne' fNe Ar=2A A`=4A T`=2T Tz=fT 

-T_ 0.252 0-0397 0.063 0-159 0-159 0.063 0-2 0-05 

"(- ` Te 2-1 1-326 1-42 1-78 1-78 1-42 1-92 1-365 

TTTe" 2-41 1-54 1-715 2-0 2-4 1.58 2-02 1-4 

tIe" 

TT 
e 

1-15 1-16 1.21 1-125 1-35 1.11 1.05, 1.03 

Table5.1 - Computer results for design
132

TTp
0«01

0-02

0-04

0-08

0-1

0-2

0-4

0-8

1-0

2*0

4-0

8-0

10*0

TTe

1-22

1-25

1-33

1-48

1-55

1-92

2-62'

4-00

4-68

8-04

14*74

28-1

34-8

TT2

16*94

13-15

10-42

8«47

7-97

6-75

5-89

5'31

5-17

4-85

4-67

4- 56

4-54

TT3

1-06

1-13

1-27

1-50

1-60

2-04

2-68

3-61

4-00

5-50

7-66

10-74

11*98

TT,
1-96

1*92

1-83

1*70

1*65

1-45

1*22

0-98

0*90

0-685

0-506

0-367

0*329

aT

0-204

0*301

0-436

0-617

0-688

0-951

1*30

1-79

1-98

2-75

3-83

5-37

5-99

Y

1-01

1-02

1-04

1-07

1-09

1-14

1-22

1-29

1-32

1»39

1-43

1*46

1-47

Table .2 - Sensitivity of Performance to inaccurate plant
knowledge

TTn = o- TT. •

TV
TTe'

rre-
TTe"

TTe1

Nz
 f=2Nz

0-252

2-1

2-41

1-15

N '=iNz z

0- 0397

1-326

1-54

1-16

¥=2Nf
0*063

1-42

1*715

1-21

v=%yt 35

0*159

1-78

2'0

1*125

1

, _ — — ,_i

A*=2A

0*159

1-78

2-4

1-35

A'=iA

0-063

1-42

1*58

1-11

T f =2T

0-2

1*92

2-02

1-05

-

Tr=iT

0-05

1-365

1-4

1-03



Table 5.3 - Results from simulation of complete system 

Table 5.3a 

1p 0.01 0.1 1.0 

iTe from theory 1.22 1.55 4'68 

Tte experimental 
1.24 1.52 4.55 

exerimental Temin 3.14 

133 

Note 1) Limiter on x set to 20x2 for Iip = 0.01 and 0.1 

15x2 for 
TTp 

= 1.0 

2) Ilemin experimental for 
TTp 

= 1.0 was obtained with 

1.5a, 1.5K, 1.5f and B = -A7 i.e with iT2 = 3.44, 

Ti3 = 0.79 and TT 4 = 0.4 

Table 5.3b 

7p 0'01 0.1 1.0 

TTe with twice designed perturbation amplitude a 2'02 2018 3'7 

it It half If it if 1.73 1-9 5-5 

TIe 
with twice designed gain K 1.49 2.08 unst4ble 

11 
If half it of 

11 1.4 1.93 4.55 

iTe with twice designed perturbation frequency a 1.27 1.9. 4.55 

rt u half " u a 1.28 1.84 unstable 

Table 5.3c 

B2 -10 +lo -5 +3 0 -2 +1 

'n' = 0.01 1.54 1.7 I 

= 0.1 72 2-2 1.85 

iT = 1.0 3.9 6.75 unstable1 

Tabler -5..J " Results from simulation of complete system

Table 5.3a
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TTp
TT from theory

6

TTa experimental
8

TT experimental
min

0-01

1-22

1-24

it

0*1

1-55

1-52
1!

1-0

4*68

4*55

3*14

Note 1) Limiter on x set to 20x2 for Jin - °*01 and °*1jy

153? for

2) TTe • experimental for TT -1*0 was obtained with
' ' nin. P
l'5a, 1'5K, l'5f and B = -A? i.e \vith "fT2 = 3'44,

Tf « 0*79 and fT = 0*4

Table 5*3"b

TTp
TTe with twice designed perturbation amplitude a

» !t half " " "

TT with twice designed gain K

" " half " " "

TTe with twice designed perturbation frequency cc

.." " half " " " a

0*01

2-02

1-73

1*49

1-4

1-27

1*28

0-1

2-18

1-9

2*08

1-93

1-9.

1-84

1-0

3-7

5-5

unstable

4-55

4-55

unstable

Table 5.3c

B/Ax2

TTp - o-oi
TTp - o-i
TT - i*°."E

-10

1-54
+10

1*7

-5

2-2

+3

1-85

0

3*9

•••O

6-75

+1

unstable
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Table 7.1 

sine wave perturbation 

a TT2 iTa fUe ? 

100.0 79-41 1-001 1-191 1.00 

80-0 63-56 1-002 1-191- 1-00 

40-0 32-01 1.012 1-192 1.00 

20.0 16-77 1-085 1-203 1.01 

10-0 10.06 1-426 1-260 1-04 

8-0 8-866 1-650 1-303 1-06 

4-0 6-594 2-993 1-586 1-15 

2-0 5.450 6-361 2-278 1-27 

1-0 4.875 15-22 3-805 1-38 

0.8 4-766 20.56 4-597 1.411 

0.4 4-569 54-60 8-652 1.45 

0-2 4.492 150-5 16-90 1.48 

0.1 4.464 921.8 33-52 1.501 

Table 7.2 

square wave perturbation 

lTa is TTa TTe 

100-0 158-8 4-002 1-191 1-00 

80-0 127.1 4.004 1-191 1-00 

40-0 63-83 4.031 1-192 1.00 

20-0 32-98 4-234 1-199 1-01 

10.0 19-09 5.275 1-241 1-03 

8-0 16-64 5-997 1-274 1-05 

4-0 12.04 10-44 1-504 1-13 

2-0 9-765 21-58 2.086 1.25 

1-0 8-609 50-52 3-392 1.36 

0-8 8-385 67-87 4-072 1-39 

0.4 7-977 178-1 7-570 1.45 

0-2 7.814 488-4 14.71 1-48 

0.1 7.753! 1365 1 29.12 1.49 
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Table 7.1

sine wave perturbation

Table

Note *TT••""•"•* "*' '

square wave perturbation

TTa

100-0

80-0

40-0

20- 0

10-0

8-0

4*0

2-0

1-0

0-8

0-4

0*2

0-1

TT2

79*41

63' 56

32-01

16-77

10-06

8-866

6-594

5.450

4-875

4-766

4*569

4-4-92

4-464

TT3

1-001

1-002

1-012

1-085

1-426

1*650

2-993

6-36!

15-22

20-56

54-60

150-5

421-8

TTe

1*191

1-191-

1-192

1*203

1-260

- 1-303

1*586

2*278

3 '805

4*597

8*652

16-90

33*52

Y

1-00

1-00

1*00

1*01

1-04

1-06

1-15

1*27

1-38

1*41

1*45

1*48

1*50

TTa

100-0

80-0

40*0

20*0

10*0

8*0

4-0

2-0

1*0

0*8

0-4

0*2

0-1

TT2

158' 8

127*1

63*83

32-98

19-09

16-64

12*04

9-765

8-609

8-385
7.977

7-814

7*753
-r

TT3

4*002

4*004

4*031

4-234

5*275

5*997

10-44

21-58

50*52

67*87

178-1

488-4

1365

TTe

1-191

1-191

1-192

1-199

1-241

1-274

1-504

2*086

3*392

4-072

7*570

14-71

29*12

Y

1-00

1-00

1-00

1*01

1-03

1-05

1-13

1-25

1*36

1*39

1-45

1-48

1-49

Note s 4
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Table 7.3 

System with sample and hold 

b 1a iT2 rs Tie 

923 98.75 163.2 4.167 1.223 

905 79.24 132'3 4.210 1.231 

820 39.76 69.81 4.439 1.274 

676 19.96 38.79 4.959 1.363 

469 9.974 23.67 6.264 16565 

397 7.992 20.84 7.038 1.674 

199 3.995 15-69 12.05 2.289 

082 1.998 13.69 26.39 3.686 

030 0.9830 12.96 68.67 6.781 

022 0.795 12.85 92.91 8.256 

007 0.367 12.66 287.7 17.38 

002 0-1585 12.59 1002 39.79 

I 001 I , 

0.0998 12-58 2002 , 63.08 
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Table 7*3

System with sample and hold

b

•923

•905

•820

•676

•469

•397

•199

-082

•030

•022

•007

•002

•001

TTa

98-75

79*24

39*76

19-96

9*974

7-992

3-995

1-998

0-9830

0-795

0-367

• 0*1585

0-0998

TT,
163-2

132*3

69*81

38»79

23*67

20-84

15*69

13*69

12*96

12*85

12-66

12-59

12-58

TT3

4-167

4-210

4-439

4-959

6-264

7-038

12-05

26-39

68-67

92*91

287*7

1002

2002 N
.

TTe

1*223

1-231

1*274

1*363

1-565

1-674

2-289

3-686

6*781

8-256

17*38

39-79

63-08
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Table 8.1 

40 20 . 10 8 4 e for sine wave perturbation system 11.24 1.2 1.4211.39 1 2.16 

TT e for square wave perturbation system 1 1.211.28 '1-35 1 1-351 1.87 

fi 

e 
for system with sample and hold _ 1.22.1.48 ! 1.7 ! 1,791 2v951 

Table 8.2 

- f 40 8 4 
2 

for sampled system disturbance zi(t) 1.4 ;1.66 (2.23.47 7.1 

Tabley,,,., 

as 
System j designed 2a Is. 21 i p =-j 

B 
-'=3 

IT e I'e sine 1.08 1.5 1-72 1.4 1.221 1.2 1.21 
{ TTe theory 

ITTe. 
measured - square 1.00 1.47 1.4-4 1.17 11.19 1-15 1.07 
theory I e 

j1e measured 
.._.._..__,... sampled 

1.47 
P 1.03 1.34 1.34 1.191 - --- 

theory 
!! e I - 
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Table8,l

sine wave perturbation system < l-24|-2

8 4

1-42 | 1*39 j 2-16

square wave perturbation system 1-211-28 1-35 1*35 I 1-87

TTe for system with sample and hold j 1*22 1-48 1»7 ! 1*79 | 2-95;

Table 8.2

TTe for sampled
Tr«
system,disturbance a*(t) 1

40

1-4

8
1*66

4 !
t
I-

2*2 !i

2

3-47
!
!

J

1

7*

System

FT, measured
. § -_. . - sine
JT" theory

IT measured
Jr,e^ ^ ~ square
TTe theory

TT measured
^^L. -r^*—, sampled
IT theory1 ' e

as
designed

1*08

1-00

1*03

2a
_ -H

1*5

1-4-7

1-47

ia

1^72

1*44

1-34

,

2K1

1-4

1*17

1*34

1-22

1-19

1-19

JM
1-2

1-15

,--

. B ..

Ax2"83-5

1-21

1-07



Table A4.1 Sine wave perturbation. disturbances only. 

TTi 112 Y 

0 3.0 2.36 
5.5 1-51 
7.55 1-08 
9-45 1-10 

11.0 1.04 

3 4-5 2-32 
6.3 1-35 
8-2 1.17 

11 1.09 
15.1 1.05 

6 5.5 2.26 
7-55 1-42 

11 1.19 
15.1 1-10 
20.1 1.03 

9 6-9 1.98 
11 1-40 
15-1 1.18 
20.1 1.08 
25.1 1.05 

12 8.2 2.1 
12.6 1-46 
17-6 1.19 
25.1 1.09 
31.4 1.04 

15 9.45 2.24 
15.1 1-41 
20.1 1.22 
25.1 1-13 
31+4 1.07 
37.7 1.04 

18 11 2-32 
17.6 1-43 
25.1 1-20 
31.4 1'12 
37.7 1-08 
44 1.05 

71 72 2 

y 

-3 3-14 2.12 

1 1 6.3 . 2 
8.2 1.05 

-6 3t46 2.6 
4-1 1.55 
4-5 1-71 
5.5 1-48 
7.55 1-14 

11 1.10 
15-1 1-04 

-9 4.1 2-53 
5.5 1-69 
6.3 1.51 
8-2 1.38 

11 1-17 
15-1 1.08 
18.9 1.06 

-12 6-3 1-85 
11 1-32 
15.1 1-16 
20.1 1-09 
25.1 1.06 

-15 7-55 1-94 
12.6 1-40 
18.9 1.16 
25-1 1-10 
31.4 1.06 

-18 8.2 2-21 
12.5 1.56 
18-9 1.26 
25.1 1-14 
31-4 1.09 
37-7 1.06 

-21 96 
11 6 

1: 
25.1 1.19 
31-4 1-12 
37.7 1-09 
44 1.07 
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Table A4.1 Sine wave perturbation, disturbances only.
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TT,
0

3

6

9

12

15

18

,

TT,
3»0
5' 5
7-55
9.45

11-0

4-5
6-3
8-2

11
15-1

5.5
7-55

11
15*1
20-1

6-9
11
15«1
20-1
25-1

8-2
12-6
17»6
25*1
31-4

9-45
15*1
20-1
25*1
31*4
37«7

11
17-6
25*1
31.4
37-7
44

Y

2*36
1-51
1-08
1-10
1-04

2-32
1-35
1-17
1-09
1-05

2-26
1-42
1-19
1-10
1-03

1-98
1-40
1-18
1-08
1*05

2*1
1*46
1-19
1*09
1-04

2*24
1*41
1*22
1*13
1*07
1-04

2-32
1-43
1-20
1-12
1-08
1*05

TT,
~3

-6

—9

-12

-15

-18

-21

TT2

3*14
4*5
6-3
8-2

3*46
4-1
4-5
5*5
7*55

11
15*1

4-1
5*5
6-3
8-2

11
15*1
18-9

6-3
11
15-1
20-1
25-1

7*55
12*6
18-9
25*1
31»4

8-2
12-5
18-9
25«1
31-4
37-7

11
17*6
25*1
31*4
37*7
44

Y

2-12
1-31
1-12
1-05

2*6
1*55
1-71
1*48
1-14
1-10
1*04

2*53
1*69
1*51
1-38
1*17
1*08
1*06

1-85
1-32
1-16
1-09
1-06

1-94
1-40
1*16
1-10
1-06

2-21
1*56
1*26
1-14
1*09
1*06

1-96
^1*39
1»19
1-12
1-09
1-07



Table A4.2 Sine wave perturbation, noise only 

TT, TT2 Y 

0 3.14 1.8 
3.77 1.61 
5.02 1.22 
6.9 1.21 
8.8 1.10 

10.7 1.05 
12.5 1.03 

3 3.77 2.54 
5.02 1.59 
6.9 1'25 
8.8 1.15 

10.7 1.12 
12.5 1.07 
15.1 1.05 

6 5.02 2.26 
7.55 1.53 

11.3 1.19 
15.1 1.12 
18.8 1.07 

_ 
9 7.55 1.93 

10 1.48 
13.8 1.23 
17.6 1.15 
21.4 1.10 
25.1 1.07 

12 7.55 2.47 
11.3 1.57 
15.1 1.28 
20'1 1.17 
25.1 1.11 
30+2 i06 

15 10 2.11 
15.1 1.44 
21.4 1.21 
27.6 1'11 
33'8 1.07 
40.1 1.05 

TT I TT2 b' 

-3 3.14 1.92 
4.4 1.18 
6.3 1.13 
8.2 1.06 

10 1.06 

-6 3.77 1.6 
5.02 1.27 
7.55 1.17 

10 1.07 
12.5 1.04 

-9 5.02 1.66 
7.55 1.33 

11.3 1.14 
15.1 1.08 
18.8 1.06 

-12 5.02 2.06 
7.55 1' 57 

11.3 1.29 
15.1 1.14 
18.8 i11 
21.4 1.08 
25'1 1.06 

-15 7.55 1.85 
11.3 1.42 
15.1 1.27 
20.1 1.16 
25'1 1.10 
30.2 1.07 

-18 7-55 2.35 
10 1.75 
15.1 1.37 
21.4 1.20 
27'6 1.12 

3 33# 1- 7 
7 
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TT,
0

3

6

9

12

15

TT2

3*14
3-77
5*02
6-9
8*8

10-7
12-5

3*77
5*02
6-9
8*8

10-7
12-5
15*1

5'02
7*55

11-3
15*1
18-8

7*55
10
13*8
17*6
21-4
25*1

7*55
11-3
15*1
20-1
25*1
30*2

10
15'1
21*4
27*6
33*8
40-1

Y

1-8
1-61
1-22
1*21
1-10
1-05
1-03

2-54
1*59
1*25
1*15
1-12
1-07
1-05

2-26
1*53
1-19
1-12
1-07

1-93
1*48
1*23
1-15
1*10
1*07

2*47
1*57
1*28
1-17
1-11
1-06

2-11 *
1-44
1*21
1-11
1-07
1-05

TT,

~3

-6

—9

-12

-15

-18

TT2

3-14
4-4
6-3
8-2

10

3*77
5-02
7-55

10
12-5

5-02
7*55

11*3
15*1
18*8

5-02
7*55

11*3
15*1
18*8
21*4
25*1

7*55
11*3

20*1
25'1
30*2

7*55
10
15-1
21-4
27*6
33*8
40*1

Y

1-92
1-18
1-13
1-06
1-06

1*6
1-27
1-17
1-07
1-04

1-66
1*33
1-14
1-08
1-06

2-06
1-57
1-29

1*11
1*08
1-06

1*85
1-42
1-27
1-16
1-10
1-07

2-35
1-75
1*37
1-20

1-08
1-07



Table A4.3 Square wave perturbation, disturbances only 

TT, TT2 y 

0 7 1.92 
8 1.56 
9 1.37 

10 1.26 
12 1.14 
14 1.09 
16 1.11 
18 1.08 
20 1.05 

6 8 1.8 
8 2.01 
9 1-91 

10 1.63 
11 1.41 
12 1.31 
13 1.27 
15 1.17 
17 1.18 
20 1.11 
24 1.07 
30 1.04 

12 10 2.21 
12 1.71 
14 1.46 
16 1.34 
18 1.24 
20 1.21 
24 1.12 
30 1.07 
40 1.04 

18 12 2.38 
13 2.01 
14 1.86 
16 1.63 
20 1.34 
26 1.20 
32 1.13 
40 1.08 
46 1.06 

TT, 72 X 

-3 5 2.26 
6 1.73 
7 1 

. 1 46 
G 9 1.26 

10 1.31 
11 1.15 
12 1.16 
13 1.11 
14 1.09 
15 1.11 
16 1.07 
17 1.05 
18 1.08 
20 1.05 

V6 
6 1.83 
7 1.67 

{ 8 1.39 
9 1.50 

10 1.21 
11 1.23 
12 1.19 
14 1.13 
16 1.08 
18 1.06 
20 1.05 

-12 7 1.92 
8 1.56 

10 1.46 
11 1-33 
12 1.31 
14 1.21 
16 1.12 
18 1.11 
20 1.08 
22 1.08 
25 1.05 
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TT,
0

6

12

18

TT2
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20

8
8

• 9
10
11
12
13
15
17
20
24
30

10
12
14
16
18
20
24
30
40

12
13
14
16
20
26
32
40
46

i

Y

1-92
1-56
1*37
1-26
1-14
1-09
1-11
1-08
1-05

1*8
2-01
1*91
1*63
1*41
1*31
1*27
1-17
1*18
1*11
1*07
1-04

2-21
1*71
1*46
1*34
1*24
1*21
1*12
1*07
1*04

2*38
2-01
1-86
1-63
1-34
1-20
1-13
1-08
1-06

TT, TT2
-3 5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20

-6 6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
16
18
20

-12 7
8
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
22
25

Y

2-26
1-73
1-74
1-46
1-26
1-31
1-15
1-16
1*11
1-09
1*11
1*07
1-05
1-08
1-05

1*83
1-67
1*39
1*50
1*21
1*23
1*19
1-13
1*08
1-06
1-05

1*92
1*56
1-46
1*33 ,
1-31
1-21
1-12
1-11
1-08
1-08
1-05



Table A4,3- continued 

TT i 72 X 

24 16 1.98 
20 1.59 
24 1.37 
30 1.22 
40 1.12 
50 1.06 
60 1.05 

30 18 2.04 
20 1.80 
24 1.55 
30 1.31 
35 1.24 
40 1.16 
50 1.12 
60 1.08 
70 1.05 

TT I TT2 Y 

-18 9 2-14 
10 1.68 
12 1-42 
14 1.39 
16 1.29 
20 1-20 
25 1-17 
30 1.11 
36 1-o6 
40 1.06 

-24 11 2.08 
13 1.74 
16 1.51 
20 1.35 
25 1-22 
32 1.13 
40 1.09 
50 1.04 

-30 13 2-09 
14 1.84 
16 1.73 
20 1-53 
25 1.33 
30 1-26 
40 1-14 
50 1.08 
60 1.06 j 
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TT,
24

30

TT2
16
20
24
30
40
50
60

18
20
24
30
35
40
50
60
70 i

Y

1-98
1-59
1-37
1-22
1-12
1-06
1-05

2*04
1*80
1-55
1*31
1-24
a-16
1-12
1*08
1-05

TT,
-18

-24

-30

f

TT2
9
10
12
14
16
20
25
30
36
40

11
13
16
20
25
32
40
50

13
14
16
20
25
30
40
50
60

Y

2-14
1-68
1-42
1*39
1-29
1-20
1-17
1-11
1-06
1-06

2*08
1-74
1*51
1*35
1-22
1-13
1-09
1»04

2-09
1-84
1*73
1*53
1-33
1-26
1-14
1-08

' 1-06



C 

7i 1 Diagrammatic representation of extremum control system 

Fig, 122 Simplest plant requiring extremum regulation 

!z (t) 

q(t) +w X(t) 

c = Axe + cmin 

e(t) 

c (t) 

Fig. 1.3 Plant with measurement noise 

PLANT

CONTROLLER!

|*jg. 141 Diagrammatic representation of extreinuin control system

c = Ax + c.min

Pig. 1,2 Simplest plant requiring extremum regulation

q,(t)
\

c = Ax + c.min

c(t) + /

_r( t )

,+
y(t)

Pig, 1,3 Plant with measurement noise



Brownian motion 
z(t) 

q(t) 

J c = Axe + emin 

c(t) 

Fig, 1.4 Plant with noise and lags 

PLANT 

q(t) y(t) 

perturbation 

u(t) control 
unit 

Fig. 1. General representation of tlinearieed' 
perturbation system 

white noise 
e(t) 

y(t) 

Brownian motion white noise

v.y •*

c s Ax "min

r(t)

Fig. 1.4 Plant with noise and lags

PLANT

+ perturbation

u(t) control
unit

•(t)

Pia;. 1.5 General representation of 'linearised'
perturbation system



2(t) 

q(t) 

1 
1+ sT W- 

alcosat 

KG(s) (s) 

Fig. 2.1 General sinusoidal perturbation system 

z (t) 

AX2+ B 

Ia2cos(at4, ) 

g (t) 

y (t) 

y(t) 

Fig. 2.2 System for equivalent circuit derivation 

_r ( t )

C ts AX 4- Cmin

y(t)

a i cosat i j aacos(at-ft,)

Fig, 2.1 General sinusoidal perturbation system

i(t)

> - - - -y"" " 7

\

J
C = Ax2 + B

1+ sT
t-i

acosat cos(ctt-e)

y(t)

System for equivalent circuit derivation



z(t? NZ 
f(t) I egg (w) N;ff 

q(t)+Jx(t) 
C 

t) 

y(t) 

cos(at- (1 I = tan FaT 

Pip. 2.3 System for design procedure 

f (t) 

z (t) x(t) 
= Ax2 + 

2-(t) 

q(t) 

e acosat ) 

+ acosat 

u(t) 

Fig.; 2.4 Sinusoidal perturbation system with no lags 

acosat cos(at-e)
• = tanT'aT

u(t) | K
~s

y(t)

. 2.3 System for design procedure

x(t)

q(t)

C a AX^ + B

C(t )

acosat cosat

u(t)

Fig. 2.4 Sinusoidal perturbation system with no lags



z(t) +.n x(t) 

q(t) 

ap (t) 

u(t) 

= Axe+B 

U-L{ 

Fig, 2 Square wave perturbation system with no lags 

g(t) 

Z(t) + x4t) 

q(t) 

u(t) 

c (t) 

ap(t) 
I I 1 

p(t) 

I sample] 
and 

} hold 
1 3 

K 
s 

Fig. 226 Square wave perturbation system with sample and hold 
unit in the controller 

d(t)
c = Ax +B

ap(t)
LR

! P(t)=±l

u(t) K
IUM

S

Fig. 2.5 Square wave perturbation system with no lags

x-(t)

c = Ax +B

(t)

ap(t)
t_TU

p(t)

u(t)
sample
and
hold

/•*•

Fig. 2.6 Square wave perturbation system with sample and hold
unit in the controller



Extremum 
control 
system 

z (t) 

u(t) 

e(t) 

Equivalent 
circuit 

u' (t) 

Fig. 3.1 Purpose of equivalent circuit 

gig, 3.2 Equivalent circuit for simplified system 

z(t)

Extremum
control
system

u(t)

f
(
i

Equival ent
circuit

u'( t)

Fig. 3.1 Purpose of equivalent circuit

s(t)

u'(t)

Pig;. J^.2 Equivalent circuit for simplified system



Fi Equivalent circuit for system with lag 

aA 

41(t) 

K 
s 1+ sT2) 

Fla, 3,4 Equivalent circuit for system with band-pass filter 

o-
u'(t)

Aa

K

Pig. ?.3 Equivalent circuit for system with lag

aA

K

Pig. 3.4 Equivalent circuit for system with band-pass filter



z (t) 

u'(t) 

A 
(1+a2T2) 

K sl+s2T 

Fig. Equivalent circuit for system with measurement 
lag and band-pass filter 

z(t) + 

Q+- 
q(t) 

G, (s) 

r(t) 

u (t) 

c= Ax2+ 

E"(t) 

Fig, .6 System with equivalent noise a"(t) added at 
integrator input 

a(t) _aA
(l+ a2T2)'

u'( t)

K
8(1 +

Fig. Equivalent circuit for system with measurement
lag and band-pass filter

c = Ax2 + B

u(t)

r(t)

Fig;, 3,6 System with equivalent noise g"
integrator input

added at



z (t) 

u'(t) 

aA- 

(1+ «2T2) 

f"(t) 

$Gt, ((11) _NE 
I 1+Ji"'+2 12 

Fly . 3.7 Equivalent circuit with equivalent noise E"(t) 
added at controller integrator input 

' (tl + +(w) 

gig. 8 Equivalent circuit with equivalent noise e'(t) 

f" (t)

Pig. Equivalent circuit with equivalent noise _f"( t )
added at controller integrator input

(t)

a'(t)

aA
(l+a2!2)

K
s l + sT2 )

Pig..,3.8 Eq.uivalent circuit with equivalent noise £' (t)



Fir. 3. Transient response of basic system] 
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Figg . 3.11 Transient respon,G of system with band-pass f iq 
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Fig. 3.12 Transient response of system with measurement 

I1 
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Rig. 3413 Generalised fcrm of equivalent circuits 

Rig. 4.1 Theoretical region of validity of 
equivalent circuit 

CO

Pig. 3,13 Generalised form of equivalent circuits

Pig. 4.1 Theoretical region of validity of
equivalent circuit
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Fig. 4.5 Evolution of and a A 
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e' () yf' f I )) = Net 

742 Equivalent circuit for system with square wave 
perturbation 

z(t) +
2Aa +/ V _

\J 1

u'( t)

Equivalent circuit for system with square wave
perturbation
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white noise brownian motion + x(t) 

z(t) 
$zz(w) = = Axe + B 

q 

actual system 
approximation 

Fi .7 Approximation of z(t) by z=(t) 

f(t) 

Y 
white noise brownian motion

*«>>> • „ c = Ax*

f(t)

actual system
approximation

£(t)

Fig. 7*7 Approximation of z(t) by z*(t)
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Fig. A1.1 Demodulation of low pass filtered signal 

c" (t) 1 

2(l+a2T2) 

v'(t) 

Fiu. A1.2 Equivalent circuit for fig. A1.1 

c"(t)cosat _
1 4- ST

y(t) m v(t)

cos(at-tan""'aT)

Fig. Al.l Demodulation of low pass filtered signal

c»(t) v'(t)

Fig. A1.2 Equivalent circuit for fig. Al.l



c"(t)cosat 

G2 (s) 2s 

Ts2+2s+Ta2 
2 2 

y(t) 

cosat 

Fig. A2.1 Demodulation of band-pass filtered signal 

e" (t) 0.5 
1 + sT 

2 

vt(t) 

Fig. A2.2 Equivalent circuit for fig. A2.1 

c"(t)cosat 2s

T s2 + 2s + T a2
2 2

y(t)
X

cosat

v(t)

Fig. A2....1 Demodulation of band-pass filtered signal

c»(t) 0.5

sT

(t)

Pig. A2.2 Equivalent circuit for fig. A2.1
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Fig. A4.2 Disturbance Noise Generator 

Fig. A4. 

Measurement Noise Generator 

. A^-,2 Disturbance Noise Generator
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Fig. A4.4 Computer diagram fbr production of e(t) 
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. A4.4 Computer diagram for production of



FIG. A4.5 Simulation With Disturbances Only 
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FIG.A4.S Simulation With Dbturbcmccs Only
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Fig. A4.7 Simulation With Noise Only 
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